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Diffeencea In the ultraviolet optical trotatory dispersion of the 

allosterio enzyme aspartate iranscarbaaWlaae o  produced by effectors 

1hich Lter its cataltio adt4vity, aPpear to reflect Btr'uctural changes 

in the protein. These alterations of, catalytic activity in response to 

the eftectors 1  substrates and inhibitors, serre an important ntabolic 

control function in the cell. The conf* rmational changes we have 

detected seem to be related td the 'operat Ion of the control function 

and may be important for an understand1g of the mechanism of activity 

control in this enzyme. The observed  changes are smaU but siificant 

and can be Interpreted as a 5% decrase In helix content upon maximal 

	

activaticn of the enzyme by substrate. 	 ,. 	 . 

No substrate or inhibitor induced struotuza].' nodifications were 

detected in deoxycytldlne nxnophoapkate deami.nase or in. carboxydiemu-

tase. By the criteria of our measurements the oxidized and the 

reduced forms of cerruloplasml.n have identical óonformation. 
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The state of agreation of chlorophyfls In solution, In crystals 

and in photosynthetic particles is discussed in Chapter II. 1v1dence 

derived from circular dichroism (CD) and absorption spectra is used to 

propose a structure for the dimer of chlorophyll rorid in nonbasic 

orn1e solvents. Chlorophyll , ..ohlorophyU b and bacterlochiorophyll 

i.n vitro appear ,  to fbm di1ir1s of thnilar, structure ündèr the conditions 

Investigated. Mjregated chlorophyll exhibits a characteristically 

shaped 3  double CD spectrum In the long wavelen'th absorption band. 'the 

CI) spectra of photosynthetic meithrane fractions isolated froni h.ier 

• plants and ptoaynthêtic bacteria suçrest that some of the in vivo 

chlorophyll is agegated. Thvestigst ions of membrane la1lae iso-

lated fm airtant barley thieh, contains no chlorophyll b reveal that 

dhlorophyll e chlorophyll a.interactions'aro essentially Independent 
1 	 • 

of the presence of chlorophyll 	and that chlorophyll b -. chlorophyll b 

interactions are present in the larnellae of nornal barley. 

The C)) spectrometer constructed for these measurements is described. 

The range of the instrument extends txm 220 znilhimicrons to 1200 mliii-

• microns. Multiple spectrum averaging increases the ultimate sensitivity 

• of CD measurements to 10-6 optical densltr units. 

A study of the metetic.çircular dichroi.sm (MCD) ot porphyrins is 

presented in Chapter IXI. The physical basis of MCD is explained by a 

8irr)1e classical derivation. A 8emic].assical two-state medal is developed 

to describe MCD quantitatively. and to treat the inf1uene of electron spin. 

The polarization of the electronic transitions in metal, free protopor-

phyrin are assiied from tbe. MCI) spectrums The MCD and absorption 

properties of zinc(II) porphyrins approach those expected for a free 



electron in a circular box. The rnaietic field 5plit$ crbitally 

degr-terate porphyrin excited, Btate8: br the zinc 'porphyrins, an 

• 	orbital. angular ixrnentum of 6.5 1z found in the lowest energy absorp- 

tion band and 0.8 in the Soret barid wh&reaa 9 and 1 are predicted by the tree 

electron nxxlel. ¶ere 18 a UtOre pronounced dpparture from 'the free 

electron n,de1 for other transition metal porphyrins'. ' The orbital 

• angular rrK)nnta of the lowest energy bands are:' coppez(II), 6.0; 

:Alver(II), 5.3; nio<el(II) 4.7; cobalt(II), 4.6 and lron(II), 4.0. 

A detailed interpretation of the metal porphyrin MCD is accorl1shed by 

• the use of rwlecular orbital theory. MCD experi.ments on iron porphyrins 

and home proteins indieate that the naiet1c orbital splitting Is erisi- 

• tive to ligand coordination above and below the iron porphyrin plane.' 

A brief evaivatiion of the pocsi.ble future usetu)ness of MCD in 

chemistry and biology. Is included.  
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FOFSWORD  

The first shots he been 	 d the revolution that Is encom- 

jsassing ridern biology. . ThtorntIon on the structure and function 

.• of cell components Is ,beccg available which indicates that the . 

cell can•.be explained entirely in chemical and, physical terms - the 

• vitalists are retreating. The broad outlines of the IA-!4A-protein 

chaniem of cellular intotion storage and retrieval seem well 

established. , FTowever it is obvious that there are numerous unsolved 

or untouched: problems in every area of biology. A few outstanding 

exazTplos of these problems are . the control of metabolism, the mechan-

ism of, differentiation, meirane phenomena, learning, memory, the 

Irni.ine reaction, the lit reactions In photosynthesis and vision. 

Clearly, one of the future directions for chemistry lies in 

• attEmpts at achieving a nolecular understanding of these biological. 

problems • The chemist fto is so' bold as to study such complex 

biological systems can procedd in one of two ways. He can, throui 

cell fractionation, break a complex cellular system into simpler 

parts (physically or by specific Inhibition). Or, by building simple 

model systems, he can attempt to mimic interactions present in the 

	

ce)l. 	/ 	 S  

The study of the structure of the results of cell fractionation 

or nodel building can be approached With the help of certain types 

of physical tools9 These physical tools tall into three general 
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types: scatterdng j, hydodynaintc and spectroscopio methods, 

• 

	

	 Scattering methods, such as x.-ray diffraction of electron micro- 

scopy, require. solid samples in .nonphysiological conditions. Despite 

this disadvantage, scattering methods have been responsible for inch 

of the hard infonation that we now have about the cell and cell coim-

ponents, Some Out8tandin( examples are the x-ray structures of DNA 

(Watson, Crick, 1933) and of ir'oglobin (e.g. Kendrew, 1962). The 

detailed picture8 that result from these techniques will undoubtedly 

• 	continue to add izmeasurably to the study of cell components. 

ltydrodynamic methods, 8Uth an sedimentation and diffusioi, can 

proceed under mere, physiological conditions and are sensitive to 

• 

	

	 cross shape, size and density of molecules and øoll particles. A 

proof of the semiconservative replication of DNA (meselson and Stahl, 

1958) is an example of the important results that have come from 

sedntat1on methods. Uydrodynamic methods, together with chroma- 

• tography, are the basic separation tools used in cell fractionation,, 

Spectroscopic methods measure absorption, emission and refraction 

of Ut (where light is taken to mean electromageetic radiation 

from radio waves to x-rays). Generally, those measurements can be 

done in solution reasonably close to physiological conditions. Spec-

troscopia methods tend to be sensitive to short range Interaotions, 

such as nearest neighbor interact ioni in polymers. 

Spectroucopic methods usua 	are more difficult to understand 

Intuitively or to interpret quantitatively than scattering or hydro- 
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dynamics The speotroncopXc. phenomena are basically quantum mechan-

ical in nature while scattering and bydrodynamic phenomena are classi- 

• 	 cal. The theoretical ixvundWork for interpreting the spectroscopic 

properties of large molecules is only partially developed. However, 

in most cases, the theoretical basis is sound enough to serve as a 

guide to , empirical approach. 3pectroscopiC methods have a tre-

mendous untapped potential and are affording more and more detailed 

structural information od materials in solution (e.g. Cantor, 1966). 

The chemist studying a coTrpleX biological structure mist use army,  

and all of the tools mentioned above when they am help1. Each 

general class of tools requires certain special knowledge and exper-

lance, and it is a rare individual who is traly expert in all. We 

• have chosen to concentrate on the spectroscopc;aPPVOath to the study 

of materials extracted from the cell (Chapters I and XI) and to study 

models of biological materials (Chapters IX and III). 

• 	 . 	CES 	 . 
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• 	 I0DUION, 

This thesis describes experiments using absorption and refract ion 

of light to study some aspects of biological structure and function. 

Pbre particularly, we place emphasis on optical activity techniques, 

Louis Pasteur first realized that biological specificity resides 

at the same level of molecular structure which gives rise to rotation 

of plane polarized light, Pasteur found that certain substances ôould 

exist in isomeric forms that differed only in their effect on polarized 

• light and were indistinguishable in chemical coirosition and other 

physical properties, Some isomers rotated polarized light to the right, 

some to the left, and some rotated not at all. Synthetic organic chemi-

cals were foriid as a mixture or these isomers and had no optical activity 

while the natural products were usually foz,rd as a single isomer. 

Pasteur found that molecules had a three-dimensional structure and that 

the optically active isomers were nonsuperimporsable mirror images of one 

another: 

"All artificial products of the laboratory . 	, and 
all mineral species are superpozable on their :Iinages, On the 
other hand, most natural organic products . a . the essential 
products of life, are diasyimtric in such a way that their 
intges cannot be superposed upon them." 

(Louis Pasteur, AleTrbic Club Reprint, 
1860) 

One of Pasteur's most striking experiments on the biological impli-

cations of molecular dissyn'metry was the fermentation of a mixture of 

left and 'right tart rate with yeast • The yeast ate only the right-

handed tartrate and growth stopped when the right tartrate was depleted, 

leaving a solution of the left tartrate. 
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V 	Pasteur'è moleoula' di.aeynlTletry work laid the foundation for stereo- 

• 

	

	 chestjthe conoept and aty of the threednsional structure of 

V  n1ecu1es. La 3el and van't Hoff soon proposed (1874) the tetrahedral 

carbon atom on the basis of optical acttvit.y considerations. Werner's 
V 	

brilliant work on the stereochemistry of metal complexes was not widely 
V 	

accepted unil optically active complexes were predicted and prepared 

(Werner, 1912). However )  after this spectacular:beginning, optical 

V 

 activity methods tell into disuse, except in the field of sugar chemistry. 

V 	

V 

 

One other mejor contribution to the begtnninga of optical activity 

V 	

V 

 research was the work of Cotton (1896), who anticipated the close rela- 	V V 

tionahip between absorption and optical activity. Cotton observed a 

change of sign In rotation at the absorption peak of certain compounds 

and discovered the phenomena of circular dichroism (the differential 	
V 

absorption of left and right diz'oulax' light) in the absorption region 

of the same compounds. Both of these phenomena, circular dichroism and 

the change in sign of rotation at an absorption peak, have been called 

V 	 "Cotton effects." Optical activity measurements in absorption regions 	V 

are relatively difficult and were not pursued experImentally to any 

great extent until quite recently. Now, measurements in absorption 

regions are the basis of optical activity research and are largely 

responsible for the rebirth of optical activity as a useful tool 

(Djerassi, 1960 Mason,  1963 Velluz, Jegrand and Croajean, 1965). 

The early 'work briefly described • above is very beautifully and thoroughly 

recounted by Lowry (1961). 

!'bst cell components are found to exhibit optical activity. Progress 

In biochmistry has brought us new isolation procedure8 for complex, 
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sensitive biological' nléctles'And, particles. And the availability of 

relatively pure cell conTx1ents has in turn tnade a detailed attack on 

the challenging probleme of biological structure and fict1on possible. 

Optical activity nsthods are taktng an increasingly 1arge' role in the 

study of the confonnati.on of proteins (e.g., Urnes and Doty, 1961) 0  

nucleic acids (e.g., Cantor, 1966) and metal.complexes (e.g., 4ason, 

1963). 

• 	 S 

 

In Chapter I we present a 8tudy of m6de3. polypeptides and isolated 

proteins with respect to the snportanoé of protein flexibility in  cata- 

• lytic actIvity and metabolic control, Chapter II is a, study of the state 

of aregation of chlorophyfl in solution and In Isolated photosynthetIc 

particles. This chapter also includel a detailed discussion of the i.nstru- 

tation rejuired for oiu1ar dichroistn measurernts. 

• 	The basic requirement fo2' OptIOSi  actIvity is that the molecule or 

aggre.te of synirtrióa1 mlecules have no point or plane of syrrmetry, 

• Unsynmetrically substituted tetrahedral carbon, a helix of one sense, 

• 

	

	a syimetria chrômophore in an asylTxnetrlá field, are examples of optically 

active structures. A relatively small class of asyninetric compounds can 

be studied by conventional optical activity methods. However, it has 

been known since Paraday that a niajtIc field induces optical activIty 

in all vtter. Chapter III attempts to determine whether useful struc- 

• tura2. information can be found by the study of macg'ietic optical activity. 

The problem is treated on a aimplifled theoretical basis and maetIc 

circular dichroisrn experiments are presented with particular emphasis 

on the study of metal porphyrin spectra., , 	 S 





t. PRCXEIN C(ORI''.ATION AND PLASTICITY 

A. Thtroductlon 	. 

The thermodynamic hypothesis that the three-dixnensicnal ctrctu.re. 

• 	of a. protein is determined by the amino acid sequence seems well estab- 

lished (Epstein, Coldberger and Arifinsen 1963;  Whitney and Tànford, 

1965; Schachman, '1963). The  particular configuration that a protein 

assumes appears to be the configuration that is therndynamicafly the 

most stable.. However, the thermodynamic hypothesis does not exclude 

the possibility that there may be many three-ixnensional forms of a pro. 

tein which differ only slightly in free energy. Within thermoc3ynamlc 

and energetic 1lrriitatians a protein may have considerable freedom to 

reverplbly deform into n1ay configurations under the Influence of slight 

environmental changes. 	•, 

In recent years several workers have proposed that proteins do not 

function as envisioned by the classic rigid teir1ate (lock and key) 

model of 1lscher, and that protein, plasticity may be iniportarit for 

bIological activity. The concept of protein "configurational adaptabIlity" 

was proposed by Karush, in 1950 to explain the binding of small molecules 

by serum albumin. In the presence of a specific small molecule, a parti-

cular conformation of the protein was assumed to be stabilized by virtue 

• 

	

	of the interactlon between the .boizid molecule and certain S=ups On the 

protein, Koshlarxl (1958) proposed protein plasticity as an explanation 

• • 	for anoma.idus kinetic and binding data found with certain enzymes. This 

"lnduced.'fit" of the substrate Into the protein might 'beuseful, Koshland 

8uggeSted, if the binding groups were initially on the "outside" of the 

protein and accessible to the environment, and that upon binding of small 
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rrolecules the protein refolded, protecting reactive interscdiates in 

the enzyme reactifn train the environment (Koshland, 1962). 

It was first"observed in studies o hemoglobin that the binding of 

a ligand at one $ite, affected the ligend binding at other sites (Wyman, 

1948). And the idea that the binding site interaction was mediated by 

a protein cOnformttiona1 change was proposed (Wyman and Allen, 1951) 

flecently, many other proteins have been shown to exhibit binding site 

• interactions of a similar te and Mnod has generalized these obse,a- 

• tiôns in the concept of the "allosteric protein" 	nod, Changeux and 

• 

	

	Jacob, 1963)  In this view, the binding of a ligand brings about a 

protein conformatthial change which leads to altered chemical properties 

• 	(ligand affinity,, catalytic activity). Peedback inhibition (Umbarger, 

• 	1956; Yates and Pardee, 1956), which occurs when the first enzyme of a 

biosynthetic pathway is inhibited by the ultimate product of the pathway, 

is explained quite nicely by the allosteric protein concepts The unique 

kinetic behavior of feedback inhibited enzymes, the observation that the 

control. ftinct.ton could be irratrod without loss of catalytic activity, 

and the fact that the inhibitors were often steMcally quite different 

than the substrate. (e.g.., Gethart and Pardee, 1963), suggests that a 

protein contormattona1 change mediates, the substrate-inhibitor site 

rinteractjon  (tbnod, Wyman and Chengeux, 1965). 

The suIstantia1 number of enzymes which have clearly been shown to 

have feedbck inhibition and acceleration properties seem to be largely 

responsible for the short term control of 'cell metabolism, catabolism 

and synthetic reactions (Atkinson, 1965;,Tvbnod, Wyman and Changewc, 1965). 

The &Uosteric protein has also been implicated in the control of genetic 



transcription (LwofT, 1966), The xeprcssors controlling induced enzyme 

synthesis that are supposed to be responsIble for long term control or 

the cell, have many of the characteristics ascribed to an aUosteric 

enzyme, Obviously, the concept of the allosteric enzyme Is very 

1Tr)oItant and the detailed mechanism of Its control operation deserves 

• further study. 

The theory of the flexibility of the allosteric enzyme is based 

1agely on idnetic and other indIct evidence, 	rther, the' noI'y 

• 

	

	, 	of enzymes do not show multiple site interactions, but may possess 

"induced fit" types of plasticity. The coal of this work was to seek 

some direct physical changeB In peptide structural interactions which 

'were correlated with changes In catalytic activity and substrate binding. 

The first requiremeflt of this work was to do these investigations on. 

dilute water solutions under conditions where subtle effects of environ-

ment could be varied easily. Optical rotatory dIspersion (OD) studies, 

of polypeptides and proteins have been shown to be sensitive to the con-

formation of polypeptide chaln6 (Urmes and Yty, 1961). ORD work can 

proceed in dilute solution and seemed the method of choice for these 

studies, 	 ' 

Visible and near ultraviolet OR]) studies of polypeptides, reviewed 

by Urnes and Doty (1961), indicate that the OR]) dependz primarily on 

• peptide conformation and Is largely indpenderit of amino acid side chain 

constitutin, except for the steno limitations presented by some side 

chains (131out, 1962). More recent experimefltal work of Blout, Schmier 

and Simmons (1962'), Holzwarth and Doty (1965), and theoretical work of 

Woody (1962) and Schellrnan and Oniel (1962), have put the understanding 
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of po1ypept,4e and protein optical activity on comparatively firm empiri-

cal and theoretical ground. With this .encouragement' we may proceed with 

some care to use ORI) to investigate plasticity in protein structure0 

One main limitation of this work was the rather strict requirements 

of enzyme purity and stability. Crude homogenates or partially purtfied 

. •. 	enzs suffice for kInetic studies but are not suitable for optical work. 

At the time, this, investigation was don, there was really. only one ,alio-

steric enzyme with sufficient purity for study. We were able, to obtain. 

some of this, material, aspartate transcarbarrylase (Gerhart and Pardee 

1963).. 	. 	.' 	. 	 . 	. 	. 	. 

We, also attempted experiments with deoxycytidino ynonophosphate 

deaxrinase, which shows some Bpectacular kinetic effects (Scarano, Geraci, 

"Polzella and Campanile, 1963), but it was too impure and unstable in our 

hands for reliable study by these methods. We studied cerboxydistitase, 

a multisubstrate enzyme that, was available in a high state of purity 

(Trown, 1965). The kinetici of car oxydisimitazo seemed quite normal, 

and we wanted to investigate the possibility of induced fit effects in 

this ease, The copper transport ptein cerruloplasmin, was studied 

because of independent physical, evidence that it' changed its çonforma 

tIon when the copper was reduced (Blumberg, Eis.lnger, Aisen, Mre11 and 

• . 	, 	Scheinborg, 1963).  

. . . 	' Physical cs induced in aspartate transcaialaze by allósteric 	. . . 

inMbitor'and substrate are considered first in some detail.. Next, we 

treat inoxe briefly the, other proteins in which no positive effects on . 

conformation alteration were found,  
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B. AspartateTranBcarby!. 

EnzymejpertiO8 

Aspartate tr carbanylaae (ATCase) (Gerhart and Pardee, 1963) is 

the first enzyme in the pyrimidine biosynthetic pathway and is one of 

the best characterized examples of an allosteric enzyme. Aspartic acid 

and carbaxrtl phosphate are coupled by ATCase to ton cabalaspärtate, 

which is transformed by a series of enzymatic reactions to the pyri.rni-

dine nucleotides, uridlne trtphopshate (UT?) and cytidl.ne triphosphate 

(CT?). As first shown by Yates and Pardee (1956), cytidine derivatives 

• 	exert a regulatory influence upon the activity of the enzyme in whole 

• cells and in cell extracts. Kinetic measurements on purIfied ATC'ase 

show that Cl? binds reversibly at a site distinct from the catalytic 

site, and inhibits the enzyme by reducing its affinity for the substrate 

aspartate (Oerhart. and Pardee, 1963). The level of the ultimate product, 

CTP, is controlled by feedback inhibition of ATCS13e. 

At p}Vs lower than 6.1 ATCase shows a normal hyperbolic dependence. 

of reaction velocity on substrate concentration (Figure I-la). However, 

ATCase has a siidal substrate saturation curve for aspartate at pH' a 

'eater than 6.1  (shown in Figure I-.la), indicating a cooperative inter- 

action between catalytic sites—i.e., ATCae Increases its aspartate 

affinity with increasing aspartate concentration. CT? and pH modIfy 

the substrate site interaction as evidenced by their effect on the sub-

strate saturation curve of ATCase, shown in Figure I-la. Cooperative 

interactions between catalytic  sites and the modification of this Inter- - 

action by CT? are examples of indirect interactions between binding sites 

that are characteristic of aUosteric enzymes (Monod, Wyrian and Changeux, 

1965). It is quite striking that the cooperative substrate site 
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Figure I-la, The effect of CP and pH on the reaction velocity 

substrate dependence of ATCase. 	3.6 n1 oax'banyl 

pho3phate and 140 17 	buffer present in all samples, 

pH 6.1, —_- 	pH 7 or pH 6.1 plus 2,10 	F4 CT?, 

-; pH 8,6 	 Al]. of the curves - - 	. 
(except the pH 6.1 plus the 2.10 	M CTP curve) 

are taken ft 4ethart and Pardee (1963). The 

arrows on the graph are explatned in the text. 

Figure I-Th. The effect of the substrate analog, maleate, on 

the reaction velocity of ATCase. 	1 W aspartate, 

3.6 mM carbamyl phosphate and 40 i*1 potassium phos- 

phate; pH 7 • 	(Curve taken from Oertiart and Pardee, 

1963,). 

I 
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• 	 interaction allows nonreactive substrate analogs that are simple competi- 

tive inhibitors at high.. concentrations to activate the enzyme at low .  

concentrations. Fire I-lb shs the activation of ATCase by a non- 

active substrate analog at low concentratis and the coetitive inhi- 

• 	 bition at high concentratiOfl8 several substrate analogs show this effect. 

The kinetic effects, in suumary, are as follows: CT? promotes a 

• 	.. 	. 	decrease in ATCase's affinity for aspartate while substrates, substrate. 

• .. 	
. 	analogs, and protons increase enzyme affinity for aspartate. At a given 

aspartate concentration, the aspartate affinity of the enzyme determines 

the catalytic activity (reaction velocity) . of ATCase. The activity 

changes at a fixed aspartate concentration are represented In Piire I-la 

by the arrows showing the direction of the activity shift upon addition 

ofCTPandH. 

Materials and methods 	. 	. 	. 	. 

AU chemicals were obtained commercially. The sodium salt of poly-L-

glutamic acid, supplied, by Vnnn Research, Inc., had an average de2'ee of 

. polymerization of about 180, estimated by the intrinsic viscosity in 

0.1 M NaCl. The poly-L-glutarnic acid concentration was estimated from 

the dry weight, assuming one water of hydration per residue. ATCase 

was a gift fron tir. iohn Oerhart0 The enzyme assay (Gerhart and ?ardee, 

1962) and imthod of preparation (Cerhart and Schachman, 1965) were pre-

viously desoribeda AU enzyme so1utios contained 2 mM mercaptoethanol 

and 0.2 nM EtTIA. Potassium phosphate was used for the pH 7,0 and pH 6.1 

buffers, while Tria HC1 was used for pli 8.6 • The buffers were 140 mM for 

the kinetic measurements and II  mM for the. optical measurements below 

240 my. The enzyme concentrations were 'detorined from the absorption 
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at 279 mu, using 4 	0.59. The average residue weipht () of 

ATCase was estimated, from a preliminary amino acid analysis (Gerhart 

• 	.. '• 	.. and Schachman, 1965b) to. be 120. ... 	 . 	 . 

	

• 	. 	 Optical rotatory dispersion measurements utilized a Cary. Model 60 	 = 

recording spectropolarirneter. The rotations were independent of slit 

width and the specific rotatiOns were independent of the (concentration) 

(Path length) product over a ten-fold range. Lamp position adjustment 

.. 

 

and slit width adjustment were made for minimum noise level at the wave- : 

length region of interest When the Cary 60 spectropolarimeter 15 

properly adjusted and warmed up the limiting factor in reliable obser-

vation of small rotatory effects is, usually cell quality and cleanness. 

The cells made by Pyce11, Inc.,, were selected for minimum bireingence 

and were cleaned inside and out by soaking: ln .concntrated .1JNO3-H20i 

(50/50 by Volume) and by a one-minute exposure to T7e0H-3,MKOH (50/50 by 

volume). When'properly cleaned, the cells could be removed and replaced 

in the polarimeter with no observable change in the rotation (< 0.3 mill- 

• . degree at most wavelengths of interest)G Cells of 0.1, 1.0 aM 10 .nim ' 

pathlength were used,  

All measurements were performed at 14,5 ± 1,0 0C to retard the decom-

positiOn of carbarrr1 phosphate. A special thermostated cell holder was 

built for the Cary 60, Copies, of this very simple device have success-

fully been used in several laboratories because it affords satisfactory 

temperatü±e control and excellent reproducibility in ceU positioning.' 

An aluminum block is bored with a 22 rim hole along the 1it path and 

reamed to smoothly accept standar'd.22 nnn0,D. cells of up to 10cm path-. 

• length. 'Water channels are drilled in such .a way that the water passes 
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completely around the. sample well 3,5 tines, The details of these than-

nels are not critical, Three rounded feet fit into the kinematic 

meuritlng points on the Cary 60 when the sample elevator is lowered, 

A wateifreeze miure is oireulate,through te water •  chane1s 

from a refrigerated bath at about o°C, and the sample temperature is 

measured, !n the solution with a glass covered thermcoup1e. The 	•' 

thecouple ws pass out. through Bendix coector in the top of 

the sample elevator.  

The specific rotation measurements for different samples, at 

same solution conditions varied 1 to 2% due to volumetric errors in 

sample preparation. This variation of specific rotation from sample 

• . ' , to sample was too large to permit 'a satisfactory determination of the 

absolute specific rotations of the enzyme in the presence and absence 

of effttors. }iowever,, we could determine the relative rotation in the 

• . 	' 	' presence and absence of effector by a titration method. For the titra 

tion experiments ? to 3 mi of enzyme solution was pipetted into a 0,1. 

or 100 rm cell and the OPD spectrum,maaaqred. 'Five to2O-1athbdaaliquots 

of ooncentraed effector solutions previously adjusted to the approprIate 

pH 9  were added with a micropipet. The enzyme solution was mixed by slow 

inversion of the cell and the ORD spectrum measured. Corrections for 

dilution and CTP rotation were applied. The maItude of rotation at 

ueleoted wavelengths was most precisely determined by chart recording of 

the rotation "at. each fixed wavelength roxtended periods (ca, 10 mm) 

with .a 10 or 30-second pen 'time constant, , After running a spectrum the 

peak and' trough wavelength points were rpeated and the rot at ions were 

unchanged within the noise level in all cases. The specific residue' 
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rotation (R') was c1eu1ated according to the re1ation 

(B') 	 where 

observed rotation in degrees, 1 pathlength in decirreters, 

c concentration in 	 avere: residue we1gh, and n 

refractive index of the solution at wavelength of meast'ement The ,.. 

refractive index of water at 231 nip (International Critical Tables, .. 

1930) and 20°C was ,  used for all wavelengths. The Lorentz factor, 	.:. 

3/(n2  2), for 1120  at 231 nip is 0,7635. 

Absorptión'ineazurements utilized a N2-purged Cary Model 15 spectro-

photometer. Absorption spectra were taken relative to a buffer solution 

of identical concentration. . The phosphate buffer used for the fi Liv 

absorption measurements had a maxirtum absorption of one at 180 nip in a 

0.1 mm ee1l 	 . 

Helix content of ATCase . 	. 	... 	 . 	. . 

0FD has been ehown to be sensitive to protein and po1ypeptId . 

secondary structure (Urnes and Doty, 1961). Hellces, coils (Blout, Schrnier 

and Sirrns, 1962) and f linkages (lizuka end Yang, 1966) give distinct 

dispersion curres in the region of peptide bond absorption from l30-2i40 

nip. At the present time OBI) is largely an empirical tool, and sxnp1e 

polypeptides of known conformations are used as models to compcn'e to 

proteins of unknown conformation. 	 . 

FIgur. I.2a thows the 0I1) of poly-Lglutamic acid (PLGA) In the 

helical &id coil conforrnationa In the region of peptide bond absorption. 

The 01D bpectra are strikingly different. At low pH ( 	5) the carboxy- 

late grciups on the glutamic acid side chains are largely uncharged and 

the helIx form is stable (Urnea and Doty, 1961). At higher pH, the 
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Fire 	Optical rotatory dispersion (ORE)) and absorption, 

 ORD of Poly-LG1utamic Acid s  pH 	helix 

form (no added salt). 

 ORE) of Poly.L-0lutarnIc Acid, pH 7, random coil 

form. 

 ORE) of ATCase, pH 6,1; the average residue 

weight is taken as 120 g/l21ole 	The dotted 

portion of the curve is in a region of very 

high noise level and is much less reliable 

than (the other data, 

 Absorption of ATCase, 2,08 nig/mi, pH 6.1 In 

a 0.1 mm cell measured vs. buffer, 

.1 .• 	 •. 	 • 	 • 	 . 	 • 

• 	

• 	 . 	 • 	 . 

j 
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carboxylate groups on the t1utanttc acid side chains become negatively 

5 

	

	charged and the charge repul8ions break the helix and form a coil s  Sim1 

la.r PLGA ORD curves differing slightly in mapnitude have previously ,  

been published by other workers (l3loutet 	1962) 

S 	Figure 2c shows. the XJVOTD of ATCase0 The spectrtni is very similar 

In shape to that of helical PLA. but the magiltude/residue is tTn.ch 

smallerQ The ORE) curve of ATCase is fit very well with about 375 of 

the PLGA helix specifIc residue rotation with no contribution from the 

nonhelical residues0 Figure 13 shows a plot coniparing the OFU) of JV\e 

with 037  times the PLGA specific residue rotation0 The only appr.ciab1e 

deviatIon between the two curves is Jn the region between 225 and 205 rtu, 

This small deviation is thout to be due to an alnxst coip1ete cancel- 

latlon of opposinr contributions of the Cotton effects of the various 

S 

	

	 nonhelica). residues0 Some nonhelical reBidués may contribute positIve 

rotation and otherti negatIve rotatIons  leading to a cancellation0 tjnfor- 

tunately, there is a1ost no data on the UV OPDof uncharged peptide 

derivatives Im.o acid derivatives like 	 S 

H H 

(where R is the arrdno acid side chain and R" and R' are mcthy1 groups 

or derivatives of methyl groups that enhance water solubility) *ould be 	 S 

S 

 useful medels for norihelical amino acIds in 'proteins0 In a study of 'the 

fr.r UV optical activity of myog1obin using circular dlchroism, Holzwarth 

and Doty (1965) have ftund a similar cancellation of the contributions S  

of the northelical residues0 In the case of rryog1obIn, the circU.lar 
S 

S 	
dlchroism can best be fIt by 70% model 'polypeptide helix dichrolsm with 
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no contribution from the nonhelical residues (Ftolzwarth, 1965).  We 

conclude that, to a first approicimatiOn, 37% of the residues of ATCase 

are in the helical conformation. 

Several other methods are available for helix content estimation 

from OFD data (Schechter, Carva and Blout , 196 1 ; Sogai, Leonard and 

Foster, 1963), The other treatments of this problem rely on the mono-

tonic visible and near UVdata, and we feel that the most reliable . 

method should be the dlct obseration 6f the peide helix Cotton effects. 

as done here, The. exact absolute value of helix content of ATCase is not 

of prime importance in our work, and, furthermore, we did not want to use 

the large amounts of material required for precise visible measurements 

None of the methods of helic content estimation are really satisfactory 

for proteins with low helix content, since local charge and dipole fields 

(Tinoco, 1962)  from regions of the protein wrapped around the helical 

• 	. 	sepnents are not present in the reference polypeptides. It should be 

• •. .• mentioned that PIA may not be the ideal r.eference material for helix 

content estimation, and these problems have been discussed by Yang and 

McCabe (1965), . . . 

The helix content of proteins can also he estimated from the hypo-

chromic. effect that the helical conformation exerts on the ultraviolet 

peptidebond absorption (Rosenheck and Doty, 1961), This method a'ees 

well with OR]) In the case of sin p1epo1ypoptides and some proteins. The 

use of this method for proteins is conpilcated by the contribution of 

aromatic amino acid side chains, as well as arginine, . methionine, cyst me, 

amide and carboxylate groups, to the absorption in the regIon of peptide 

bond absorption. However, thls. approach Is attractive because it requires 
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very small aunts of material, and we felt that more cases should be 

tried to fully explore its possible usefulness. The side chain contribu-

tiôn to the absorption of ATCase was estimated from an amino acid analysis 

(Gerhart and Schacbman., 1965b) and the amino acid side chain extinction 

coefficients given by Fbsenheck and Doty (1961) A tabulation of mole 

fractions of amino acids . and their extinction coeffcients is given in 

Table I. The absorption spectrum of ATCase is given in Figure I-2d0 The 

helix content of ATCase was estimated by the peptide hypochrornicity to be 

95% at  190 mu, 51% at 197 mu, and 1 8% at 205 mu. The 190 mu point has 

"the largest relative correction for side chain absorption and is least 

trustworthy. The 197 mu point has the smallest relative correction, and 

Rosenheck and Doty (1961) believe 197 mu to be the most re1iab1. 

The peptide hypochrornicity gives a value of helix content for ATCase 

larger than that predicted by ORD. If the 19.0 mu point is neglected, 

the peptide bond hvpochromism indicates about 50 0  helix This is 

acceptable aeement with the ORD value of 37% We consider the hypo 

chromism value as the less reliable since the side chain as well as the 

peptide bond absorption may he consIderably perturbed by the eivironment 

Inside the protein. 	. .. 	. . 

Substrate and Inhibitor-induced changes in Oat) . . 

The entire ORD curve of ATCaSe chthges in maitude when CT? 1  sub-

strate analogs, or protons are added to the enzyme0 The observed changes 

are smal (about 5-6% ci) but can be measured over most of the wave 

length rthige of interest, . Table II show8 the specific rotation per 

residue of ATCase at the trough of the 233 mu Otton effect in the 

presence of various substances that aCfect its kinetic behavior. 7e use 
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Table II.. Values of specific residue rotation of ATCaé at 233 mu in 

various 5olutions from a typical exeriint. The t values are the 

differences caused by solution alteration0 )\U experi.ments show the 

same trends of effector-induced changes in the rotation. The errors 

shown in the table are the observed noise level In the ORD spectrurn 

T 

Saiile 	 '' 233 mu 

pH 6,1 	 5,210 ± 20) 
1 'A901 

:pH=6.l+lOMCTP 	 5330±20) 	( 
A350 

5 pH 8.5 	 ,590 ± 26') 	) 
: 	A=220 

pH 8.5 + 5 mM eucc.lnate and 3 mM cart, P0) 4  5,380 ± 20) 

- 	 -a 

• 	233 rn/A 13 a convenient wavelength for ta ülatlng the ORD change because 

the relative errors are lowest at this wavelength. These meaurernents 

were repeated several times and always showed, the trends indicated in 

Table II; however, the variations In the observed differences were large  

enouc tn. rnke the maitude of the change uncertain. We found that 

titration of the change in optical rotation &'X)wB the rotational changes 

clearly (see the ?tteria1s and Methods section). 

Figure:I-3a shows the change In ATCase rotation observed upon addi-

tion of snil1 aliquots of a concentrated mixture of carbainyl phosphate 

and suqcirate, a nonreactive substrate analog that is bound to the 

enzyme. fthe rotation decreases with increasing substrate ana10 con- 

centratión, While the catalytic actiiityincrease. (see Figure 1-ib) 

under these conditions. The role of carbanrl phosphate is important 

to note here, in that carbarnyl phosphate is required for the rotatory 
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chanpe yet causes 'no change In protin rotation by itself (within 

experinrtal error)0 'Perhaps carbamyl phosphate is necessary for the 

bindiniz of succthate0 Fipure I-do shows the Incroase in rotation of 

ATCai3e as the CTP concentration increase 	The catalytic activity 

decreases with Increasing Cl? coiicentration (as can be seen In Figure I-1a)6 

The effect of added protons on the enzyme sws increased rotation (Table 

• 	I) with c.iecreased activity (Figure I-là) 0 '  The effects of the various 

* 	 :ded maeals on Aase rotation and catalytic activity a sarized 

in Table III. All measuremeflts 	 thowaninversecoiei 

betwee 	g ude of the 	at ion and 	alvt 	tof2$. 

Table III. Summary of. the, catalytic and rotatory effects of 

add.rig various 'rraterials to solutions of ATCaso. The change 

• 	In !holute value of the rotation is given in the table0 

The changes in rotation oDearly show that there is a change in the 

relationships of amide..:residues in the ptoin oaIng changes in 

the catalytic activity. Figure I1 shows the inainrum change in the O1 

of ATCase caused by the addition of substrate analog0. The shape of the 

d.tffererice OH1) curve is very close to that 'of the polypeptide helix 

indicating that, on the face of it, some residues  of the protein have 
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undergone a coil-to-helix transition, The noise level is relatively 

- 	 -- - 	, t..i 	 ......1 44. 4 r. 	4 f4M -.14. #- Pr 1 r't 
11gl'i in tne region oi uv mp unu u.vw M4U .¼.• 

the details of the change; however, it is clear that the maximum change 

in the 200 mu region relative to the iraxithiuin change at 233 mu is con-

&iitrit with a change In helix content0 

Care must be taken In asaiiing such small differcncs to any par 

ticular structural change, and we waist examine alternative eplanatioris 

carefully4 

(1) Small molecules can acquire optIcal activIty whcrm bound to on 

optically octive lorgo m1cculc (Stryor ond lcut, 1961 Li UL'er and 

Vallee, 1962) If the OI) changes observed were due to induced optical 

activity in the bound etfectors, specific rotations in excess of 10 6  

de'ees per mole of bound substrate analog would be requIred to -explain 

the observed change In, rotation (even if as many a. 10 substrate analogs 

per niole of enzyrre were bound, while the current evidence indicates 

14/enzyme [Changeux, 1966]) Specific rotations of this maitude are 

much larger than can reasonably be expected0 Furthermore, Induced Cotton 

effects will he centered very 01030 to the absorption rwAma of the bound 

molecules0 CTP has a weak ORI) spect rum with a Cotton effect centered at 

270 mu An i.nducd Cotton effect in CT? would show up In the 270 mu 

region and could not give rise to an O1D change with the wavelength 

dependence observed. Substrate analogs, succinate and malate, have 

scewhat jI went absorpticfl spectra, nci both appear to produce an 

ORD spectrum change of the same shape0 Since the esame 01J) changes are 

caused by substances with different absorption spectra (CTi' succinate, 

malate) we can rule out Cotton effects induced in the bound molecules 

as the source of the changes, 
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(2) Effector-induced alterations in the northelical regions of the 

protein structure could change the charge and dipole environment around 

the helix and give rise to an altered helix ORE). Changes in the charge 
I .  

and dipole fields would be expected to have the largest effect on the 

helix OR!) in the electronically forbidden n - r regionaround 225 m.i 

(Woody, 1962; Scheilman and Oriel, 1962; Tinoco, 1962) and to he less 

irportan"t in the eleronically allowed . N V peptide bond tnsitic 

around 190 mp (Woody, 1962 Tinoco,l962 Holzwarth and Dóty, 1965) ,  

It is. very unlikely that alterations in the static fields would pro-. 

duce the satre percentage change in the ORDat 200 mu andat 233 mu as. 

• is Qbserveth. We. dan conclude that the change in ORD is probably not 

due to alterations in the nanhelical regions of the protei.ri. (The non-. 

helical regions may well change under the influence of the allosteric 

effectors but this is not the source of the ORE) changes we observe0) 

• . 

	

	(3) In princip1e one other possible explanation for a change in 

ORE) with the wavelength dependence of the helix-coil type is a change 

in the local refractive index due to 	Uin ok shrinking (change in 

internal hydration), thereby altering the local electric field of the 

light in1de the protein and leading to an altered ORE) amplitude. If 

we dssume a. Lorentz local field, a very large change in refractive 

increment for the protein (of the order of 6%. maximum) would be required 

to explafth the observed effect. A change in refractive increment 

this magnitude is extremely unlikely. 

In riummary,, the addition of al-losteric effectors causes a physical 

change in the protein structure, The interrelationships of the amide 

residuesc clearly change, and, althugh static field and hydration effects 
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are not strictly excluded, the allosteric transition is most probably 

accompanied by a change in helix content of the enzyme. 

ATCase appesrs to be composed ',of 6 subunits 14 regulatory and 2 

catalytic, the interaction of which controls the catalytic activity,  

(0eri't, 196 14; Cerhart and Schachmi, 1965). The helix-coil transi-

tion that has been found could change the porrtry of the subunits and' 

thereby affect the subunit lnt'eraction It has been observed that sub- 

• 	 strate analogs 'induce a change in the sedimentation coefficient, of 
• .

ATCase (Gerha and Schac, l96) 	However, the mitude of the 

cbane1n OR!) and. sedimentation are both very small. The molecular. 

weIght of ATCise. (Gerhart and Schachinan, 1965a) is about. 3 x 10 

which corresponds to about .6 x 	reiduea approximately 8.3 x. 

(37%) of which are in :,helica1'. environnt: The. nuuber of residues 

involved In the allosteric helix-coil transition can be estimated to 

• be about 40-50 residues from the mathnim change. In rotation of about 

5 to 6%. This small alteration of 'the enzyme structure occurs during 

a change of sub atrato affinity of two orders of 'rnaiitude or more. It 

Is not surprising, however, that 'small alterations of enzyme structure 

• 

	

	could lead to large changes in activity by affectIng the ;hape, polar 

environrsrit, or charge on the catalytic site. The allosteric enzyme 

acts like a biochemical amplifier (Atkinson, 1965) in that a small sIa1 

causes a1argeeffect.  

Theestimate of the r.urer of resIdues involved is a lower limit. 

• The net ;bbserved effect could be the result of opposite transitions, 

one helix-to-coil and the other coil-to--helix; the difference In the 

number of residues would be seen by our experiments. It Is also possible 
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that a large number of residues modify their helix dimensions as comrn-

pared to a smaller number undrgolng a complete helix-to-coil trarisit1on 

The former point of view is unfavorable because helix-coil transitions 

tend to be cooperatives It would be desirable to separate the rotatory 

contribution of the Isolated regulatory and catalytic subunits (Gerhart 

and Schachrnan, 1965a),  although the isolated subunits may respond dif-

ferently to allosteric effectors compared to the intact conpiex. The 

theory of the allosterie enzymes (ronod, Wyman and Changeux, 1965)pre-

diets that binding of an effector shifts an equilibrium between an 

active and an inactive form of the enzyme It seems reasonable to take 

the OR!) results as a measure of the position of this equilibrium. Cor-

relations of the equilibrurn shift with independent studies of effector 

binding under the same conditions should allow a senBitive test of the 

mechanism of the allosteric enz3nne. 

C. Other Proteins 

Deoxycytidinemonopj3hatedenase 	. 

This enzyme has extremely intérestng kinetics, showing inhibition 

and acceleration by several nucleotides (ScaranoGeraci, Poizella and 

Campanile s, 1963;  Mcod, Wyman and Changeux, 1965) A sample of the 

enzyme was obtained. from Dr. E. Scarano who sent it by air from Naples, 

Italy, in frozen solution. The enzyme had lost much of its original 

specific activity by the time it arrived and the OR!) and specific 

activity *ere not constant in our hands. . Measurements of effector 

induced OR!) alteration were attempted but none of the results were 

considered reliable. Deoycytidine monophosphate deaminase is. very 

hard tourify and Is known to he very tricky to handle (Scarano, 1964), 

so this work was not pursued. 
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Carboxydistase couples carbon dioxide (bicarbonate) and ribulose 

diphosphate (Rut)?) in the presecce of mapesiurn ion (Pon, 1962) to 

initiate the photosynthetic carbon recIuct ion cycle0 This enzyme has 

• . 	 recently been prepared in a high state of purity (Thowri, 1965). The 

jnduced fit hypothesis of Koshland applies to rnultisuhstrate and cofactor-

requiring enzymes such as this0 1iesium may be required for the. binding 

of Rut)? or bicarbonate and we wanted to see if a coirbinaticn of one, two, 

or all three of the bound materials, would detectably affect carboxydis- 

mutase confoniiat ion. 	 . 

Exterlmental  

The carboxydismutase (isolated. from spinach) solutions and rihulose 

diphoaphate were obtained from Dr. P. Tro'wn The method of purification , 

and assay of the enzyme have been decribed (Thown, 1965) The enzyme : 

• 	solutions were at pli 75 in 0.05 M This }IC1 buffer, and the specific 

activity of the enzyme was 80 units/mg0 Potassium ThiDP solutions were 

adjusted to pH 7.5 with the same This buffer. The mapesium chloride 

• 	stock solution was 1.0 M and was also buffered at pH 7.5 with 

The solutions were all prepared with ion free water that was deIonized 

by ion excbanpe until it gave no c6lor with dithizone. All glassware 

was cleaned in HNO3/H2S0 and rinsed with Ion free water. The ORD. 

measurements were done as previously described in the ATCaso section' 

(p 12) Ond were carried out at approxi.rnately 14 0 00 

Resu1tsnd dIscussion 

flibulose diphosphate has considerable rotational strength with a 

Cotton effect centered at about 280 r(see PlgureI-5a). Th OFt) of 

carboxydismutase is shown in Figures I-5b and 1-6. The rotatIon is 
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Figure I-5 0D of spinach carboxydismutase (1,20 mg/mi, in 50 i*1 

tris HC1 pH 8,0). 	, 1 cm path; plus 0.93  m potassium ribulose 

diphosphate and 10 mM maiesium chloride, . . ORD of potassium 

ribulose diphosphate (0,93  mM, 50 mM Tris HC]. pH 8.0, 10 mM magnes-

iurn chloride, 1 cm cell), e  .o The wavelength axis is labeled 

in NM (nanometers) which are equivalent to m.i (millflniorons). 
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HUB 11640 
Figure 1-6 CR6 of crboxydisrrtase, 1.52  mg/mi, 1 mM Tris 

HCl pH 8.6, 0.1 mm path. The peak absorbance of the protein at 191 mi 

	

is 118 : Addition of 0,93  mM ribulose diphosphate, 10 mM magees- 	• 

iurn ch1oide and 2 mM sodium bicarbonate do not change the curve 

(root mean square tioise level is about ± 0.5 millidegree). The 

wavelength axis is labeled in NM (nanonters) which is equivalent 

to ni (miilimicris), 
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quite similar in shape to helical PLGA with some small lnflection 	near 

280-295 mp, the regions of aromatic amino acid absorption. 

The protein is about 25% helix as judped by the maltude of the 

rotation in the peptide absorption region of 190_240 mi. 	N(, bleat'- 

bonate or 	and bicarbonate .tothèr have no detectable effect on 

• 	the protein rotation (< 0 5%). 	uDP added to the enzyme shows approxi- 

mately additive rotation as is shown In Figure I-5. 	Addition of 

• 	 or bicarbonate to the TuDP-erizyme solution does not initially affect 

the rotation0 	A large excess of Mg'' or bicarbonate leads to a slow 

decrease of the contribution of the 1uD? to the rotation. 	This is 

probably due to a small amount of dissolved bicarbonate or Ng 	impurity 

• respectively, allowing the enzymatic destruction of Ru])?. 

Under all of those conditions, tre is no change in rotation 

• attributable to the protein. 	She protein rotation can be measured over 

the entire wavelength range by subtract inp the Ru])? rotation0 	However, 

in the redon below 235 mu there is a very small contribution of the Ru])? 

relatIve to that of the protein. 	So In the 230 mu rec4on, we can measure 

• 1 	the protein rotation with only a small correction for the presence of 

RuD?. 	Addition of Ru])? 51us 4g 	bicarbonate leads to rapid destruction 

of RU])? but no apparent change in protein rotation. 

• 	 We concluie that any . conformational change undergone by carboxy- 

dismutase In the presence of Its substrates and cofactor must be 

extremely small or is not of a type detected by 0). 	The conf'orrriation 

alteration of a few residues in the region of the active site would 

not be a large enou 	effect to be seen with present sensitivity. 
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Cerru1op1arnin 

cerruloplasmin is a copper transport protein with 8 coppers/pro-. 

tein melecule0 This material was interesting for our work because 

previous experiiiients suggested that a conformation change occurs in the 

protein when the copper is reduced (Blumberg, et! 	1963). It was 

,'oizid that the effect of the copper on the nuclear rnaetic resonance 

(line width) of the bulk water protons had a discontinuity when about 

one.ha1f of the copper was, reduced, This observation suggested that the 

access of the solvent water to the copper had.changed and thus that the 

protein conformation changed upon copper reduction0 

Solutions of human cerruloplasmiri were obtained from Dr, Ii.  

Schienberg 0  The oxidized protein has a deep blue color due to visible 

copper absorption0 The QRD of the cerruloplasmin was measured before 

and after complete reduction by solid dithionite. The copper was 

bleached by dithionite and small Cotton effects due to the copper hands 

in the visible disappeared; but the protein showed no evidence for con-

formation change by the criteria of our experimenta' The contribution 

of the copper bands to the rotation was negligible below 300 'nui where 

the protein rotation is quite strong0  

It should be mentioned that some interesting and unique informa- : 

• S.' 

	

	 tion did result from these studies, Dr, W. J3lunterg (1965)9  usin the 

visible rotatory stren{th data in coirbination with electron spin 
• 	 rcerance and optical aborption data was able to detennine the 

detailed plectronic structure around the copper site in the protein. 

The circular dichroi8rn and 01W of cerruloplasmin in. the visible Is 

presented in the next chapter (p.53) 
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ho 	OLLCHLOROPHYIL INRACI'IONS 

A0 Introduction 

The basic carbcn fixation reactions of photosynthesis have been 

understood for some time (Dassharn and Calvin g  1957) These ±eactions 

occur in the dark using AT? and reduced pyridine nucleotldes resulting 

from energy converting light reactions The mechanisms of the photo-

reactions themselves are still poorly understood0 

The light reactions seem to reuire a highly specific organiza-

tion of chlorophy1ls, èarotenoids and some redox cofactors arranged in 

lipoprotein rnerrbranes (oh1oroplast larnella and bacterial. chrornatophorcs)0 

Any treatment such as solvent extraction, mild heating or treatment with 

most detergents almást invariably leads to complete loss of the photo-

synthetic activity0 Isciated chlorophyll molecules in solution are 

incapable of the eneri ccrxvertin reactions cbaracteristic of photo-

synthetic organisrns 

• 	The evidence at hand points to on important role for the particular 

way in which the .pipnts and cofactors are arranUed spatially0 The 

p1nent molecules, for ecsmp1e, cannot be considered to be isolated 

from one another even as a good first approximation. Thypical lamellar 

fractions contain 6 to 8% chlorophyll by weight and pient concentra-

tions run in excess of 01 mole/liter0 

Evidence from absorption spectra of chioroplasts from higher plants 

and algae, as well as of photosynthetic bacteria '  sugests. that in vivo 

the chlorophyll is at least partially aggregated0 For example, low tern-

perature spectroscopy of plant material resOlves several absorption 

maxima in the long wavelength region, but the extracted chlorophyll a 
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has only a single peak (e.g., Butler, 1966)4 Fluorescence cycitatio-i 

spectra of these samples suggest that a pTh of the chlorophyll 2,, 

absorbing on the hot't wavelength sIde of the main band, Is unae-

gated and highly fluorescent, while the chlorophyll a eJsorbing oi the 

long wavelength side of the main hand is weakly fluorescent and is sup-

posed to be aggregated (Butler, 1966; Clayton, 1966) 

Studies aimed at elucidat ing the nature of the pint aeso 

ciations and their environments have met with only partial success0 

Oriented chioroplasts or fraients from them show little or no dichroism 

for most of the pinent thsorption(Goedheer, 1955;  Olson, Butler and 

Jennings, 1962; Sauer and Calvin, 1962).  The fluorescence of the chlc'ro-

phyll in these organelles I fo1rd to be almost completely depo1arized 

A long wavelength Lorm of chlorophyll a wIch is diebroic and gives 

rise to polarized fluorescence involves only a small fraction of the 

total chlorophyll in chioroplasts (Olson et al,, 1962  Sauer and Calvin, 

1962), mu fractIon may, however, be of utmost tirportarce to the 

energy comkë%Ion process. 

Studies of nuclear magnetic resonance., infrared andvisible ahsorp-

ti.on spectra, and of apparent molecular weights of purIfied chlorophyll 

in solution show that diners and higher aregates form readily under 

some conditions (e.g., Katz, Dougherty and ioucher, 1966; Sauer, Lindsay 

Smith and Schultz, 1966), These agc'reates have greatly enhanced optical. 

• activity compared to the monomers and have been studied by optical rota-

tory dIzperson (OrD) In the case of chlorophyll a (Sauer, 1965)  The 

chlorophy11 in chioroplast subunits also shows optical activity which 

Is 1azge compared to that of the extracted chaorophyl]. (Sauer, 1965; 
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1\e, 1965), and this has been used as additional , evidencc,  for the presence 

of aggregated chlorophyll ii' viy. It has been recoized, however, that 

thelarge optical activity of the chioroplast lainellar fra(inents (quanta-

conies) could be due to chlorophyll-protein or chlorophyli-liptd inter- 

actions as well as to chlorophyll-chlorophyll interactions. 

We present a study of the circular dlchroism (CD) of chlorophyll 

dtrners chlorophyll . crystals and chlorophyll containing menbrane frac-

tions of chioroplasts and photosynthetic bacteria0 Our analysts of the 

dirner CD and absorption data leads us to propose a structure for the 

chlorophyll dirner in solutior. Our exper1rnts also give a direct (but 

rrre qualitative) indicat ton that strong chlorophyli-chlorophyll inter-

actiors are present in the photosynthetic material examined. We show 

that CD rieacurerlents reveal chlorophjll-chlorophyll interacticns in a 

much more obvious way than ORD and open the possibility that further CD. 

and absorpticri experiments could potentially reveal the oetailed Ceornetry 

of the chlorophyll interactions in vivo,  

The first section is a detailed descript ton of the CD instrument 

we constructed0 Subsequent sections relate the dimer absorption and CD 

eperirnents and analysis of dirner structure0 The crystal CD and absörp-

tiOfl exper3 rnentc, quantasome eseriri'ent a ana ysis of quantason'e reults 

nd & stuc3 of Cl) and absorption of the chrothatophores from photosynthetic 

bacteria follow9 

, Instrumentation 

The circular dichroisrn instrument constructed has a useful wave-

length range from 220 NM in the tltraviolct to 1100 NM in the near 

infrared, and extremely high senattivity (measurements of a. ctrcular 
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dcbroism of one part in 10 6  are possible throusj most of the wavelength 

range) The heart of the instrt4ment is an electrically variable optIc .1 

retardat.Lo plate or ?ockels' cell (Bilhi.ns, 199, l952) thIch I used 

to dulate the li.ght beam polarization from ri)- t to loft cicuiar, 	at 

400 Hz If the sample under invetIpat1on differentially ab3orbs rht 

and left circular lItht (circular dlchroisri) 400 Hz modulatior of the 

1iht Intcnsty results zhIch is detected with a photorrltiplier ttbe 

amplified and aured ith a thase servItive dctector. The theory ard 

practice of the optical retardation aevice as been eocrIbed in preat 

detail In a serIes of papers by Billings (19 4 9, 1952) and Carperter (1950) 

Babcock (1953) fIrst ued the device for circular cxichroir'i mcasurements,  

Similarly: conceived cIrcular dIchroaphs, which are less sensitIve than 

the Instrument described 1ere, are decrIbcd by Grojear and Legrard 

(1960) and Holzwarth (1965). Other typeE3 of circular dichroisrn instru- 

ments are reviewed by Lowry (1964)  and Velluz, Leand and Crosjean (1965). 

The booh by Vellu? et aL (1965)  thould he consulted for many useful 

Instfl.1fl6ntal considerations. 

PppendiT I cortairs a treatment of tl'e theoretical limitation on 

sIa1/noIe of circular dichroibm and optical rotatory aispersiort. 

• • Our instrument approached the theoretical limitations to within a factor 

of 2 The main theoretIcal noIse limitation of a well dcsIied instr-

merit is the statIstical fluctuatio-i in light intensity c'ue to the ivantal 

• 	 nature of light 	Davidson, 1962) To minuirize this source of noise, 

usually called the Schottky effect or shot noise, high light intevwlty 

is required and high efficiency of detection of that light. There are 

• 	 several factors which can degrade the performance below this theoretical 
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limit, and our methods of coping with these problems will be di scussed 

in the course of the developmsrit4 

Sse 

A schematIc diagram of the optical rart of the instnrnent IS thon 

in Figure lI-iD tight from the xenon arc larip falls on an elliptical 

mirror E anct Is focused on the entrance slit of the prIsm (Jfl.)-gratIng 

(1Y2) double rnnochrdrnatór0 The light from the exit slit of the mono- 

• chromator is approximately collimated by cyindrical mirror C and apheri-

cJ. mirror Sp. The lIgt is plr'e polari7ed by p;im P and is modultcci 

bctdeen right and left circular light by the Pockels? cell labeled rd 

The exrordinr'y polarized beam is irakea off at M while the ordirirv 

beam passes through the sample at S or 5' and on to the end window photo-

multIplier, PM. The instrument Is mounted on a sturdy octical bench made 

of 2-inch diameter stainless steel rails affording stable. aliprment of 

the optical coulponeritsA 

The high pressure xcon arc (X in FIpre 1) is the brightest source 

available for the region of the spectrum of interest (Baun and IDunkeirnan 

1950) The main problem with this are Is Its notorious !nstabili.ty0 é 

found that the 450-watt Osram' unit X130 1350 Is far superior.  in brIghtness 

and stability to Hanovia or PEK 1amp 	Most of the instahilit.,was due 

to ac flutter rather than overall Intensity variations0 The arc flutter 

could be minimized by keeping the lamp in still air rather than blowing 

large volumes of cool air over It as Is usually die.. Apparently the 

hIgh velocity air stream unequally cools the lamp envelope and causes 

lObtainable from acbetbSaaes, Little Britain Road, Newberg, N. Y. 
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convection currents in the gas inside the lamp0 The lamp house is 

V 
V  simply constructed from a 1 -inch diameter brass tube wrapped with 

. copper cold water cooling 60ils0 The lamp house is closed on the top 

V 	and bottom end purged with dry N2 as to p±'ovent ozone formation The 

V 	lIght exit window was made of suprasil quartz (Engelhardt-HanovIa). 	
V 

The supral3il window did not discolor iiider far tJV irradiation as did 

• 	more impure quartz0 The lamp operates satisfactorily in this environ 	
V 

rnent, showing no noticeable drop in intensity after 1000 hours Older 
V 

V 

 lamps are somewhat less stable than fresh ones however0 The problem 
V 	

V 

 of the remaining arc f1utter Is fthther reduced by the simple expedient 
V 

	

	
of maiIfying the arc and overfilling the entrance slit to the 	o- 

V 

 cbrornator0 In this way,, the light from the edges of the arc Is dis- 

V 	
carded0. A rnapniuication which reduces the light iheensity by a factor 

	

V 	
of 3  leads,  to a factor of 10 Increase In light stability (compared to 	

V 

• . 	 V 	
exactly filling the slit) The lamp Is powered by a Be1msn-var TC-100 

V 	power supply in the current regulated mode with a 001 series resistance0 

	

V 	
The lamp position was made continuously adjustable iii,three perpendicular 

directièns by ,  suspending the whole lamp house on three perpendicular 

Oilman light-duty slide assemblies0 The plbs on the slides maybe 

V 	locked when the best lamp position is found as judged by maximm light 

	

V 	intensity through the system0 	 V 	
V 	

V 

V 	

V 	 . 	The image of.. the xenon arc source Is maIfied and focused on the 

V 	 monochrornátor slit by means of an off-axis ellipsoid4 mirror (E in 

V V 
	 Figure 11-I)0 The arc is placed at the near focal point of the ellipse • 

and the rnonochrornator slit at the far focalpoint0 The off-axis desip 
V 	

allows the light to pass to the sIdeof the lanip envelope on the way to V 
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the slit. 	The mirrors were made from a Bausch & Lomb 11 -3/14 inch 

iiameter on-axis elliptical mirror by cutting four 114/2 inch diameter 

off-axis circular mirrors from the outslde edges. 	The short axis focal 

pointat 11-1/11 inches and long axis focal point at 30 inches provide a 

• 7X magnified 	ge of the arc at the monochromato 	slit. 	These mirrors 

were first surface aluminized under hIgh vacuum and then mresIum 

fluoride overcoated. 	When tested on an optical bench with a tungsten 

Point-o--Light lamp at one focal point these mirrors gave relatively poor 

images at the second focal point; however 	the quality of the Irmtge could 

be markedly Improwd by a 	IIt straining of the mIr in a trial and 

error fashion. 

01 
A Cary 111 prisating double mcnochrator (Applied Physics 'Corp 

nrovia 	Calif). is used to provide light of high spectral pür:lty. 	The 

Cary 1 11 is fairly fast optically (f/8) 	has exceptionally low stray light 

leVels 	and the dispersion exceeds 35 	/mI1),imeter of slit width over the 

entire wavelength range. 	The nnochroma±or exit light is approximately 

collimated with a concave cylindrical mirror (C) and a concave spherIcal 

mirror (Sp). 	The light is plane 'polarized at P with an optically cor 

tacted synthetic crystal quartz' (10 0 ) Rochon prism (Karl Larrbrecht, 

ChIcago 	111) with a 1-cm clear aperture, 	This 10°  prism gave suffi- 

dent deviation of the extraordinary beam so that it was well separated 

from the ordinary beam in 6 inches and was masked off at M before the 

ordinary beam entered the sample. 	• 	' 	" 	 ' •••.. 

The Pockel& cell (Mod) was a custom desiM built by Baird-Atomic 

• 

• 	Inc. 	The Pockelst cell was a potassium dihydroen phosphate unit of 	• 

• 8-'rrm thlcKfless, with Indium foil ring electrodes and ultrasil quartz 
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windows. (Hanovia) This arrangement has excellent transparency (>900 
 

transmission including reflection losses) and gives approximately 75% 

peak circular polarization The circular polarization was rrieasured at 

optimum sinusoidJ. driving voltage by placing either a Polaroid, 590 NT 

circular polarizer or a Clan-Thompson polarizer oriented perpendicular 

to P in the sample space and rraasuring the DC and AC components of light 

intensity with a PM and an oscilloscope. The circular polarization was 

• 	 not perfect because: (1) the Bockels cell depolarizes the imperfectly 

• 	 collimated light soma;that (Bilhings 1952) and, (2) the electric field 

between the circular ring electrodes is not homogereous. The optimum 

operatIon of the Pockels cell Is quite sensitive to exact orientation 

with respect to beam direction and polarization0 A mounting device was 

	

• 	built with three micrometer controlled degrees of freedom0 The Pockelst 

	

• 	cell orientation could be adjusted, while It was in operation, for rota- 

• 

	

	 tIc,n about the light propagation axis (z) and for tilt in two orthogonal 

directions (x,y) relative to the light propagation axIs, 

The last optical component is the photomultiplier tube (Pi1) We 

used 2-inch arid window type PM's because they are insensitive to lIght 

	

• 	polarizationo An ErI 9558QA (S-20) was used for most of the work0 This 

tube has a beak quantum efficiency in excess of 25% and gives outstanding 

p 'ormnee,  from 185 to 8bo' NM. For experIments in the near infrared, 

a Dumit 6911 5-1 tube was employed. 

The optics were alighed with• a 05 milliwatt. Helium-Neon gas laser 

(Spectra-Physics) by autocollimation, 	• 
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Measurement of circuardiohism 

The voltage on the Pockels' cell is sin wave modulated 

V 0 	V0  sin wt II(l) 

The resulting retardation of the light (Etllingc 	1952)  is.  

6 	S o  sin wt  

The light passing through the system Is treated as the sum of 

and left circular lit intensitIes 'r 	I 	respectively 	The rght 

and left components In the presence of a dichrolc material are 

10 /2 (1 	) 0r0/23  

11 	10/2 (1 - sin 5) e1td/ 2 o3  

where 	z, are decadlo molar extinction coefficients o 	the dichrolc 

material for right and left circular light respectIvely, C Is the con- 

centration in moles/liter, . m the path1enth in cm and I 	i 	the I -ict- 

dent ?it intensIty.  

The total light intenSIty, I, can be found by adding equations 

II-(3) and (4) to tiolth 

= I. + d/23 	e1tC/2o3) + sin 

- 0i/23J  

We define an average decadic molar extinction coefficient 

+ ci)'2 11(6) 

iltIp1ying ea0 II-(5) by 	e"2 ' 3  x e'12 ' 3 	1, 

the IAght, intensity Is: 

i 	I0eQC/23 	( e (cic) 9 C/2 G3 	. 	c1_)P.c/203) + 

2 	
sin 6(e 2°3 	e_l03] I1-(7) 
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Now () and  (crc)c aalways smallcoadto unity and the 

• 	

• 

 

exTonentials containing these factors can be approx1rated: e --y  Pe l-x 

• 	 to better than 1% in the worst caze With this excellent approxirna- 

• 	tion eq II-(7) becons with substition of eq II-(2) 

	

-cSc/243 	 . 
i = 10e 0,/2e3 + 	 lr° sin(60  sin wt) 	II-(8) 

4.6 	. 

• . .. 	We see that the first term is a D. C. term and the second term is an 

• 	. 	A.C.term at 	the modulation frequercy0 The ratio of the AC term 

to the DCO t'erm is linearly proportiOnal to: (c1cr)c 0D1 -01'1,  

• 	. optical density in left light minus optical density in right light 

• 	circular dlchroism We hold the DC term constant by feedback control 

of the photomultiplier gain so. the circular dichroism IS linearly 

related to the magnitude of the AC0 slgnaJ This AC signal is pre- 

dominantly a sin wave at 	but also contains small hIgher odd harmonics 

of L,c (VliU et aL t, 1965) The A, Ce voltage is synchronously rectI-

fied (e0&,.. Pndrew, 1955) and filtered The resulting voltage, V5 g, 

• 	Is linearly related to the circular dichroisrn: 

	

K (cJCr)C. 	: 	 . 	. 	1I(9) 

where K Is an instruirent constant to be determined0 

Electronics 	0 	 . 	 • 	 . 	 • 	 • 

• • 	 A block diagram of the D.C. control circuit and A.C.detection 

circuit i shown in FIgure 11-2 The .slgiaJ. voltage from the PM tube• 

• 	• 	• • • is opposed by a. 1.3 volt mercury battery suppression bridge0 This 

arrangement mInimizes 60 Hz power line pick up0 The AC6 signal is 

split off at this point and its fate will be discussed after the D0C0 

control OOe The difference between the mercury battery voltage and 
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the PM voltage the D0C. control loop error sigeal Is amplified (20X) 

by the first D.C. amplifier, a Kintel A120, and the second D.C. amp1i- 

fler a Philbrlck P65PU,, which is used as a gain of 1 inver'cing amplifier0 

The last D.C. axilIfIer is a Philhrick s656, which is a high gain :(lo) 

stage, whose response Is strongly attenuated at 1400 Hz, the modulation 

frequency, by an R-C. network0 Ten-volt Zener diodes back-to-back across 

the feedback resistor of A3 keep the slifier from saturating if the 

loop Is opened accidentally. The DX,6 error voltage is monito,rea at 

meter M-1 as well as the control voltage to the PM supply (14-2 ) The 

PM supply is a Power DesI3 151414,  0-3KV unit0 The control point in 

this supply Is neai ground potential and the control current Is fed 

Into the poier ut,ply a ptiing po2nt through a 10K resistor0 A ± 107

volt control sirn  will swing the:  supply in excess of ± 1000 volts 

The control loophas a j- airi' inecess of one million and operates very. 

satIsfactorily8 The Power DesIs supply discriminates strongly, against 

the modulator fre 5, and the loop gain at' the modulator frequency 

Is<0l. 

The A.C. detection leg of the cIrcuit is based on a Princeton 

ApplIed Research (PAR) JBL-5 lock-in Pirplifier. The Pcckels cell Is 

sine wave rrdulated with the anlIfied PAR reference voltage. The peak 

modulation Voltage must be made linearly proportional to wavelength0 

A 5-V. 1400Hz reference voltage taken from the PAR is. placed across a 

linear potentIometer which is in turn geared to the wavelength drIve 

of the moiochromator. A portion of the refercnce voltage, proportional 	z 

to wavelength, Is amplified by a Dyna 30-watt audIo amplifier. The 

amplified output Is coupled by an impedance matching tr'ansforrner TI 
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(Stancor, HT-202) to a higi voltage stepup transformer, T2 (Hill 

Naiet1c Products, Menlo Park, Calif., 11-1013D). This transformer ('12) 

supplies the Pockels' cell and a Sensitive Research electrostatic volt-

meter, M3. The modulation voltage Is directly proportional to wave-

length to about 1%. 

The 400 Hz A.C. sIial from the phototrultlplier, which is produced 

by a dichroic sample, is amplified by a Techtronix 122 low-level A.C. 

preaiiliuier (bOX) directly preceding the PAR lock-in amplifIer. The 

PAR D.C. output is linearly related to the circular dichroIsrn of the 

sample of interest. The PAR phase and frequency trim and the .Pocke1s 

cell modulation voltage are optimized by the use of a sample wIth a large 

CD siial. The calIbration of the instrument Is discussed In the next 

section. 

The standard Cary 114 n,onochromator scan Is driven by a synchronous 

motor, so CD spectra can be recorded on a synchronously driven pen 

recorder. For more flexible operation, the wavelength is sensed by a 

seôond potentiometer, and a D.C. sIa1 proportional to wavelenh Is 

used to drive the x axis of an x-y recorder. 

Calibration 

Absolute calibration of circular dichroisrn Is difficult and Is one 

of the rnaIii drawbacks of this method. We have made use of several cali-

bration methods: (1) Published values of circular dichipism (e.g., -. 

Velluz e 	1965); (2) measured amplifier gain and % circular 

polarizatIon; (3) mathematIcal transformation of measured CD to ORD and 

subsequent comparison with measured ORD. All three methods gave sub-

stantial agreement; however, the third method is most satisfactory and 

will be described In detail0 
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• 	The Kronig-Krsrners relations (rbffitt arid !'ioscowitz, 1959; 7ioscowitz 

1960, 1961) offer an exact means of calculating the rotatory dispersioh 

arising from the observed CD spectn..in ThIs calculation requires no 

assumptions about CD band shape or position.-. The calculated OID due to the 

measured CD can be compared to the ORD measured In a recording po1ariDeter. 

A Cary 60 polarimeter was calibrated absolutely with the use of National 

• Bureau of Standards sucrose. The calculated ORT) was scaled to aree  as 

closely as possible with the measured ORB; the scalIflg factor then was 

used as a calibration constant for subsequent CD rneasur'ements. 

The molecular rotation [hJ at a wavelength A Is related to the 

• mo1ecular.e1iIpticit £OJ  by the following relation (Moscowitz, 1960): 

2/ir J [O 	'_ CIA t 	 II-(10) 
• 	 o 

where 	[cJ 	cx(derces) ° 100 	= riolocular rotation 	II-(1l) 
A 	 mo1esliter 

d 	1 	3 0 3 lo 	 33 103 	OD() 
• 	 J  

t(cm) c(moles/Iiter) 

molecular ellipticity • 	Ii-(12) 

and 	0D(A) 0D(x) - ODr(A) observed circular dlchroisi* at A. 

It can be seen that the contributibn of the measured CT) to the rotatIon 

at wavelenh. A Is the Intep- ove4ali of the measured CD values, In 

• prIricIple the values of ellipticlty.substltuted into the above eq. II-(10) 

and the rsu1ting rotation should be corrected to their vacuum values by 

the Loretz factor, 3/(n() 2  + 2), ithere n(i) Is the refractIve index of 

the solvtht at A. 	M. Thiery (1(166) has shown however, that neglect 

of this Lorentz correction introduces negligible error (< 0.1) for,  
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corrmcn solvents if the CD data Is taken at least 50 nni away from the 

• 	:. 	solvent absorptIon edge. The solvent refractive index has a small 

dispersion far from the absorption edge. Fq0 II-(10) was evaluated 

with a digItal cornputer, and a FOMTRAN IV subroutine for this purpose 

• 	 (}TRAN) is given In Appendix II 

• 	 The main problem with the calibration of CD by comparison with 
is that the 
ORD/otation of most compotzids is not entirely due to instnrnentally 

accessible CDbands. Drtkle tails from inaccessible far tiV diohroism 

bands give monotonic contributions to the near U'! rotation data for 

most optically active materials0 In most cases we cannot 1now the 

• exact maitude of the DrUde tail., but only its approximate,  

shape (where c Is a constant)0 The Drüde tail mcertainty introduces 

the largest error into this OTD comparl.son method of CD calibration 

This problem can best be illustrated by an exanple0 The stero±d 

isoandrosterone,Is useful for calIbration of CD because it has a large 

signal and is easy to obtain0 The experimental CD of isoandrosterone 

and the calculated OPJ) are shown in Figure Ii-3 The observed OID, as 

well as the observed minus calculated QRD Is shown in Figure II-4. 

The difference has a smooth Drilde shape throughout the wavolenth 

range of interest0 The calibration of the CD Instrument with izoandro-. 

sterone Is jprecise only to about ± 5% due to the .DrUde tail uncertainty. 

	

• 	The steroid samples jive a conveniently large sial, but cover only a 

restrictel wavelength range in the near UV0 One would like to have 

am'les that could be used for calibratIor in the visible and near IT 

region of the spectrum to check to constancy of sensitivity with wave-

length0 No ideal comparison samples were •found although the CD of many 
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Figure II-.3. Measured circular dichroism (CD) of isoandrosterone, 

1.05 mg/mi, 100% ethanol, 1 cm cell, darker line (in observed opti-

cal density units). Calculated optical rotatory dispersion (ORD) 

due to the CD band shown, li -iter line (in degrees), 
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Figure IILLL Measured ORD of isoandrosterone, 1.05mg/mi,  100% 

ethanol, 1 cm cell, solid line 	., Measured minus calculated 

ORD (due to 295  NM CD band, shown +gure 11-3), e - 	- - - 
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different samples were transformed to ORD an d gave very p:cod agreement 

with the measured CR1) at all wavelengths using the steroid calibration 

from the 300 nm re4on,  

A sample that shows CD sir ala 'from approximately 1000 rim to the 

far Uv is the copper p'otein cerrulopl.azmln, that was mentioned in 

Chapter 1 (p. 33). The vIsible and near IR portion of the CD and absorp-

tion are shown in FiguDe II-5.  Cerruloplasndn has a relatively small CD 

and ORD in the visible and near IR, so measurement uncetainties are 

relatively large (± 5%). ' There is a very strong UV ORD tail  from the 

protein s  sirrtlar in shape to poly-.,-glutamic acid helix (Chapter I, 

P. 15) but somewhat smaller on a rotation per residue basis.. Nowever 

the strong LV OR]) tail can, in this case s  he independently, measured on 

the decolorized protein (the copper is reduced with e.g., dithionite) 
	

/ 

that has no visible and near IR absorptIon or CD. The difference between 

the decolorized protein OR]) and the colored protein OR]) gives the contri-

but ion of the' visible and near IR copper bands to the OR]), (It was shown 

in Chapter I 'p. 33that the protein OR]) does not change when the copper 

is reduced.) If this were a larger 'siprial it would be an ideal case where 

all the Cl) bands that contribute to an observed ORD curve can be measured, 

The Kroni.g-X'amers transfonn 	. of the measured CD (FIgure 11-5)  is 

shown in Figure 11-6 ccmpàred to the measured OF]), The agreement IC very 

good since the ctirves match to well within the noise level of the measure-

ments (CR1) :  known to about ± 1 rnilhidegree). The relatively large dis-

crepancy In the 350. rim region is due to the large protein rotation in 

this region and the very small difference between the colored and 

decolorizeci protein (the well known. small difference In two large num-

bers prob1em) 
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Figure II-5. Absorption (dark curve) and CD (light curve) of 

oxidized human cerruloplasmin, 41 pg 
I
Cu/rn]., pH 7.0 (0.061 N 

• sodium phosphate) • 1% sodium, chloride, 1 cm cell. 
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Many other experimental ORI) curves were compared to the calculated 

0TD curves derived from the CD in this way • All comparisons azreed to 

within experimental error.; some of the stronger signals gave beautiful 

• fits but none covered such a wide wavelength range as the cerruloplasmin 

exair1e. All the experimental evidence taken together indicates that 

CD sensitivity is constant with wavelength alth)u no single satis-

factory test of this question was found. 

Iltiple spectrum averaging 	 - 

As we mentioned at the outset, the useThl range of the instrument 

is about 220 rim to 1100 rim, The noise level varies with wavelength at 

constant spectral band width and is aboxt ± 1'1 5  OD units from 250  rim. 

to 750 rim at 1 rim spectral band width and a 1-second time constant. 

The noise level increases toward the outer wavelength limits because 

of decreasing light source intensity in the ultraviolet and decreasing 

• 	detector efficiency in the near infrared 

J increase in siçia1/noise was required for some of the measure-

ments, and it found that sily' increasing the tine constant was 

not entirely satisfactory. For white noise (constant noise level. vs. 

frequency) the root . mean square noise ?eel is expected to decrease as 

• 	i/Ta where -c is the filter time constant. .Pn increase in time constant 

did not attenuate the noise as strongly as expected for whi,te noise. 

Apparently the noise anpiltude In the system increases strongly at• 

ow frequency (so-called 1/f noi9e or "pink" noise), A large ensi-

tivity increase was obtained, hover, by averaging many fairly rapid 

scans (0,5-2 mm) of the CD spectrum usiri. an  on-line digital measuring 

aevice. This approach is useful because the siia1 adas In with each 



scan of the spectrt but the arage value of the random flOiSS is Z51'O 

and the noise tends to average out (±üeJn and Barton, 1963) For white 

(contant aiiip1tude vs. frequency) noise the si7ia1 to noIse increases 

as the square root of the number of spectra averaged0 We actually found 

a somewhat more rapid increase In sigeal to noise up to an iTTçrOVemcflt 

of 10:1; presumably the rapid Increase In signal/noise is due to the 

peculiar noise spectrum of the xenon arc The siaDJnoise improvement 

rate dropped after 10:1and 20:1 improvement seems to be nearly the 

practical limi.t0 ikiltiple scans reduce the 250-75 0  rim noise level to 

about ± 110 6  OD units in 1 to 2 hours and a correspondingly large 

improvement is found at the extremes of wavelength where the noise was 

higher. 

The averaging device employed was a 102'4 channel Nuclear Data ND 800 

Ethancetron A feature of this device is its ability to digItize spectra 

In both the forward and backward direction0 The Cary 14 monochrometer 

used had only a few R backlash in the wave1enth drive iechanisin, whIch 

is completely negligible for most spectra0 Spectra were recorded "forward 1 ' 

from long wavelength to short and then "backward" from short to long wave-

length. The. Enhancetron 'tiie' base and logic sijTLals were used to control 

the Ca.ry 114 scan  7otor0 The control circuit Is shown in Figure II-7 

vI\ io  relays normally control the Cary 114 scan motor. A double pole triple 

throw switch (labeled transfer switch in FIgure 11-7) was added In the 

scan controi box of the Cary 14 to bypass the normal scan relays and the 

relevant áonnections were brought out to a similar set. of external relays 

These external relays could be controll(-',d by the Enhancetron (Etron) 

logic sIrials through the buffer circuits (up/down control scen/stop 
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control) detailed in Figure 11-84 When the Etron was put in the measure 

a swial ca.11ea gH went r'osltive. The 'to" simal was used to 

drive a small (Sigra 13F - 8000 LG-S-l) relay throu a transistox buffer 

(see Figure 11-8)0 The small relai cloed one of the larger scan control 

relays If a manual enable switch (scan) was on0 The initial scan direc-

tion could be selected by an up/down switch. The monochrornator wouJ.c 

scan in the initial direction until the Fnhancetron reached the last 

channel (512 or 102 14). At the last channel (CHI) an Etron buss (forward-

backward buss) wouad change; this buss (througi a similar buffer transis-

tor and relay shown in Figure Il-B) was used to enable the other scan 

control relay, reversin&: the scan, This process Is repeated, scanning 

the same region of the spectrum many times. At the beginning of each 

• 	scan one pole of the external scan relay was used to aubtract a count 

ft'oma preset Sodeco (seC Figure 11-7) counters When the preset nuroer 

of scans was reached, the Sodeco counter closed a set of contacts which 

stops the scanning process by dropping the Stop SW buss of the Enhance-

tron, After several hundred scans (nthe than normal) the "turn around 

wavelengths were the same to a few /ngstroms. The narrowest CD spectra 

normally studied were about 100 wide at haif-heipt. For the nar-

rowest spectra many passes were done, scanning down in wavelength only 

and win&ingwavelength hack manually to the same starting point for 

every scan No difference was found comparing spectra recorded in one 

direction to tte done by the forward-bac1nard procedure. 

A Fhlbrick P65AU amplifIer was used as again of one differential 

• amplifier to convert the floating, double-ended output of the FAR to a 

sing1e-erded input of the ND 800 Enhancetron as shown in Figure 11-2. 
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The analog. to frequency converter. in the Inhancetron is quite senSitive 

arid memory capacty s lirntea to 21 	1 tount.s, so a iO:l attenuation 

was used before the inhencetron input The averagea spectra could he 

csplayec3 on an oscilloscope and p1ottec on an x-y plotter. 

Absorption spectra were recorded using a Cary 14 spectrophotometer. 

Ir the case of scattering samples the rbde1 1 1462 Scattered-TransmissIon 

Accessory was used0 Optical rotatory dispersion stectra were obtained 

using a Cary 60 instrument modified with an .B-136 Hamamatsu red-ensitiVe ; , 

photornultinlier. 

MaterIals 

The preparation of thlorophyli a, chlorophyll b and bacteriochioro- 

• 

	

	 phyll are o.escrlbed. elsewnere (Saner, Lndsay Smith aria Schultz, 1966). 

Carbon tat rachioride was reagnt grade and was used wit 1-flut purifIcation. 

The suspension of microcrystalline chlorophyll a was prepared by 

adding isooctane to a small sample of the solid chlorophyll. After 

vigorous stirring, the suspension was spun in a clinical centrifuge at 

top speed for 5 mm,, and the superriatant suspension was used directly. 

No notIceable settling occurred during the half-hour period of measure-

merit. 

Cbromatophores from hodospirIllurn ru.brurn and Rhodopseudomonas 

pheroides ero obtained by washin 5-da..y old, cultures free of prowth 

mediun, followed by sonication for 3 rrdm at 0°C, with a Biosonik oscil-

lator, F'hgments sedimenting between 140,000 g (30  mm) and 180,000 g 

(50 irdn) iiere washed and resuspended in 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.5. 

Barley was grown from seed in a phytotron under catrollec1 illurrdna-

ticn and temperature and was harvested about 3 weeks after germination. 

The normal (Lyon) and the mutant strain (Chiorina 2), which is missing. 
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chlorophyll b (Hig)ikin and ienko1, 1962) were r'owr under identical 

conditions and harvested at the same time * Chioroplasts were isolated 

A. 	the homogenized leaves essentIally by the procedure of Park and 

Pon (1961). Sonication of the chloroplast suspension was followed by 

isolation of faction sediment.thg bletueen. 9000 g (10 mm) and 

110,000 g (30 nun), resuspension in io3 Npbospate buffer pH 7,5, 

and clarification at 9000 g (10 rin), 

C. Oblorophyll Dimers In Solution 

The apparent molecular weit of chlorophyll a (Arorioff, 1962), 

chlorophyll b (Katz, Class, Pennington, Thomas and 3traIn 1963)  and 

bacteripchlorophyll (auor and Lindsay Smith, 1 (965) increases with con-

centration in nonpolar solvents • Lävorel (1957) and Weber and Teale 

(1956) first roported ch1oroph11 a c3irieriaton L hydrocarbon solvents 

based on fauorescence measurements on concentrated solution3Q Chloro-

phyll a, chlorophyll b and bacteriochiorophyll appear to obey Beer s 

• 

	

	 law very closely in most 501 Vnt. However, in nonpolar hydrocarbon. 

and halocarbon solvents the absorption spectra are strongly concentra- 

• 	 tion dependent 

• 	 i\nclyzis of the absorption data of the three chiorophylls in the 

concentration range of 	M to 5. 10 M in carbon totrachioride sup- 

• 	 pares a si1e monomer-dlmer equilibriun (Sauer, Lindsay Smith and 

• 	 Schultz, 1966) Figure 11-9 shows a concentrated minus dilute solution 

ailTerence spectnrr for bacteriocnlorop-iyll and the calci.4latca rronorrr 

and. dimer absorption spectra. The monomer pectra in dilute carbon 

• 	•. 	tetrachlth'ide solutions are very similar to those in ether or acetone 

at all c'ccntratons. The dirrer absorption spectra of all threc 

chlorophylls show a splitting of the long wavelength absorption band 
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Figure 11-9..  Absorption spectra of bacterochlorophy11 in 

• 

	

	 carbon tetrachioride The lower dashed curve is a difference 

spectnrnl rrasured between sOiUtiOflS at different concen- 

• 	 . 	tatons with the pathlength inversely proportional to con- 

centration. Upper curves c.lculated for pure mononr (solid) 

and pure dinier (dashed). After Sauer, etal. (1966). 
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(at about 73),  m In bacterioc1orophyl1 n F'ipre. 11-9)  wIth appearance 

of a long waveianth shoulder (3auer et aL, 1966) 6 All three chioro--

pb,ylls have dircerlzation constanto 	 near 10 	in carbon 

tetrachloride 

We will he concerned with the CI) spectra of the dimers found by 

Sauer at aL (1966),  so we wIll surnarIze some, of the properties of 

these aggregates The chlorophyll species involved in the rnonomer-cYWner 

eqmiulbrium under the condltions of the Sauer at aL (1966) experiments 

are airsost certainly the chlorophyll monohydrate: 

2 Chl H20 (Oh]. 

The nrcsence of water has not been directly shown as yet but it seems 

to rationalize iany observatIons0 Water must he present durIng prepara-

t'ion of crystalline chioroohyll (Jacobs, Vatter and Holt, 195 4  ) and 

these uwCtfl  or teJ.s are used to prepare solutIons for opticJ. works 

Infrared measurements (Katz et 5l 1963; Sidar'ov and Terenin, 1960) 

give evidence for bound water (to the central ma.esIum) In similar 

solvents0 A previously unassigsed. Th'1R peak near 0 cpa (from 	In 

hacteriochiorophyll (auer at aL, 1966) appears There water hound to 

the central msnesium ou1d be expected0 In rigorously dried solvents 

(e0g0, benzcne), '. ' .. the agpremation anpears to occur at much 

lower concartratons Livingston Watson and MoArdle (l9) fotuid 
in rigQrously dry benzene. 

ca&entially cornr late aggregatIons of chlorophyll a at 10 N/ Aronoffs 

(1962) meaurenieiits of chlorophyll a in henzene (with no rirous drying) 

indicates esaentislly no aggregation at the low concentrations, used by 

Livingston et a].0. (191 9) 

Livingston at al. .(199)  found that small amounts of water or other 

nucleophlles broke up the aggregates in the rigorously dry henzene and 
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el 
that the equilibrium, of the dry aregate wIth these nucleoph lies is 

corrplex involving higher anegates than d.imers Aggregate smectra 

in rigorously dry hyd.recarboria at low concent rat ion s have been reporbe'd 

by Fernandez and Becker (1959) , aithcun these authors made a different 

interpretation of their dt.ta 

Fiure 11-10 shows the chend.cal structure of bacteriochlorophyli , 

with the atoms labeled in a standard way0 IF measurements in chloro-

carbon solvents can best be interpreted cm the basis of dimers formed 

between a carbonvl of one molecule (mrirsarily the ketone on carbon 9 

in Figure I-l0)'with the central magncsithn of the second (fatz at al 

1963; Anderson and Ca1vmn 1964) This interpretation has been confirmed 

by the dIrect observation of the N g - 0 bond vIbration in the aggregate 

in the far infrared at 310 cm- (Boucher, Strain arid Katz l966) N!R 

measurements also sIow aggregations of the three chiorophyils and jdi-

cate that the ring V carbonyl region Is involved0 The molecular weilt 

and N7,21 work indicate that the chlorophyll h carbonyl on ring II (at 

posItlon:3 in Figure 11-10) is involved in trimer formation at hlgher 

concentrations (Class, Katz, Bennington, Thomas and Strain,. 1963) The 

N4R on bacteriochiorophyli also seems to indIcate some trimer at the 

highest concentration (Sauer at ai, 1966) involving the acetyl group 

in ring I (position 2 in IThipre  II-10) 

The apj. egations observed by Livingttcn at a10 (1914 9), by Katz 

et aL (1953) and Class at a10 (1963) all require the eresence of mag-

nesium inthe center of the chlorophyll ri.ng. It can he seen by inspec-

tion of the. data of Class at aL (1963)  that the ag'egation in the 

absence of tne magresiurn is at least 100-fold loss than for the maesium 

mp0 
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A tentative picture emerges from the previous work on the in vitro 

ag,c'egation of the three cliJ.orophyils (I) All three chioro y1lE :eem 

to form slailar diners (Sauer et aL, 1966) (with Xd  lO' M - ) invo1ving 

a bond between the central 	and the ring V csx'bonyi (Katz c'c aL a , 

l966) (2) Trimers Trey form in very ccnccmtrated solutions of chlorophyll 

b (Katz et Ed 1963 and Closs et aL 1963) and hacteriochlorcphyll 

(Sauer at al 1966), (3) The above conclusions apparently obtain only 

with the chlorophyll monohydrates and that ripprous drying, of solvents 

leads to higher aegation at low concentrations (Livingston et aL, 

1949) (Li) Mdition of nucleophles such as a1cohol water or pyrldine 

competes for maiesium with the chlorophyll carbonyl and breaks the diner 

(or trimer) (Sauer et aL', 1966; Closs at aL 1963) Sauer and Ku (1966) 

tiave sInvin that the dimr-nuc1eopbile t1trtion for chlorophyll a in 

carbon tetrachloride can he described by a simple equilibr!um Involving 

dimers, monomers and chlorophyll nucicophile co1exes (5) These agre-

gatlon effects are independent of the phytyl gou (a 20-carbon side 

chain labeled F in F1gra Ii-10) (Cios etal., 1963)Q 

Cpticalpropertiesofcbiorophyll diners 

Chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b and bacteriochloropbyli in polar so? 

vents show an tuimeasurably small circular dichroism. An extremely weak 

monomer optical activity can be measured by the more sensitive OFD method 

(see Appendix I),, a1theug the sipa1s are close to limit of CR1) sensi-

tivity and reproôcibi1ity0 Ln carbon tetrachloride, a solvent that 

fa;or5 drer, Lncreasing concentratlon results in enhanced CP) ('aue', 

1965) a-id CD Figure 11-11 shows the CR1) and absorption of a fairly 

concentrated chlorophyll a solution (about 65% diner) and the CR1) and 



Figure Il-il. Absorotion an d OD spectra of chlorophyll a 

in carbon tetrachioride 5.lxl0 M 0.25 rim path and of 

the same solution after addition of 0.5% (v/v) ethanol. After 

Sauer (1965), 
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absorption that results when the dimer .  is broken up with ethanoL, The 

monomer has very small OFD (the climer is not quite 100% absent in P'icçure 

t1-11) and the long waveienth shoulder on the absorption disapaears 

All three chiorophylls behave similar1y 

The circular dichroiSm and absorption spectra of chlorophyll a 

chlorophyll b and. bacteriochlorcphYll solutions in carbon trachioride 

containing about 85% diner are shown in Figures 11-12 13 and 1L 	re- 

else CD measurements on dilute sQ1utions free of aggregates have not 

yet been possible in carbon tetracbloride because of decomposItion of 

the dilute chlorophyll solutions during the prolonged time of measure-

ment, easurements on dIlute solutions can be made rapid1y, to avoid 

decomoosition, but with a resu1tIri increase in noise leveL, The dilute 

olutio5 show essentially no dichroism with an unper lImit of about 

5% of the concentrated (diner) simpals ThIs obser,atlon is consistent 

with GiRD measurement in dilute carbon tetrachloride that the monomer OIRD 

• 	 is at most 5% of the diner (Sauer l965) For our purposes the CD of 

all the chloronhylls in carbon tetrachiorlde is entIrely due to ebloro-

phyll-cblorophyll interactions with a negligible contribution from 

rnonomers 

He can s, with this simplification calculate the molar circular 

dichroism of the diners from the concentration of the solutIon s  the 

known dimerization constant (Sauer at al 1966) and the observed

cular dichroisrn We must be careful that there is not sijnificaht con-

tribtdlon. from triers In the chlorophyll b and bacte'ioChlorOPhY1l 

case I!bre recentzurements shown laer, show that the bacterio-

chlorophyll CD in Figure II_1 14 is distorted aprec1ab1y by trimer5, 
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Fire 11-12. Absorp1on aid CD spectra of chlorophyll a 

dLers th carbon tetrachlorjde. 
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Figuxe 11-13; Absorption and CD spectra of chlorophyll b 

dimars in carbon tetrachioride The CD spectrtrn show at 
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Figure Ii-1. Absorption and CD spectra of bacterioh1or 

•pbyll din'rs in carbon tetrachioride. The :CD spectnrn shown 

at wavelengths longer than 700 mp has been raatiplied by 05 
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which contributes on the long wavelength SidC of the 803 rgi positive 

CD neak.erxi the 602 mp n gative CD peak, 

'Pee chlorophyll diners give large circular c3icbroism sigeals in 

tric r'lat e1 LsolatecI fer r"a 	t 6o yr cc cqloroey2 ' ( > 0 r 

for chlorophyll a and 780 	for bacteriochlcrophyll) as well as in the 

more complex Soret hand (in the LCO mu region), which is a ccipositc of 

two nearby electronic transiticns We shall concentrate, initially 

on interpreting the CD of the far red bands of these compounds All 

three chlorophyll diners show qualitatively very sirri1ar CL) spoctra 

This is COnsIStent with all the evidence, from NfT), IF), and absorption 

measurements aluoted earlier, that the three diners have very sinilar 

structure All three chlorophyll diners show a double circular dichroism 

spectrum that is positIve on long wavelengths and reverses sige close 

to the center of the absoretion hamd 

Discussion of diner optical oronerties 

The spllttiag, of the absorption end double CD spectra of the diners 

can be understood In terms of the resonance exciton interaction between 

the identIcal monomers in the cth-rra (Levinson, Simpson and Curtis, 1957; 

Tinoco, 1964; Tinoco, Wocdy and. L5rsdley 1963)  Similar exciton interactions 

have bean seen in agpTegates of organic dyes (L)erpren and QKonski 1963), 

molecular crystals (Davydov, 1962; Mcclurc, 1959), helical polypeptidea 

(Tinoco, Halpern and Simpson, 1962) and stacked polynucleotide (W3rsha, 

Hush and Tinoco, l965) The ortical properties of the aregates clenend 

upon the dpticai properties of the monomers in jhe aggregate and to the 

geometry of the apgregate (Tinoco, 1963)  We will see that analysis of - 

the absorotion and CD spectra of the chlorophyll diners, in principle, 



will allow determination of the peometry of the diner in solution This 

Is an interesttnp:. possibility from a physical chemistry point of viCw, 

and Is all the more useI\il in regarç] to the chlorophyll interactions 

in plants and photosynthetic bacteri-a. The treatment of diner struc-

ture that follows makes several sialifying assumptions end is neces-

sarily preliminary0 ost of these assumptions are not fundamsntai 

but merely convenient for ractical calculations0 The simplified 

theory aii.ows us to propose a structure for che cnlorophyll diner, and 

at the end we will thscuss tests of the assumrtions used0 

General theoretical anproach to diner st_ructure 
•.

. 	 . 	 fl - r - 	 .---.... 	.... 

The theory of molecular electronic chsorption is well known and is 

treated in many books on the subject (e0g, &ndorfy, 196 14; Kauzman, 1957) 

The detailed theory of optIcal activity is more recent and is perhaps 

best treated by Noffitt and 1 ,10scaWitz (l959) The most useful theoreti-

cal development for our purpose is a body of work by Tinoco and coworkers 

- on the optical properties of polymers of identical suhtrnits (e0g0,, 

Tinoco, Woody and Bradley, 1963; flush, 1965) rrne theory has been. su 

rnarlzed in a farm specifically for diners by Tinoco (1963) 

The abso'ption and circular dichroism of molecules can he expressed 

in- tersis of the electric dipole transition moment, oa'  end the map-

rietic dipole transition moment, a (eg0, Kauzmen, 1957)- The electric 

dipole transition -moment 	is a vector tt describes the direction 

and magnitide of electronic charge distribution change during a transi- - 

tion from electronic state o to state a0 The magnetic dipole transition 

moment m-a, similarly describes the direction and maitudC of the 

magnetic moment change during the o to a transition0 The absorption 
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intensity of the a to a transition is proportional to the dipole strenh 	N 

D0(1 which is defined: 

oa = (oa)2 	90161039(cg)  f2 V 
dv 	 11(13) 

where () is the ohservd extinction coefficient at frequency v, and 

and 	are the 1imit of the region where the o - a transition has 

measurable ahsorption The sipn and mapii;ude of the CD (or OFD) due to 

the o to a transItion is proportional to the rotational strengt;h 

• 	whIch is defined as: 

= m oa m) 
 

0.696 Jo_2 c

fv
2 	dv  

1 

where Im means the imaginary part of the scalar product of the two 

vectors and AE is the observed CD(difference in ethction coefficient 
in left and right circular light) 

The corrbinat:Lon of the two monomers into a dimer perturhs the 

e:Lectronic distribution during the electronic transition and thus af-

fects the absorption and circular dichroism The general approach is 

to express the absorption and CD of the dimer in terms of the measured 

ahsornton and CD of the monomer and the geometry of the diner. The 

first approximetaon to the perturbation caused by, cirnerization is the 

resonance (exciton) Interaction of the monomer electronic transitions 

of equal enerj. 	S  

ConsIder monomers 1 and 2 with unperturbed wavefunct ions 	and 

for monomer I (i=12) In the zround (0) and excited state (a) 

respect ivéiy For the first approximatipn we nep.lect molecular vibra-

tions (which can be included later, Young 1966). The round state of 

the diner is approximately given by: o1020 From simple degenerate 
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rturbation theory (eg Bohm 1951) the excited state Is the sirg'ieCric 

(+) and antisyrntric (-) combination of the degenerate states wIth 

	

• 	 exciiation on ncr 	'ia;2o and with the excitatIon UL monomer 

2 

1a2o ± lo2a 	
11(15) 

The ± states wil1 in general s  have different energies due to the coulomb 

interactions between the electrons on the two monomers0 If we think 

srrlv of - i- r" transition as ecat rg a sipole in the monomer o ntecct 

the ± corcinatione are the additIons and subtractions of these two 

dipoles to form a higher cnergj state and a lower energy state: 

- 	 + ' 

+ - a 	l 

	

7' • 	 wi-ere 1a is the ener: of the unperturbed state and V12 Is the coulomb' 

potential enery between the two excited mcnomers0 

l2 	3a2o I 	 lo2 	 TI(1C) 

cro the sum rs over I ana j A. electrons of monomer 1 and menomer 2, 

respectively r- is the distance bet''e the electrons and e Is the 

electronic charpya If we treat the charge distribution change dunin7 

the eieccronic transition simply as a point opoie neglectine, the 

higher texm  In a iitipoLe ecpans1on (not essentiai but a useful 

L art imp point) ti-ic r V12 is ust the d$ ole interc t Ion otent a! 

between the two monomer transitIon dipoles0 

712 	i/(iox0oa - 	 11(17) 

! ore 	- P1 	the 0ector o,.otcncr hots con the ccntor of rolcmcr 1 

and monomer 2 and R, = 12I 
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As a first approximati-on we neglect the mapetic dipole moment of 

the chlorophyll monomer0 This simp1ifie the expression for the rota-

tionaJ. strength consideraoly0 This approximation is justified because 

the basic chioriri or tetrahydroporphyrin skeleton has zero magnetic 

transition dipole moment for theallowed electronic transitions (Fyring, 

Walter and Kiahail 19 4 0 The asyrrmetric carbon atoms that destroy the 

molecular plane as a symmetry plane are aliphatic substituent3 and only 

weakly affect the hi orbital s,ystem. of the chlorophylls0 Thus the 

rrnetIc dipole transItion moment that they induce is very small0 For 

our puroose the chlorophyll molecule is considered as being optically 

inactive to a first approximation0. W will give a sligzIntly more detailed 

arume - t on this point later0 With this approximation the excitcr con-

tribution to the rotatIonal strength of the diner may be wrItten in 

terms of the electric dipole transition moments of the monomer (Tinoco 

1963): 

= 	v/2c)( 	Ioa X 2oa 	 II(l$) 

creIs the unperturbed absorptIon frequency at the absorption band va  

maximum nd i?  is defined above0 The di.pole strength can be written: 

P+ Po 	oa 
•. 	0 

where P0  is the unperturbed monomer dipole strength0 If we define an 

ang?e 	htween the tranaition moments the dipole strength can be 

written: 

D0(l ± cos ) 	 II(20) 

The transition frequencies in crn- are: 

	

v0  ± v12Ac 	 II-(21) 

where h is F1ank a constant and c is the velocity of light0 Some con-

sequences of these zero order equations are that the total intensity of 
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the diner absorption is eghal to twice the monomer absorption 

+ D 	2D and the exciton contribution to the CD is syrmetrical 

above and below zero s  R4  + R = 

In fact s  Saner et a10 (1966) found that the intensity of the abssrp--

tion is not conserved in going from the chlorophyll menomere to t.h dimero 

in a single absorption hand (eQg a )JL5% inctease in absorption of the 

red band in the hacteniochlonspbyll diner compared to the sum of the 

monomers) The CD is not symmetrical above and below ,  zero (Figura 11-12 

13 and 14) for the chlorophyll diners, The transition of interest of one 

rrnomer interacts not only through the degenerate reac - snce exciton effect 

discussed cbove but also with the anisotropic polarizhility and charge 

density presented by the neighborLng irnnorner (Devoc and Tinoco,. 1962; 

Tinoco 1960) We call these interadtiona with the .ani3otrop.c polar

bility and charge density nondegenerate because they can he represented 

as interactions between transition moments off resonances We do riot wish 

to treat these higher order effects theoretical1y, but rather to correct 

for them so that the most imeor'cant zero order resonance effects can be 

sorted out of the data 

pticaldataanalys:Ls 	 - 

The observed diner spectrum can be decomposed into the two exciton 

components by couter analysis (Saner et L, 1966).Fighre 11-15 shows 

the decomposition of the red absorption hand of the hacteriochiorophyll 

diner into two components Gaussian shaped absorption components fit 

the spectrum satisfactorily if the Gaussian components. are allowed to 

have different WidthS n the low and high crier j side 

The two exciton comoonents are required to have the same low nerpr 
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al., 1966) fnich are represented by the oven circles. 



width and the same hith energy width hut may have differept ain1itudes. 

• The energy splitting the .rela.tVc amplitude of the components end the 

two width parameters give four independent parameters - Separate hands 

for the higher energy vibrational components which make small contrihu- 

• 	 tions in the peak absorption region are included. The absorption fitting 

oroceeds by trial and error ;djustment of the absorption band parametcrs 

usg a digital computor to cculate the cue. The fit to the ect 

is seen to he oulte good and seems to he utnique within the limitations 

imposed above0 The change in intensity of a hand (hypo- or hyperchronaem) 

upon forming the &Uer can he ncç -lcctod by airrpli tal\ Lng the rato of thr 

t o dipole trentba frovi the absorption Opectim, 

The CD spectrum is a slighly different problem. The nondegenerate, 

off resonance interactions give single dichroism hands while the 

raonc.nco , o - U on interactions give double CU eanos (t"moco, 962) 

The situation is illustrated in Figure 1-16 for both OFD and CD spectra. 

The example given is similar to the actual situations for the chlorophyll 

d±mers where the amplitude of the double CD component I in Figure 1146 

is about canal to the single CD component II in FIgure 11-16, to give 

a typical observed curve similar to III in Fiure I1-16. We wIsh to 

extract the double CD component (e.g0 I in Figure 11-16 1) from the 

observed CD spectrum (e.g. III In FIgure 11-16) 

For strol- ullowed transition as in the cb1orophlls the mingle 

CD peaIs are expected to have the some shape as the asorption (NofTltt 

and J'oscowitz 19611. For excitonsplittlngs smaller than the band 

width of the t;ransition (and electric dipole allowed transitions) the 

degenerae CD component has the shape of the derivative of the absorptIon 
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curve (Biltonen i96&) We use the shape of the asynretric Gaussian 

excitcri component, found from the absorpti.on srectrurn, to fIt the CD 

spectrum of the d:Lrrr rather than the noaer absorpton shape. The 

observed dimet' CD can be fit satisfactorIly if a sin,le aayiimetric 

Gaussian' (centered a the mean frequency of the absorption excites cor 

parents) is taken as the single CD shape and the derivative of this 

Gaussian is taken as the double CD shape. However, for the chlorophyll-s 

the excites splItting :Ls vc'y close to the absorption hand width so the 

shape of the double CD component Is not exactly given by the derivative 

of the aosorption, 

i better procedure for such a large excitori splitting is to use the 

full dirror spectrum for the single CD component shape The double CD 

shape is derived, by taidng the two eciton component shapes arid rouiOn 

from the absorption spectrum but with unit amplItude. e elgu of the 

hIrh energy exclton component is reversed end the two excites components 

are added to derive the double CD shape This procedure yields a curie 

which is similar to that shown as in Figure II-17 where R end. F; 

represent the oberved exciton coseonents (which are aaynretric In the 

chlorophyll-a). 	, 

The long waveleneb CD spectrum of hacteriochiorophyil fit in this 

way is shown IS Figure 11-18, (This CD data was taken from as cl-utica 

with 60% direr and essentially no trinnr so it looks slightly different 

from Figure II-11 where some trirror was present.) The double CD cam- 

ponent shape derived by the above procedure Is shownas curve I in 

TIgure 11-18. The ones points end curve III are the experimental CD 

and the solid points are the sum of the I and 11  component curves. The 
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Figure 11-17. Tpica1 double CD corronent for an exciton 

split transition where the splitting is small compared to 

the band width0 The cancel1atic of rotational strength in 

the center of the band is illustrated0 Both Rf and R_ have 

Gaussian shapes with halfwidth. ® 	afld they are separated 

by Lxv. 
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fit is extnnnsly Ooc only two ijusthh1e parELrrCterS are ued the 

emelitude of the double ccrnacnent (I) nd the amplitude of the sinp,1e 

comnonont (ii) 	Tno fittinçT is accornpllshed by a l:Lnear least esuares 

criteria procedure (Wil130n 4  192; 	l93) uvsing a computer pro.ran. 

written by Dr. R Diltonen (1966) 

The double CD component (I in Lure 11-13) does not yc1d the 

desired exciton rotat:Lonal etren;h P quantity .d!roctly 3  as can ho seen from 

j:Lrure 1I-l7 where the cancellation of rotational. etrentb in the mldd:Le 

of the band can be seen0 	The amplitude of the individual D+ components 

can be found from the double CD component i in Fia 	11-13 by laiowing 

the exciton splitting Vi?.  Fortunate?y, an expermenta1 vaiue for the 

exciton splItting has been found from the chlorophyll di.mer absorption 

sctrum 	so rotational strength values can be obtained0 Table I 

c1ve the dipole strength ratios D+/D rota .onal atrengths D+ and 

exciton splittl 	resulting from the monomer 

transitions at v0  for the three ch1oroptylls The exciten splitting is 

assured rositive for the purposes of this table 

Diner geometry 

The most detailed structural infouretion that we might expect to 

derive from the data of Table i is dependent on the choice of. a paxtL-

cular theoretical mede1 'ijowever, some conclusions can be made that 

are relatively independent of the choice of model0 If a degene'ate CD 

coeponent. s found experimentally the general theory ,(Tinoco 1962) 

r" 1b t the CO'C o'rorcs a'c not c p 1ana r i nv J t i at frit r j f 

we assume 	the monomer iracnetic dipole transition moment ía; essentially 

zero (a good assueptinri in this case) we can state that the monoror tra

tion moments are not parallel or exactly perpendicular in the dirrer0 
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The point dipole approximation results in the expression for the 

optical properties (Ttnoco 1963) 

TI-(22) 

= 	(J25(v0/c)(P2 13 x 12 
lI(23) 

 

JL =. Vc II--•(PR) 
0 	.--'- 

•i,'p3 	 - 3 12 	•i)(12. 	) 
'.,l 	 - 

The quantities P/P :dP'D 	in Table I depend only on the reometry 

of the diners end not on the intensities or posit loss of the absorption 

bends The similarities of. these ouantities for the three chlcrophylls 

ouantitatively supoorba the earlier, more qualitative supgestion that the 

strecture of all three diners is sinilar 

1)±/ ratio depends only on the angle between the monomer tranni- 

tion moments within the dipole approximatioru If 3 	intertrarisiticn 

g.erent anle; D±/D (1 4 cos 13)7(1 one r) iI-(26) 

The absorption neasuremanbs imply an ang].e of about 80 degrees between 

the red transition msniants for all three d:Lmers (ca, lI-(26)) from the 

data in Table i Planar aromatic molecules tend to stack with parallel 

planes when afregatad For rarallel plencs the point dipole rotational 

strength is 

: 	 '-'- 

where d is • the distance between the nLsnss and 13 is the anfe between 

transition nements as before. For aromatic systerns the interplanar 

distance is 3,4 - 3,6 5 (e,g, Faulirg, 1960), The CI) spectra yield 

an inter;ransitlon moment angle of 12 - 100 for an interrianar 

distance of 3,4 - 36 	The distance can certainly be no srnafler than 

3,4 R and larger distances give smaller angles. 
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Wi.th 	te 1im:Ltation 	o 	the 	ont cipOle modei 	the 	ri71e between 
. , 

the tran;itic)n rnoent 	of 	O dec!ree 	fod from ti 	absorption spectra 

. 	S not dependent on ary assumption aiout the parallelism of the rr.onomer 

. ine 	The IarRc c1iscrepncy bet;wccn the 	n1;ertraritiOfl moment 	n1e 

found from tie 	osorption 	pcctra (800 )
. 
 arid the 	r1e found ft'om the; CD 

:Tcor 	, -m 	r- nrael oLis (l2) oc' 	. nch too Jarre tc ascrilce 

coeJ.etely to :Lnac1euacies in the point dipole model sincc the exciton 

splittine is exenimentally ohized 	We are forced to the conclu- 

sion that the chlorophyll planes are riot parallel in the dimer 

• rC 	SLDOVC conclusion about non-parallelism of planes in the diner 

is cona.eteiy independent of the assunpt:Lon that the ma 	et:tc dipole 

tram 	tim 	'- omnt ( 	) c" t se 	o'otw' 	s. -'no 	rC vonmr 	t) rCrc 

n the com or 	ora 	C the m]cclar piano (CPa np) e 

in rieaie 	We can sea from the small Ci) of the monome' that the coreonent 

• of the meenetic trans1tin moment. 	in the plane of the molecule is. 

extrenmlv small 	The terms that we rieslected were of the form  
-Oc. •.. - 	. 	. 	 . 

1.1' the planes were 	araiiel, theac terms would be no ,Ji-rger than the 

cno 	Cr 	is core] etoly rclil 	fov our nuoe 

it i 	ncouc'oOr 	tnat 	e have 	ecrc 	too C0riCLC1O' 	that trr 

chloroohill planes are not 	aJJcL 	The previously related evidence 

(e' 	reviiwed. by 3atz et aL 	1966) convininiy shows that the diner 

is held toetber by a 0-9 cahoonyl 	momesium bond (see Fire iI-lO) 

C 	nt 	e-rjLn 	rreler ,  i 	oesTh (Cc 	r 	Cor-PnLl\eltm) 1  

cates that any reasonable apnroach between t h e 0-9. carbonyl and the 

cenrl 	- p - 	am reau'r 	uiattf aepue (> 3u ° ) xt 	cn chinro- 

phil pianes 	icatz E:t al 	(1963) mach similar CQflCIUSiOflS 

Corm0 	222i 	aasachusetts Ave,,Canhridge 	Nasa0 -Ealing 
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•Se we 	canOlVe with eo:c confidence that the pie.non are not 

the problem of diner 17coneW77j beeomea f . ,onewhat rre co1e; parallel, 

If we center a ccrdinate syten at nononer orc 	two angice and a d:Ls 

• 	 tance are nc-edec] to anecify a vector from its center to the center of 

the other monoman 	Three additional enRies are r2c:ancd to specify the 

orientation of the second monomer in space about its ccnter. 	There- 

Core, six pararoters, five angles and. a di t:ance, are needed to specify 

the diver geomot;ry in the C:srieral  eaae 	The observable PaTart(rs e"ial- 

able for each atsoptinn band with a reasonably large exciton splitting 

are the degenerate rotational strenot.h, P., the ratio of dipole strengths, 

end the exciton splitting itself, V1 	Thus 	there are three 

• 	 :.nteraabicn naronatare for each absorption I.ax;d that exhibitS a large 

excites interaci;ion 	At Jeast six inder;endost pieces of data are needed 

to aeternine the five 	dcoin angles and a dlstnce requIred for specifying 

the dImergeome1;ry 	The oxciton interaction parannters for two independent 

transitions 	nolarized, along different directions in the iroleculer plane 

yield the required six pieces of data 

Pacteniochohyli ban two distinct transitions at 780 Ma  and  590 mi 

These transi.tIena are both stren 	end are ii+lznc  •i - p1 transitions 

(GccThner, 19551 	Fluorescence polnxization 	•anurceent a (Goedheer 

1957) show that these Orazoltions aic nerpendicularly polarized 	fleth 

har-;ds 	ow !ouO:Le CD comrxcent.s indicai::lna: excites selitting The 

anlitting of the 550 mi band in not as ohous as in the 780 m band 

because the 99C mi band is wider. However, the 590  mi band is very 

• 	much wider in the diner COTnI5I'CCL to the mancner, and this diver eak 

can be fit to two exciton coinsonesta eatiafact.oruiy The six exciton 

intc-rction paraneters for these two bacteriochlorophyil transitions 



I 
are given in Ta'le I The 590  mi transition moments are oriented, at, 

approimate1y 100 degrees in the dimcr by the dipole approximation 

Ve must now reconsider the aporo: mate ma 	udes of the msretic 

dipole tr5nsit 1,01-1 moments for these two bacteriochlorophyll transitions 

since the out of plane corrponents of the magnetic dipole transition 

moment of one mcnomer can interact with the electronic dipole transi-

tion moment of the other monomer if the planes are not parallel in the 

diner (Tinoco, 1962) 

Gonsider a hynotheti cal optically iriact lye bacteniochlorophyll 

derivative which is symmetrically (dibydrogen or dimethyi) subtitutcd 

at 0-3 	7 B and 10 (see Figure 11-10) The main electronic pertur - 

bations from full rectangular symmetry are the carbonyl grouns at 

positions 2 and 9 Aside from aliphatic substitutlon the carbonyis 

leave a C2 axis of symmetry perpendicular to the molecular plane of sym-

rretry0 For this hypothetical molecule (whIch is considered to be C2h .m 

group theoreticaL notation) the meetic dipole transition moments are 

idertical1y:r.ero by symntry for ?'ed c:Lectric dipole transitions 

such as we are considering0 The aliphatic aubstituents which induce 

the optical actIvity in bacteriochiorophyll are very weak perturbations 

on our hypothetical molecule and therefore must induce only a very small 

magnetic dipole transition moment and this can reasonably be neglected0 

The general orientation of the diner can conveniently be described 

bv the coo.nae st€n snown in r1g Lr IT-l9 'olocule one . placer 

in the xy plane centered at the origin of a riot-handed cartesian ccordi 

nate system (xy,z) 	o1ecu1e one transition moments are directed along 

the xy axes0 The center of the second molecule is located by a vector 
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x 

MU 8-12473 

Fire 11-19. The coordinate system used to describe 

the dirnar structure. The angles are defined in the text. 
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from the origin of the first coordinate system specified by the c1indri-

cal polar coordinates R .0  y and c. The second molecule is placed in the 

xty plane centered at theorigin of a rIght-handed cartesian coordinate 

system (xyz') And the transition moments of the second molecule 

are directed along the x? yc axes0 The 	zsystem at the center of 

molecule two IS parallel to the xyz systein The ang1es 4O 	which 

orient the xy z system relative to the x Z .1 system are the Eulerian 

• angles as defined by WilSOfl D  Decius and Cross (1953). 

The last piece of infonnation we need to carry througt the point 

dipole I  analysiS of the dimer structure Is the directIon of the dipole 

transition moments in the molecular plSflCc We remarked earlier that 

bacteriochloroPhyll Is only slightly perturbed from a very syrimetrical 

rectangular molecule For the syrrmotrical parent molecule magpesiuin 

opposite tetrahydroporphyrin uneirbigucus theoretical arguments assign 

the long wavelength transition moment along the long conjugation axis 

of the molecule (Flatt, 19 149; Gouterman 1961 GouteTtan Wpiiere and 

,Snyder, 1963). An axis along, the long conjugation direction bisects 

the bond between carbons 1 and 2 and the bond between carbons 5 and 6 

• in Fire:IL40, Gouterman (1961) calls this long axis the Y axis but 

we Inadvertently assigped the long conjugatIon axis to the x axis early 

in this work s  and we stuck to our conventIon throughout. The only 

hacteriochlorophyll substituents which can appreciably perturb the 

electronic itzeture of the basic iracreiun cnpoite terzthdroporph'rin 

ke1eton ae the carbonyl g'c ups on positions 2 and 9 (see Figure 11-10). 

The tetrahdroporph'yrin has a typical "long field" (Platt 1956) spectrum 

whIch Is rrpirically and theoretically expected to he insen1tive to 

conjugated substituents. 
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ro1ecu1ar orbital ca1culatIons using parameters determined by a 

self-consistent fIeld configuration interaction calculation (weiss et, 

1965) indicate that the carhonyls Only very slightly affect the directions 

of the 780 and 590  mp bands of tetrahydroporphyri-fl (Sauer, 1966) The 

transition moment directions of bacteriochloropbyll are essentially 

determined by the geometry of the molecules and we will neglect the elTeets 

of carbonyl substituents This is not a fundamental approximation and 

apparently not a serious one but it is convenIent0 To summarize, the 

long conjugation axIs (1/2 - 5/6) of the monomers whIch correspond to the 

780 nIp transitIon are placed along the x x axes and the short conjuga-

tion axis (3/4 - 7/8) which corresponds to the 590 mv transit ion are 

placed along the y o  y axes In Figure 11-19 

For the noint dioole anoroxJnat Ion the following geometrical expres-

sions, are founa for the exclton contribution to the rotational. strength 

/ 	 the exclton splItting (V,2) and the dIpole strength ratIo (D4./Dj 

	

DPX = (D~/D_) = 	
+ •(OS 	COS \) - fl Sin COS 

 
I - (cos ci cos .'4 - sin 	sin i cos o) 

= DFY 	(D./D_) = 	 ' 
- 

I + 'sin 0 sin p - cos ' cos tj,  cos 0) 

x =rcirx= 2 (F+)xC 	+prsirl a sin 0 sIn t - cos r(sIn' p cos p + cos ' sin cos a)] 
3 

C- 

II-(30) 

=py= '!° =H icos a Sj,fl e sin • + cos y(cos 	sin tp ± sin 	cos y cos a)] 

i(31 ) 

x=vicx= (V12)x 1{(cos 	cos j) - sin ç sin cos 0) - 
3 cos cCOS a(coS 4 cos 

F 

+ cos y sin o sin ']) 	 11(32) 
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xvx 	L {(iiri sin 	c,s i cos i cos 0) - 3 sin a[cO5 c,(cos 4) sin 

+ sin 4) eo 	ccc ') + sin a(sin 0 131fl 4*
--.coS 0 COS 4* C05 0 

- cos y sin e ccc 	 II-(33) 

where U x
2 

 1P UY 2 1. VX 9 VY are derIved, from the experimental values of the 

absorption intensity and wavelength of maximumabsorption (found by auer 

et 	1966). The experirnrital values of the xciton splitting s, rots- 

tional stren(,h and dipole strength ratios are iven in Table I TheXj 

eqs 11-28 - 33 relate the experImental observables and geometrical 

factors of interest, 

We have not been able to solye these sini1tarie Us equations in ClOSed 

form for the eunf.ples of interest so ie used a numerical computer method 

for the solution. The method adopted is analogous to the method of 

steepest descents. The observed value of X 1  was subtacted from each 

to get a new set of functions 	wIch must all of the X1 equations  

equal zero for a solution. ; The six equations were added nd squared to 

get & function F that is also zero for a solutIons The metd uses the 

partIal derivatives of F with respect to each of the six 	 a 

y1 0, 0 9  0 ,, and F, Thial values of the un1owna are supplied, sd the 

function F and Its partial dorivetives iAth respect to the unknowns 'C 

calculated, The unimownu are altered a small amount In the directofl 

the partl.al derivatives IndicEte will brIng 1? closer to zero. This 

process Is repeated until a minimum In P is reached, A typical solution 

gives a value of F 10-25 for the system of equations and each component 

X1 Is about lO 	(while each Xj is of the order of unity) The master 

fitting pro(ramn VA1T is avai1ables sh 	routine (Zo EQ VAF4) 	3everal 

different solutions are found for different sets of trial values of the 

Page 95 follows 
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six unknowns • Two procedue8 were used for rptting the trIal values. 

(1) The observable X 1  quantities were calculated by the computer for 

a set of angles varied systematically, th 15 deL'ee steps, from 0 - 

for a, ip, 4, end from 0 - iv for y and O at several R values from 3.5 - 10 

in 0.5 steps. This procedure required a large nuzber of cor.utatIon, 

but only a small ajunt of comrxiter tima. The pro'am (DIMEI, given In 

Appendix II) was written so that the Xj values were printed out. together 

• with the angles used for the calculation only If all the X 1  'a were within 

a factor of two of t- 1-le experIntal numbers. Only a small number (0.51ov') 

of the combirtIOn of unknowns met this . criteria and only a few regions 

of angles end R values g1ve X1 values cloee (20%) to the experimental 

values • The angles and R values found In this way were used &,3 trial 

values for the uneowns In solving the 1? equation. (2) The trial values 

which were required to solve the F equation were varied In a systematic: 

manner over a large range of values with no attempt at selecting, trial 

values which ai'eed closely with experiment. 

We found no way to determine the number of linearly independent 

solutions for this set of equations, and we can never be absolutely sure 

• 	that all of them have been found. There is also the further ambiguity In 

• 	our experimental data that we do not measure the i;ii of the exciton 

p1ittini only its mapiItude. ibr this resson we tried calculation 

• 	. with four combinations of slpji of exciton eplIttirig 	, 

• 	 etVx Vy  

A 	+ 	+ 

- 	 - 

C 	+ 

D 	- 	+ 	. 
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It very large number of mathematical solutions are found for the six 

sjrailtaneous equaticns ñd our experimental data, approximately 15 for 

each set of excitori splittings. However, the solutions occurred at 

only three values of the center to center distance: R 8.22, 7.51, 

6.5 4  5(. Changing the values of the observable quantitlee by 5 

to simulate experimentsl error, alt era the eOlutiOfl8 by a correspondingly 

email anount, so the solutions round are stable. It is often the case 

that there are many more mathematical solutions to a problem than there 

are physically acceptable solutions. We re4uired that any physicaUy 

reasonable solution must not bring the chlorophyll molecules too close, 

in other words, steno repulsion made many of the structures physically 

unreasonable. Many of theR. 8.22 L2O1uti5, some of the R 7,56 , 

but none of the R 6, 5A solutions met the stex'ic requirements. The 

• 	bacteriochlorophyU molecular shape was approximated by addi.ng a ring V 

and bacteriochlorophyll subatituent. (Fige 11,10) to the Ni etiopor- 

•'.phyrin structure (Pleisoher, 1962) using standard van der Waal radi 

(e.g., Pauling, 1960). Conidetation of the distortions suggested by 

Corwin, Water and Singh (1962) did not substantially change the results, 

because thly marginal solutions were affected and these had been kept 

earlier anyway. Some of the further ambiguity that remains was built 

into our approach earlier. We have zepresented the chlorophyll m1cuie 

• 

	

	with a pair of pezendou1ar transition moments that have a center of 

synrietry as well as the plane of syrmetry. This means that if we have 

• found a crrect solution we will also have mathematically equivalent 

solutions in other quadrants. This need not concern us because we have 

several other physical criteria that we can use to select the proper. 

quadrant for the structure. 	S 
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We noted earlier that the chlorophyll dlinerizat ion requires the 

central maesium and an inact ring V (Figure 11-10) and that the evi-

dence for an essential vngnesiwn to C-9 oaxlonyl bond in the dimer s 

conclusive. Five or six of our solutions gave a C-9 carbonyl ' s...  

nyesium bond principally In paz'ater set A and I), and these were 

judged .to be the physioally reasonable solutions. Two Of the solutions, 

• one from set A where nxlecule 2 was on top and the other from set D. 

where molecule 2 was on the bottom were equivalent geometrically and 

several attractive features of this structure led us to propose it as 

• the structure 	the chlorophyll dizner In solution. 

A drawing of this structure is shown In Figure 11-20. The chioro-

phyil planes meet at a 35 degree angle with the bulky ends of the mole-

oules together. Of course, the C-9 carbonyl of the top molecule coordi-

nates the central matipesium of the bottom one. This Is not a true pro- 

• .,.. 	jection drawing as the top molecule is merely overlayed onto the bottom 

one, but will be sufficient to illustrate featurea:.ot the proPosed 

structure. The chlorophylls have a large "ring current" and the protons 

that are close In the di.mer are strongly shifted in the NM when the 

diiner Is broken up with methanol. (Closs et 	, 1963). The fl!4R experi- 

ments are done at high concentration where trimer Is present in chloro-

phyll b and 'bacterlochlorophyll. We are only Interested In the dimer 

here so the chemical shifts will be given., for chlorophyll a which only.., 

fos a dimer. The proton shifts (for aasIed protons) due to breakin 

the methyl blorophy11Ide a dimer given by Closs et al. are suncax'ized 

In Table III. 	 . 
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H3  2' a 	3 H C H 3  38 
CH3  4 

OC 	
,cf2 48 

i j 	N-' 

81 

8 H¼ R0 r 	 CH 3  I 

88 	 \fCN & 

10 7 /\R87:78t4_..%/ 
\_Ha 

- CJ%/ 

I 	 H 	 H4 CH 3 1 H 	' - 	 CH34 

MUB12474 

1gure 11-20. Pzloposed structure for the chlorophyll dimor. The mole-

cule drawn With darker lines is on top inilined at 350  to the liiter 

drawn molecule which is the plane of the page, The substituent rrrnbers 

of the loWer molecule are underlined, The R on the top molecule is either 

n-ethyl or phytyl. This R group is referred to as 7898 
 in Table III for 

the rrthyl chiorophyllide. The R 9  On the bottom molecule is a propionic 

acid nthyl or phyty]. ester. 
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¶Ib1e III, 	Proton NMR shifta caused by, breaking up the methyl 

chiorophyllide a dimer with methanol (áhifta are given in Hz, spectra 

measured at 60 M Hz) after Closs et al., 19630, 

Position. 	 Group ShIft (Hz) 

10. 	 H in 

5 	 ai3  51 

7''' 	 ester CH 3  50 

11 	 cH3  43 

8' 	 cH3  25 

8 	 H II 

& 	 H 8 

1' 	 Ci3  2 

3, 

a 	 H 5 

1 	 CI13 2 

2 	 Vinyl -1 

the 
Note: 	The 71 1 t7 hydroens refer to the methyl pqvup on/propionic acid 

methyl ester attached to the 7 posItion (see Fig. II10 or Fig. 
11-20) of the chlorophyll ring. 

It can be 	een that the protons-that are In the ring overlap region of 

our proposed structure are the ones that are noat perturbed upon breaking 

the dimer. 0 

A particular feature of our proposed structure Is that the C-7 - 

propionic ester carbon4 .t the bottom u1ecti1e coordinates the maLesIum 
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of the top molecule. 	After discovering that this bond was possible 

sterically, we reviewed the other evidence on dimer structure. 	In the 

• methyl chiorophyllides, the met1r1 group on the propionic ester shows 

one of the strongest perturbations in the NMR when the dirner is broken 

up (see 7 ...  methyl in Table III). 	Inspection of the carbonyl infrared 

' data of Katz 'eta).. (1963)  suggested that the two component ester car- 

bonyl peak (at about 1730 cm 1 ) may split in the dimer. 	One of the, 

re1ent infrared spectra of methyl chiorophyllide a is reproduced in. 

Fi.ire II-21, 	The well known 1653 thin 	aggregation peak is apparent in 

'. 	the top spectrum A in chloroform. 	The middle spectrum B has 0.5% ethanol 

added and about 25% dimer. 	The bottom spectrum inttrahydrofuran shows 

the monomer spectrum with complete absence of the 1653 'cm- aggregation 

peak. 	The C.-7 and C-10 ester carbonyl infrared absorption peaks overlap 

in the monomer at about 1740 cn71  (see Figure II-21C). 	However, a 

definite low energy shoulder at about 1715  cm- Is apparent on the dimer 

ester peak in A and less so in B of Figure II-21 	The direction of the 

• 	
' 	 ester carbonyl shift (to lower frequency) is con1sterxt with a bond' 

formed to màguesium. . The chlorophyll a spectrum given by Katz et al. 

(1963) suggests that in the dirner the propionic ester' carbonyl may shift 

into the 1700  cm- ketone peak, the ester peak at 17'40  cm- is unusually 

sharp and the "ketone 	peak at 1700 cm71  Is quite broad. 

The di.rner structure is, of course, detexined by steno and non-. 

covalent lnteractions. 	The Importance of the C-9 carbonyl • "•• maguesium 

bond has been mentioned several times. 	In our proposed structure the C-7 

propionic ester bond to mapiesium is one of the main factors which gives------ 

a unique optically active dimer, • The asynirietric center at C-7 puts the 

• 	 * The 1715 cm 	shou)der Is apparently of small amplitude. 	This Is consistent 

J with our proposed stnLcture since only one of the four ester carbonvis of the 
dirwr is expected to ahift. 	, 
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Figure 11-21./Infrared spectra of nethyl chiorophyllide a in 

aggregating (A. ethanol free chioroform-destablilized), partially 

aggregat.ng (B. chloroform containing 0.5% ethanol) and aggregate 
on figures A and B 

free (C tetrahyclrofuran) solvents. The-arrows/at ca. 165
, 
 cm 

rrark the well Imown carbonyl aggregation peak. The arrows at ca. 

1715 crn 1  on figures A and •B mark the proposed ester aggregation 

peak (after Katz etal., 1963). 
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propionic ester carbonyl above the plane of the bottom nxnomer in 

Figure 11-20 0  and the second norionr uvst be on top if the - ster carbonyl 

•" maguesiwn bond is to form. In acntrast, the asyrrmatric center at 

C-10 seems not to be an important determinant of our di.mer structure0 

Thefie 'aspects of the proposed structure may be tested by study of altered 

eblorophylls. Fbr example, pyrochborophyll is dihydrogen substituted at 

the C10 carbon and so this asymetric center is removed. Our proposed 

structure would predict that the pyrochborophyll di.mer would be essentially 

identical to the diner formad from the parent chlorophyll. Further, if 

the 0-7 aaynimtric center were racemized in pyroohiorophyll, the diner 

Cl) would be expected to vanish, but the dimar absorption would be unchanged, 

It is thought that chlorophyll a' is enantiomorphic to chlorophyll a at 

the 0-7, c..8 and' C-1O positions. Our proposed diner structure would 

H 	0 	predict that the reflection at 0-7 in chlorophyll a' would produce a 

diner with identical absorption, but opposite CD compared to the chboro.-

phyll a dimer, nd, of course, pyrochlorophyll a' and chlorophyll a' :• 

would be.; expected to foru essentially identical diners. 

Note that we have placed water above and below the mae5iurn in. 

the top and bottom nleculea respeotivel.y, so that inaesium is six 
0 '  

coordinated (a well known coordination number for maesium cornplexes). 

:,The.Water n1ecu1ee inhibit higher aggregatetormatiCn; rigorous drying 

of solvents leads to higher aggregates.  

Figure 11-22 shows a picture of the proposed  structure of the 

chlorophyll diner built from the space filling Corey-Pauling-Koltwi-

nodels The molecules are mathyl chiorophyllides; the phytol chaztns 

1Ea]ing Corp., 2225 ?4aaaachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 
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have been omitted as they do not add steno x'estrictionq to the struc-

ture and they maid-c the picture considerably r'ore complicated. Onc chloro-

phyll. plane is lying on' the plane of the table and the chlorophyll planes 

meet at 35 - 4 0 degrees The bulky ring four and ring fIve regIons of 

both monomers are toward the back0 The bottom molecule: - as ring I. on 

the right forward and ring II on the loft forward. The top molecule 

ring V forward, with the 0-9 carhonyl in contaàt with the ma€riesiuxn of 

the loier plane. The top molecule has a vvater shown coordinating the 

maesiurr. A spurious extra hydroger is between the magresiur,  and the 

iatcL' oxygen merely because this I the only way e could attach the 

water :lth the Cory-PaulinI3-Koltun models, Short of rlue. 

This thmer structure has bear prorosed on the basis of bacterlo-

chlorophyll optical data., but dimora of all three chiorophylls arc thouht 

to have this structure. in summary, we found several terIcally reasonable 

mathematical solutions to the structure of the chlorophyll cilmar. We 

invoked other physical eiidence to select structures that had a carbonyl 

naçnesiuv bond0 Chemical reasoning led us to the final pr000scd strc-

'cure. It Is astonishing that our simle theoretical model leads to such, 

rood agreement with riny other typos of data from infrared and 

Less approximate theoretical model.s rnaJbe  applied to test the prc-

posed structure. This problem is analogous to a crystal structure deter-

rninatIon, where finding a tr±al structure Is most of the battle. Once a . 

trial structure Is found, more data can he used (e.g., Soret regioi 

optical data in chloropnyll diwers) and more refined interpretation rna' 

be pos1bie. For example, we used the point dipole approximion:: 'in' . 

our Interpretation. The chlorophyll centers are about 8 anart, and 
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the dipole length of, the optical transitions are 2 3 2. The point 

• dipole approximation is probably qualitatively, correct, but may be some-

what inaccurate quantitatively. 	 • 

Calculation of the exolton splitting is particularly sensitive tp. 

the details of the electronic charge distribution during the transition. 

A better approximation fbr the exciton eplltlng is the monopole-monopole 

method which conaldere  the energy of interaction between the transition 

charge density on each atom of rroTner 1 with the transition charge. 

density on each atom of monomer 2 (see eq. iI-(i6)) (Bush,. 1965). The 

problem with this approach is that the atomic transition charge densities 

(nnopoles) are not experimentally observable and must be calculated.. 

This puts one more bit of theory into the analysis. Sophisticated p1 

electron calculations on the chloropbylis (Weiss and Oouteman, 1965) 

may yield good values for these troansitich charge densities. The chloro-

phyll molecules are only sl1tly perturbed from very synmetriàal systems 

and this makes the calculations considerably more reliable. Other more 

detailed considerations, such as the effect of vibrations on dimer band 

shape might also be useful in the analysis  (Young, 1965; Fulton and 

Goutermen, 1964; Welgang, 1965). 	. 

D. .Crystaulie Ch12rophy a 

FigureXI-22' shows the absorption and CD spectra for chlorophyll a •  

microcrytal8 in suspension. The crystal structure is not yet knon for,  

any of the; chlorophylls; however, the Cl) measurement has definite quali-

tative interest In relation to the observed quantasome chlorophyll CD 

There is a  slight solubility of chlorophyll a In Isooctano, the suspen-

siori medium, so there Is a small monomer peak at 666 mu • In the crystal 

absorption spectrum this peak is shifted to 745 mu. This large red shift 
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of the crystal over the nnomer is probablP due to the enormous polari7a-

bility of the crystalline environment compared to the solvent surrounding 

the monomer. It is a general observation that transitions of molecules 

in polarizable solvents are red-shifted relative to those in solvents of 

low polarizability (Robinson, 1961).. These red shifts are experimentally 

observed for the chlorophyll transitions. Increasing chlorophyll aggre-

gation leads to increasing red shift of the absorption. A 10 - 15 m 

red shift for the dimer relative to the monomer is observed in carbon 

tetrachioride, At very high concentrations in carbon tetrachloride the 

bacteriochlorophyli absorption and CD show evidence of higher aggregates, 

red shifted 30 nii,z relative to the monomer, The molecule in the crystal 

is essentially dissolved in chlorophyll, a very polarizable medium and 

the large red shift (80 mi for chlorophyll& results. 

An analysis of the crystal CD shows that the degenerate CD component 

(e.g., I in Figure 11-16) crosses zero within 1 mp of the observed absorp-

tion peak. Therefore, the weak short wave1erth shoulder observed in the 

crystal absorption spectrum (ca. 720 m) is not an excitori split peak and 

xmst be vibrational in óricdn, The gaussian half width is only about 

25 cnr1  1argr than for 	 , the monomer in CCl1 so the exoiton splitting 

in the crystAl is probably very Zrall. 

Quantasothe from l3arley Chioroplasts and from a ?4utant Deficient in *1* 	 -, 	- 	 - 

Chlorophyll b 

Analyis of the optical properties of a preparation from higher 

plant chlóroplasts is complicated by the presence of chlorophyll ., 

thiéfly respopsiblo for the absorption maxima at 678 and 436 mu, and 

chlorophyll b., which gives rise to the distinct shoulder near 650 mu 
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and another at about 1370 mu. The carotenolds present have absorption 

maxima at 13582 1155 and 1128 mu (Saner and Calvin, 1962). Figure 11-23 

shows the ORt) and absorption spectra of suspensions of lainellar fra.nents 

(quantazornes) of chloroplasta from normal barley as well as from a irutant 

that is completely missing chlorophyll b (Highkin and Frenkel, 1962) In the 

visible region of the spectrum 1  the mutant and normal quaptasoTrs have 

identical, ORD and absorption spectra except for the chlorophyll b regions 

• 	
near 650 and 1370 mu, where there are large differences. Figure II-21 

shows the CI) spectra of these same materials. The chlorophyll a part 

of the CD spectrum in the mutant appears to be identical to the chioro- 

phyll a rOgion in the normal bar1ey.  

• 	The chlorophyll a in the quantaaome8 shows a large double CD coim- 

• 	ponertt as we Saw nthe d.tmers and crystals. Presence of the double CD 

component in the. chlorophyll a absorption region is good direct evidence 

for chlorophyll a-chlorophyll a interaction in quaritasoTnes. Chlorophyll-

protein or chlorophyll-lipid interactions wcild lead only to single CD 

bands and, if present, would only increase or decrease the asynmetry of 

the observed double CD component. The presence of a double CD implies 

that the intacting chiorophylls are not àoplanar In the quaritasomes. 

The double CD component crosses zerO at :aböut 685 mu. This is the average 

frequency of the exciton bands, v 	(v+.+ v..j/2, that give rise to the 

double CD. Thus, the interacting chlorophyll a. molecules absorb on the. 

long wavelngbh side of the quantasoine absorption peak at 678 mu. . The 

chlorophyll that absorbs on the short wavelength side of the main peak 

is thout to be unaggregated, because 	has relatively high fluores- 

• 	cence efficiency (Butler, 1966; Clayton 1  1966). Photochemical jork with 
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isolated chlôroplasts show that a short, wavelength class of chlorophyll 

molecules with peak ab8Otion at. ca. 673 m. catalyze different reactions 

than a long wavelength class of chlorophyll molecules absorbing at ca. 

483 m (Kelly and Saner, 1965). 

The she of the clorophyll CD in quantasomes is reminiscent of 

- the shape . of the crytalline chlorophyll CD, whIch suggests that the. : 

• chlorophyll a molecules in quantasonies and in the crystal have sttrflar. 

geometrle8. owever, the Intetacting chlorophyll, a in quantasomes is 

not• aegated exactly like a thee-dimensional crystal because the'.... 

absorption is not red shifted as far as is the threediJnenSIOflal crystaL' 

:... 	Chlorophyll anonolayers have their absorption' shifted to 680 m. (flelly, 

'Gains and Tweet, 1963). The red shift of the chlorophyll.that gives rise 

to the double CD. in .the';'quantasomos is about the same as the red shift in 

the monolayer, ' It may be1 therefore, that. the agegated chlorophyll in 

the quntasOrre5 is only ne molecule thick, corresponding to a geometry,  

similar to a twodirner1aloflál chlorophyll a crystal. 	, 

The CD airplitude io•..sniall for quaritasomes compared to that for 'a 

crystal suspension with equal. peak absorption. A decrease in CD anipli- 

tude in a one- or two-dimensional crystal is expected' relative to a 

three-dimensIonal crystal of otherwise Identical LeOmetry. , 	exciton 

forces givI9g rise to the. Cl) effects areielatively long range 

(Hochstrasèr and Kasha, l96), and therefore 'depend on the ectent' of 

the aggregate. 

The quantasorne chlorophyll a CD (1Igure II-2 ) has about the same 

artplitude as that Of the chlorophyll a dirnr Cl) (Figure 11-12) for equiva;' 

lent total red absorption. It would be useful to subtract the absorption 



• of the nonaggregated chlorophyll in the quaritasome to detenriine the 

ag'egate CD errlitude per tuit of aggregate absorption. However, we 

• have no direct evidence on the fraction of' the total chlorophyll a 

that is. aggregated in the qu8ntasoYne. The exciton splitting evidenced 

by the Cl) is not resolved in the crystal or quantasome absorption at 

• normal temperatures. However, the liquid nixvgen temperature deriva- 

tive spectra of plant material resolves poaks at 673 mp, 683 mu and 

• about 695 mu' (Butler, 1966). The double CD caonent crosses zero at 

about 685 mi, and the observed absorption peak in the 673 mu region is 

too far away to contribute to the double C.D. of the aggregate. The 

673 mu peek, estimated'byi Brown and .Frnch (1959) to ,,be about 507 ,  of 

• the total chlorophyli.,a absàrption, is a.reaeonable approximation to 

the amount of unaggregated chlorophyll a. It is consistent with the 

CD evidence to propose that both the chlorophyll a 683 and 695 mu are 

excitori peaks resulting from the same aggregate. It this were true, 

about one-half of the chlorophyll a is In the aggregate. Assuming 

that at most one-half of the chlorophyll a In the quantasome is aggre- 

gated, the specific CD ampLitude of the aggregated chlorophyll a is at:: 

least twice ihat of the solution diTner.' 	• , 

The chlbrophyll a dimer C) has a shape simi:tar to the quantasome 

• chlorophyl1a Cl), a1thoug the dimer CD has opposite si. The opposite 

siSp is noi an Indication of any great difference in the two geometrical 

• structured, for it could result from a:  riirzor image relationship. We 

take the similarity in shape of the diner: and quantasome CD to mean 

• that the two geometrical structures may be similar. A long wavelenith 

shoulder is clearly seen in the dimer spectrum, but a long wavelength 
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shoulder does not appear clearly in the spectrum of the plant material 

The relatively large amplitude of the quantasome chlorophyll a CD sug-

gets a' 	extes1ve agggatê than a dither. I1elics whichare 

analogueB of a one-dimensional crystal, are predicted to have a rela4. 

tively large dependence of the rotational strength on chain length 

(Tinoco, Woody and Braiiley, 1963) Pwo-dimensional systems rr.ijit be 

expectedto have aneven stronger dependence on aggregate size On the 

other hand, .t is possible that the quantasorne aggregates are dirtier's 

with a geometry that leads to larger rotatlotial strength than thë solu- 

tion dimer, We conclude that the aggregated chlorophyll a in the quanta-

somes absorbs on the long wavelength side of the maui peak' and is at least 

a dirtier, and is irost probably, a rtore extensive aggregate in one or two 

dimensions.  

Plants. can be 'grown with altered anxtints of the 'different chioro-

phyli component5.. 1oth the CD. of these materials' we may be able to find 

out how much of the ch1orophy1l'a is aggregated, determine the absorption 

and CD of the aggregated carponents, and, in principle,, determine the'. 

geometTy of thea egaté,  

The predominant interaction of chlorophyll a is with itself, since 

the CD in the chlorophyll a region is identical in the normal and chloro-

phyl). b-free mutant. The 'chlorophyll 'o region also has a degenerate corn- 

- . .. .... ponent in the quantasome CD that Is seen in the difference between the' 

normal andthe a-free mutant CD curves , . This doulle CD in the chioro-

phyll b region indicates that Axi the normal barley at least some of the 

chlorophyll. b is interacting with other chlorophyll b nDlecules. . 
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One must not ignore the posaibility that the observed CD in quanta-

somes is not due to degenerate interaction between chlorophylls, but 

rather due to more than one type of independent non-1nteractng chloro-

phyll. This explanation would require at least two types of chlorophyll 

erwironrnent, one absoriing at long wavelength with negative Cl) and the 

other at short wavelength with smaller positive CD, The close relation 

between the cblocphyU a dirner and the crystal CD where only chlorophyll-

chlorophyll interactions are Tresent, and the quantasome chlorophyll a 

tends to favor the ohlorophyll-ohloz'ophyll interaction as the or11n of 

the CD in quantaaoiies. Exterimental investigation of plant material 

havin
I 
 :altered amounts of the different chlorophyll components should 

, 	 ... 	 .. 

answer this question direôtly. 

F, Chrornatophore5 from Photosynthetic racter1a 

Figure 11-2 5 ahows the Cl) spectrum and absorption spectrim of 

lh2dospiril1um rubruxn chromatophores 3, and Figure 11-26 shows the absorp-

• ton speotm of ciromatophoree of odopseudomonas sEnjMides,, together 

with portions of the CR1) and CD spectra. The near infrared peaks of 

chrornatophores from both species of bacteria show pronounced double CD 

coronents, ihdicatirig strong bacteriochlorophyfl. interactions. It 1s. 

interesting that while theY solution cthners of all three chiorophylls 

have positive Cl) at long wave]ength, afl the In vivc nterial exRmThed 

has a negative long wavelength CD component. It may be that grossly 

yo s11ar chlorophyll-chlorophyll interactis occur in all the In  

material, whether plant or bacteria. 	.: . 

R. rubnrni chromatophores exhibit a double CD band (Figure 11-9) 

that crosses zero very close to the main absorption peak at 880 nij., 
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This indicates that at least soTm of the bacteriochiorophyll with 

absorption centered at the main peak is agtegated with an exciton 

splitting small coared to the band width0 Little una egated 

bacteriochlorophyfl seems' to be present , as this peak in the. chromato-; 

phore spectrum is sharp and not spread out, as it would have to he if 

both isolated and agegated molecules were present together. The 

bacteriochiorophyll lone wavelength peak is sliit1y wider for the 

chromtophores than for the . monomer absorption in carbon tetrachioride 

If we assume a band shape like that in the monomer spectrum, the excitcn 

splitting Is of the order of 30 - 60 cnr. 	. 	. 

In fl. rubrurn, the 590 mi bacteriochiorophyli CI) peak has no obvious 

double CD cor?porlent . However, the CD peak is red shifted from the absorp-

tion peak. Sine. this is an allowed electronic transiticn, one would 

not expect vibrational effects to shift. the Ct) maximum from the .absorp-. 

tion'maxlmuxn (Moffltt and M6scoitz,.:1959)s A negative corronent of the 

bacteriohlorophyIl CD on the short wavelength,, side of the 590 mi peak' 

may be obscured by the positive carotenoid CD. This could be the oriCin 

of the 25 rip red shift of the positive bacteriochiorophyll CD peak. 

The CD curve tat, the bottom of Figure 11-16 shows an examlo of the shift 

of a single CD peak, centered at th absorption maxlnnim by the addition 

of a double CD component, R. rubrum can be grown carotenoidless under ,  

the proper conditions (Cohn&zire and Stanier, 1958). Caroténoidj.ess 

chrrn..tophbres would allow us to see the 590  rni bacte±iochlorophyll CD 

and absorption free of Interference, 

spheroides- chromatophores (FIre 11-26) show a particularly 

strong double CD in the 1onst wavelength absorption band, indicating. 
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aggregation of the .bacteriochlOrvPhYll. She sharp peak on the short 

wavelength side at 799 mu seems to have a comparatively weak double CD 

component, judged by the shift to 793 mi in the CE) spectrum, with a mag-

nitude approximately equal to that of the solution .dirrter. The 799.m 

band absorts about where the solution .dimers da l  but shows ncohviou 

splitting in the chromatophore absorption spectrum. The positions of 

the double CD and absorption indicate that the band rray be clue to dirners 

of bacteriochlorOPhYU. The small exciton splitting requires that the 

dimers have a different geometry from that of the, solution disrers • 

The I. heroiaes bacteriochiorophYll long wavelength absorption band 

at 852  mu is red shifted mich farther than the bacteriochiorophyli solu-

tion dimer and,, since the double CD indicates an aggregate, the bacterio- 

• chlorophyll absorbing here 13 undoubtedly an aggregate higher than a'. 

diner. There is an obviouz, long wavelength shoulder (ca. 880 mu) on 

the main absorption band (852 mu). The double CD eorr!ponent crosses, zero 

slightly to the . long wavelength side of the nain absorption peak. SlinI- 

ar behavior is observed in all of the chlorophyll dimers in solution. 

• The. long wavelength shoulder, may well be an exciton component split off 

from the mair1 peak. Vany photosynthetic bacteria show this long wave-

length shouIer, sometimes to an extent , that varies with growth conch-. 

tions (Clay4on, 1963), Under these condition-sp either the bacterio-

chlorophyll aggregate geometry is altered or two different aggregated 

fon-ns are i'present in variable amounts. Low temperature absorption and. 

CD measurements may distinguish, between these a1teniatiVes. 
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• 	 :• iii , ELEcrrDNIc SUCrUrE OF POPPHYTtENS 

pra1uctI0r toMajetIc Optical Actiy itX  

• 	The large majority of molecules do not have natural optIcal. activity 

and cannot be studied by the methods of Chapters I and 110 MIchael 

Faraday discovered that optically InactIve materials rotate the plane 

of polarized 1it in the presence of a rnaetic field (Faraday, 135 

1846). This phenomenon was called Faraday rotation, and it soon became 

clear: that maetic optical activity was a general phenomenon exhibited 

ty all materials0 A great deal of experimental work was done on mag-

netic optical rotation In the latter part of the 19th Century (Verdet 

1863; Perkin, .1896) and the early part of the 20th Century. Several 

reviews of the early work,are available (Lowry, 1935; PartIngton. 

195 4 ; Waring and Custer, 1960; Buckirighaxfl. and Stephens,l966) I 

believe it Is fair to say that with one or, two exceptions (e.g0, Van 

• 	Vieck andPenny, 1936) the early maetic optical activity work did 

not provide useffl. Infoznation 	. 	 . . 	. 	. . . 

Most of the rnaetIo optical act1vity,expeithnentS were done in 

transparent rtons (but see: Cotton and Schrer, 1930) ,  Natural 

optical activity has become the most useftil when measuring in absorbing 

regions so that the contributions of single absorption bands to the 

optical act.vity can be separated (Djerassi, 1960; Mason, 1963; Veiiuz 

Legrand and Groajean., 1965; }dliiarth and Doty, 1965) Magnetic opti- 

cal activity must be measured In absorption regions for any hope of 

Interpreting the results. • Recent instrumental advances have allowed 

maetic optical activty. measurements In absorbing regions. Both 



magietic optical rotatory dispersion (MJIU)) and ma etic circular 

dichrolsm (MCD) measurements of lecules in solutions have been reported 

(Shashoua, 196 14  19; Foss and McCarville, 1965; Schoolcy, flunnenberg 

and Djerazsi 1965) Hiever, most of the experimental work has been 

published with no attent at i.riterpretatlon. The recent theoretical 

analysis of,4DFU) data by Stephens, Suetaka and Schàtz, 1966, has begun 

to yield useful infrmatii on the èlectronic structure of molecules0 

There has also been some recent rnarietic optical activity work done in 

the solid state which has been interpreted very nicely (Henry, 

Schnatterly and Sliebter, 1965). /1 hundred years of experimental and 

• theoretical groundwork is finally beginning to bear fruit. 

• 	Soon after the advent of quentum mechanics, Ibsenfeld (1929)  derived 

the basic quanttmi mechanical equations for rnaetic optical activity. 

This derivation was expanded to paramaet1c ions by Krarners (1930)  and 

to molecules by Serber (1932). These derivations have been odified.by 

Toblas. and Kauzman (1961) and Groenewege (1962). Bush and Tinoco (196 14) 

extended the theory to polymers and Stephens has recently made some useful 

additions to the theory in the region of absorption (Stephens, 1966). The 

quantum mechanical theory seems to be in a satisfactory 6tate to cortare 

with exeriment. Several early workers derived classical theories of 

MC)FD and thse are reviewed by Patinon (1956); most of the classical 

theories were not successful. Drudes classical theory of MOM (Drude, 

1900) is basically sound, but it is incomplete in yran' important ways and 

is aJ.rnostunbe1ievab1y opaque. 

We derive a classical theory for MCD in order to clarify the physical 

basis of the phenomenon. We also present a simple semic1asica1 two-state 
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derivation to bridge the gap to the more general quantum Tnechanical 

theory (e.t., Stephens, 1966). 'orne specIal theoretical topics such 

as railtiplicity-forbidden transitions and the effect of unpaired spin 

are discussed. The experlriental section discusses instrumentation 

briefly. We present detal] ed experimental results on various 'notal 

porphyrins and heme proteins, cytoçhrome c and hetoglobIn derivatives0 

The experiments are interpreted by free electron theory end molecular 

orbital theory. These results give information on porphyrin electronic 

structure, metal-porphy'in Interactions and ligand lnteractions 	ary,  

other types of molecules were investigated and these are mentioned at 

the end in. a general assessment and evaluation of the, probable useful-

ness of MCD In chemistry and biology. 

A. Classical Theory Of 1CD 

The systematic quantum mechanical theories of maetie optical 

activity, even when presented' lucidly (e0 g., Stephens, 1966), are 

exceedingly coztlIcatod. Furthermore, the physical basis for the 

phenomenon Is obscured In a. morass of notation and formalism In the 

quantum mechanical theories. The measurement of rnarietic optical 

activity Is t 1ecorning more connon In chemistry and biology and a more 

intuitively appealing derivation is needed. It is Important to note 

that the c1asical model, coupled with a very simple semi-classical 

dérivatiori,)reproduces the results of the general quantum mechanical 

theory exak.t1y We hope that the "theory' presented here will add insIcht 

at the expense of a little ripor and that It will be a useful i..ide to 

the experimentalist.  
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• Ceneral method, backproUndd preliminaries 

The MCD will be derived by considering the power ahsorbed by a pair 

of classical oscillators in a maetic fie1d ConsIc'er a riolecule, 

initially ±'Ixed in ,space with an optiàally, excitab1e electron bound 

(by "spring&') so that it can oscillate in the x and y directions0 Circu- 

'larly polarized light Is propagated along the z axis: E =COS t)t 

sin wt (where is the frequency of the light) and a magnetic field Is 

directed along the z axis H = H 	Eletron spin will be neglected. 

• initially and, will be treated in the semi-classical part . later0 

The essential point is that the previously Independent x and y 

oscillators are coupled in the magnetic field by the Lorentz force: 

; 	(e/c) v H. 	. 

(c/c) 	(e/c) v H  

• where rx  and r are the coordinates of the electron and v. and v are 

the xand y components of the Instantanepus velocity, e is the charge 

on the electron and c is the speed of light0 In the presence of the 

magnetic fIeld D  motion In the x direction resuitsin a y  directed force.. 

This is analogous to a. rroleéular Hall effect in that a èurrerit (chare 

motion, dr/dtc 	) in the presence ot..a napjetic field gives rise to a 

force on the. ,.j. charpe perpendicular to both the current and the field.. 

The foces on the electron In the presence of the light and the 

field are: 	• . 	 . 	 . 	.. 	. 

inertia 	+viscosity +retoring force 	driving force 

masse acceleration +dairing • velocity +displacement • spring constant 

driving force 

Spring con5tantsk, kare related to the oscillator resonantf'requencies; 
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k.. rJ k3  mw2 , and we define damping constants: damping rrry  where 

rn is the electron r.ss.: The equations for the forces on the electron in 

thepresenceof the rnanetic field and the circular lipht can be written 

for the x and y directIons 

+
YXXX + W. 	) 	( e/c) ?3,H + (eE/m) cos t1t  

y ni( 	
+ 	

+ 	r,,) 	(e/c) 	(eE/m) sin wt 	III_( 11) 

The response of the system can be considered linear for amall fields 

and we define In-phase response coefficients, Aand A. 1 , and out-of-phase 

response coefficients, I3, and B: 

• 	• 	• 	 r 	Ax  cos wt + 	t 

sin tt + By  cos .t 	•\. 	 III-(6) 

The A coefficients characterize the displacement of the electron in-phase 

with the exciting light and can be shown to be responsible for the 

refractive Index and n'aetIc optical rotation. The response out-of- 

• 

	

	phase with the driving light corresponds to absorption and margetIc cir- 

cular dichroism as will become clear below0 

In the absence of the H field, the perpendicular oscillators are 

independent. We will dig'ess to review the well known results for inde-

pendent oscillators to make clear the siiIficance of the A and 13 ccc 1-

ficients without the complication of the coupling. If H 	0, equatIons 

III-(3) arid 1 (4) are identical apart from the different resonant frequencies, 

nd damping constants. We need consider one equation only, e.g., the 

équatIon The results at the end will be the same for the y equation. 

Substituting the response equations, III-(5), (6) into IIi-(3) with 

= 0, we get the following: 

(w2A + 	+ u2A) cos t + 	- yAx + ti 2r3) sin tt =(eE/rn) 

(cos wt) 	• 	.. 	III-(7) 
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H 	 cosine 

The coefficients of the 	terms on the ript and left hand sides must 

be equal and independent of the ísine texrt. so  two equations result: 

, 	
'' 2 
	2 

A 	 X W / 
 

x ----  
• 	 0 	

2 )2 + 22 
x 	 x 	 •0 

(e/m)y 
p 	x 
-'  

(2 	2 ) 2  + ?22  

A dipole moment p is induced by the displacement of the charges The 

in-phase rrment is u,(  eJ\and the out-of--phase moment is p '  e13,
X.  

The polarizability is the induced rnoint divided by the field producing 

the momen, The in-phase polarizability ax  is therefore: . . 

lix  
e2 	(22) 

CIX 1EJ 	rn.  

while the out-of-thase polariz ability 4 is: 

2- 	 -: 
YX C 

IF1 	— 	2 + ?22 	 III-(l3)xW 

This last term will be shown to pive absorption0 The work done on the 

system (electron) by the 11ft is-the ; force displacement: W 

The rate ofwork done is the power absorbed: P to dW/dt: 	Fdr/dt 

0 

	

	 eE a  v. The velocity in the x direction can be expressed as the deriva- 

tive of eq. III-(5) 

	

rx Ax cos wt + Bx sin wt 	 III-5) 

v 	sin wt +Bx  cos wt)  

• The power absorbed by the x oscillator can be foud using eqs III-.-( lu), 

(l2) (13); 



(dWc1t) 	e(Ev) 	we(A, sin wt cos t + 	cos tat) 	III-(15) 

The average value of the power absorbed over one cycle of the 1gbt can 

be found by integrating over 

(7t 	eE f(_Ax sin wt cos wt + 13 cos2  ct) d(wt) III-(16) 

This is where it becomes clear that the in-phase response (Ar) term con-

tributes 'zero to the average absorpt1on while the out-of-phase response 

(Bx) term gives the average power absorbed per molecule (integration of' 

) sin x cos x dx O / cos2  x dx 1/2): ' 
o 	 : 	 0 

(cterB/2 	 III-(17) 

	

mt(w - 	). + 

The change in intensity caused by pa3sae of 1it across dz cm of a 

Volurie with N molecules/cm 3  is 

-dl rN dz 	 III-(18) 

Both sides of ea, lII-( 16) are divided by the x iolarized 1it intensty, 

I cE2/ rend the resulting expression is integrated to. determine the 

absorption 	' 	
0 '• 	 ' 	 '. 	 ' 

2n(I/10 ) 	LhT Nrr z/c 'a Nz 	 III-(19) 

wbere'a Is err absorption cross sectIon 1  which is defined by the above 

relation0 The absorption is only sIgnificant when w is near w o we 

may simplify the cross section equation using the resonance approxirna-

tion ( - w2 ) 2w(w - w). Wit' this epproxiiiation the cross section 

can be srItten:  

(14 e2/mc) 	 a B 	 iI7Lij) 
kWX - 

Equation III-(20) describes the well known dan'ed oscillator or Lorentzian 

absorption line0 

i-The absorption cross section can he related to the more familiar decadic 
molar extinction coefficient s  e q  by; 	N0/2303, where N o  is Avogadro's 
numoer0 
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We see that the. absorption depends on the response of the oscillator 

out-of-phase to the light and in a similar manner that the polarizability 

depends on the in-phase response of the oscillator. As the frequency 

approaches w., the polarizability due to the x oscillator and the absorp-

tion of the x oscillator vary as shown below. 

H 

The y oscillator will show a similar curve at some other frequency, , 

or if wx WY=0 the absorption and, polarizability amplitude would. 

be  twice as big at wo.: 

The maietic field may now be addedto couple the twooscillators. 

Three cases will be of interest: nôndegenerate oscIllators ü << ys 

degeneracy and near degeneracy WX 	 Each of these 

cases will be treated separately for added clarity; however, the near 

degenerate problem requires a general solution which contains the other 

two as special cases. 	 - 

Nondegenerateoscillatrs 

The nndegenerate limiting case corresponds to the sItuation where, 

the two oscillators absort' at widely separated frequencies so that when 

the regio1 of absorption of one oci1lator is invest iated there is 

negligible absorption from the other bscillator. If we investIgate 

the wx region the y oscillator will respond in phase with the d±'iving 
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light frequency, W. Since we are investigating x, we can neglect the 

effect of the field on y. These sirnplificatlons reduce eq. III-0) to: 

i y +(zry 	 sino.t 	 III-(21) 

As we remarked ahov the V:ditplacement is entirely in-phase with the 

drivThg liF 	so eq. III-(6) is 

= A sin wt 	 IiI_(22s 

Thus, the in-phase y cip1acement coefficient, A, is linply' 

eE 

III-(23) 

The velocity in the y directioi can be foixd by substitution of eq. 

III-(23) into the time derivative of eq. III-(22) 

eEy  H 

Vy 	1' 	 :CQS 6it 	 III-(2 14) 
2) 

Now the forces on the x oscillator can be written including the effect 

of the y oscillator by subtLtutir eq It-(24) into eq. 

	

(1± 	)COswt 	 III-(25) 
m 

where C 	 for circularly polarized light arid the signs refer 

to right and loft circularly polari7ed light 

It s1ou1d be eiTphasized at this point that eq. III(25) sbs the 

physIcal basis of nondegenerate MCD. The presence of the y oscillator 

in the field gives, the x oscillator a boating force in the right cir-

cular light which leads to an .inerease in absorption by the x oscillator,  

in right circular light. The y oscillator dracrs the x oscillator in 

left circular light, which wililead to a decrease in absorption by 

the x oscillator in left circular1pit The xand y.oscillator interaction 
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depends linearly on the H field and is the molecular. Hall effect basis 

of the nondegsnerate MCD montioned earlier0 The x-directed force due 

to the y oscillator will depend an how close w ,, is, because of the 

	

± I/(w - 	tena in eq. III-(25),  To ftrther develop this case we 

substitute eq0 III-(5) into III-.(25) to get. the following: 

cos wt + B sin tat) + w(-A sin wt + Ex 003 wt) 

III-(26) 

-
j-. 	 +1:1 	OSwt 	. 

m 	mt 	•(.) 
where Ex  Ey = E tor circular light. The cos and sin ters are 

separately equal as before so we get two equations. 

(wx  - 	 = 0 	 III-(27) 

. A + 	
. ............ 

YTY +j 	IU-(28) 

which are easily solved for the unknowns Ax  and B, to" obtain: 	. 

	

A = 
	

111(29) 

III-(30) 

The, average power absorbed is found from the B  coefficient as in eq. 

	

P = 	 III-(31) 
' 	 , 	 • 

The power absorbed by the x oscillator is different for right (+) and 

left () circular light. The power absorbed is related to the absorption 

cross section, i, in the usual way (eq. III-(19), 



(c2_L)Z4 

33 .1.3 

IIL-(32) 

The absorption cross sections for right (a+)  and left (a) are shown 

• 	below as well as the MCD, M, which is the difference In absorption In 

• 	 right and left light: 

• 	 MCD = AaX= ax+ - 

cL.Ct 

An expression for the MCD Is given by: 

-. 
Mx 	- 	 III-(33) 

For the nondegenerate case, we see that the MCD near wX isa single 

dichroism band with the same shape as the absorption; it can be positive 

or negative depending on the sign of(4 - (A 2 ), that Is, whether Wy  is 

greater or less than w. The formula for the MCD at 	is the same, 
/ 	

y 

except WX  and w are interchanged and replaces y. If 	= y,. the MCD 

at wy  is the same anplitude as that at w but of opposite sign. The maxi-' 

mum valueof the frequency (shape) term is l/y as written in III-(34), 

so if yx  differs from Yy  the MCD bands at WX and Wy  have equal but 

• 	oppositely signed areas (Area. = height x width). The MCD for two widely 
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separated transitions is shown below. 

This is an important general result: The x-y nondegenerate interactions 

cancel in pairs and it follows that nondegenerate MCD, Aa, suimied over 

all frequencies is zero. Of course an actual molecule has many x, y 

transitions that can interact in a maetic field; and few molecules 

would be expected to be as simple as the above exanple. The external 

maetic field does not couple y polarized, with other y polarized transi-

tions, but only withx polarized transitions. If we take a slightly 

) 

	

	 more complicated case of two y polarized oscillators and one x oscil- 

lator we can schematically represer± the MCD as: 

A slightly mbre detailed argument (which will be given later) shows that 

the strength of interaction between x and y oscillators depends on the 

product of their' absorption strength (which would be clear If oscillator 

strengths kere put into the ôlassical model as is usually done). For 

molecules of low synetry where transitions cannot be classified as x 

and y, the MCD resulting from non-parallel transitions is proportional 

to 1a f2  cos 012,  where 012 is the angle between transition 1 and 2 

and f1 , f are the oscillator strengths of the transitions. 
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Degenerate Oscillators 

The degenerate case corresponds to wx = Wy = 	so that displace- 

ments in the x and y directions are equivalent. The oscillations can 

have a circular component, the sens' of the circulation depends upon 

the particular combinatIon of x and y displacements. We can define a 

• right and a left hand circulation as: 

• ... 	•r+rX 
+ir 	

III-(35 

r_rir 

where the molecular plane is now the complex plane and 1 = v'I. The 

circular displacements have equivalent energy In the absence of the 

maetic field, but the mag -ietic field causes an Increase In the energy 

(frequency) of r+  and a. decrease in the energy (frequency) of r_. The 

circular charge motion is like an electronic orbital motion (in the 

molecular x,y plane) and the presence of the magietic fieldcauses an 

orbital Zeeman splitting. This degenerate MCD case has been treated 

satisfactorily in nearly every book on physical optics (e.g., Stone, 

1963), so we will be brief here. In the corrplex plane, circularly 

po1arzed light can be represented, E = E o  e i:wt. If we add and sub-

tract eqs. III-(3), (14) in the following way, (3) + i (14) and (3) - i (14), 

we get an expression for the forces on the circular oscillator, (in the 

presence of a magetib field). 	 , 

L 

where the' top equatIon is for r arid the bottom for r_.. To derive the 

MCD we again require the power absorbed by the circular oscillator. 

P = dW/dt = 	e(vxEx + VE) 	 • 111(37) 



and sce 	v 	= (v+ + v_ ) /2, v 	= (v+ - v_) /2, E 	(E+ 	) /2 and 

= (E+  - E_)/2, the power absorbed by the circular oscLlator is: 

P = e/2(v+  E 	+ v 	E) III-(38) 

Note that the (+) motion absorbs 	(-) 1it and vice versa. 

We define complex response coerficients, A+  as: 
(IALYC 

v 	A. 	, 	

5  
III-(39) 

Equation III-(39) is substituted into eq. III-(36) and the resulting 

simultaneous equations are solved forA 	and A 	yielding: 

= III-(Oa) 

(L_L)
Ld  

A. = III-( 140b) 

A 	is the complex cougate of A. 

- 

	

We need the time average of the power absorbed, which is found by 

substitution of eqs. III-(39)  and III-(40). into III-(38) and integrating 
• • 	with respect to d(t) from 0 to 27f. 	The result is: 

p = - ± 	 ZI 
III-(41) 

where the resonance aproxirnat1on, 	- 	2w 	- ti), has been 

aoplea. 

Using the definition of absorption cross section, III-(19), we 

can write the cross section In left and right liit, o 	as 

-, 

± 

Y"  CY 
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In the absence of the field, the normal absorption formula results: 

= 	=  
v1 C 	

III-(20) 

However, in the presence of the field the absorption is split Into two 

components, one absorbing right circular light at w + eH/2mc and one 

absorbing left circular light at wo -  eH/2mc. The MCD experiment measures 

the difference In these two cross sections, as is shown below. 

Lii 

RM 
) 

Pn expressIon for the Aa curve observed in MCD is: 

r • 44 . 

.= 	, 	= 4,T L 	 - 	

- 	 }III-(3) 

	

nc.. 	

' 
There are everal simple ways of putting the above into a more compact 

form, butt this Is an opportunity to point out a more general result 

that will be usefuJ.. later 

In practice, molecular absorptIon lines depart considerably from 

the damped oscillator, Lorentzian, share that results from this treat-

ment. One can always say that absorption depends upon some constant 
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times a shape function, f(w, w0 , mr),  where this may be a Lorent7ian, 

Gaussian or some other shapes a C 	'' ') In the presence of 

the field, the two absorption curves are: 

a 	Cf(w,w0 +6,y) + 	 III-(1), 
Cf(w, 0 ,y) 

where $ = eH/2mc, is the Zeeman splitting. The difference between a+ 

and a can be found from a Taylor series expansion about WC) 

a 	Aa 	C6f'(w, w0 , y) + c6 3/6 f"(w, w, y) + .... III-( 145) 

Where the and " refer to the first and third derivative of the func-

tion with respect to frequency If the splitting, 6, is much less than 

the line width, y,  the first term is sufficient to very good accuracy. 

The nximum value of the nth derivative of any reasonable shape functions 

is proportional to 	so the second term in III-(45) is reduced, rela- 

tive to the first term, by the Zeeman splittg over the line width 

squared. The value of the second term is extremely small (< 0.01%), 

compared to the first term, in most cases of interest. 

For the Lorentzian, damped oscillator case the MCD resulting from 

the first ten of eq. III-(5) is 

ACY III-(6 
'tMC 

This form can also beMerived from eq. III-(42) or III-(I3) by other 

more direct approximations, but the rrre general treatment above will 

be useful1ater. 

We see, In a fairly simple way, how degenerate x and y oscillators 

give rise to an orbital notion which is subject to a Zeernan splitting 

in the presence of the maietic field, One Zéeman component absorbs 

the left circular, lit arid the other Zeernan component absorbs the 
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Zeeman splitting of a degeneracy gives a double MCD curve. 

The rnaxisnum value of the sipial will depend on the ratio of the splitting, 

6 9  to the line wdt, 'r, and wil of,courae, helargest for narrow lInes, 

Even so, the MCD approach allows study of Zeeman splittings which are as 

small as lO of the absorption line wIdth. The existence of an x - y 

degeneracy requires that a molecule have, a 3-fold or higher axIs of sym-

metry and this restricts the possible cases. It will be shown later 

that near degeneracy gives simIlar effects , however, and in molecules 

which depart only slightly from.x y degeneracy, the double MCD curves 

will result, 	, 

CornparIs of eq. 1II.(46) and 1II-(3 14) Indicates that the relative 

maitudes of the nondegenerate and degenerate MCD effects ,scale as: 

-y 

	

Acr 	
III-( 147) 

c3eg , 	- 

where the same . is assumed for both cases. CorTr 	to the degenerate 

case, the noridegenerate MCD sIa1 drops off rapidly as thex and Y 

transitions become far apart. 

After a few more classicsl arents, a 3eniI'-c1assical treatment 

will allow cisideration of the effects of electron spin, and multIplicity 

forbidden transitions on the orbital Zeeman effect. 

ifl general, we can relate the observed MCD to two terms, one term 

(nondegenerte) with the shape of the absorption, eq. II1_(314),  and one 

term (degenerate) with the shape of the' derivative of the absorption 

eq. III_(46), A more general classical derivation, which follows, 

Includes oscillator strenzths, treats the intermediate near-degeneracy, 

case, and includes the effect of random orientation of molecules as 

occurs in a solution of isotropic gJass. 

( 
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General Classical NCD 

From a molecular orbital pol.nt of view, as the electrons in a 

molecule change their distribution during an electn1c transition S  

(analous to a classical oscllaticn) the net charge displacernent along 

a particular molecular axis  may be nuch less than a unit electronic 

charge, !e arc guided by thi3 idea In the followlnr clessical iroeej 

where an effective charge of the oscillatin electron, C  end 	is 

introduced It will become clear that the square of the ratIo of tne 

effective charge to the electronic charge Is the well knosri oscillator: 

'strength, i.e., (c/e)2  f,. Also, we consider the problem of space 

fixed ftclos t5
19 

EY9 and IIZ s, and randomly orIented, molecule fired 

oscillators x and y such as would obtain in solution. This problem Is 

hano.led In a pereral D  if a slIØtly cuntersome, way by projecting the 

space fixed fields onto the molecule fixed axes with use of the direc 

tion cosines (Iargenau and rnurphy, 1956) The space fixed coordinate 

system (x,Y,Z) is defined with unit vectors k, , 4 respectIvcly. The 

' circularly polarized light is in the X, Y plane and Is denoted 

cos t 	sin tot ) and the manetic field is along the Z axis and 

is denoted 	The projections of the space fixed. fields on the molecular 

axes are found from the matrix of the direction cosines A 4  : 

'blecular 	V 	 • , 	 Space fixed 
Coriponcnts 	 fields 

\ 	
A1 	Al2 AlA / r 

y 	A21 	A22 	23 	sin wt 	iIT-(48) 

z 	A31 	A32 	A33 	It 

r 
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The prcj.cct±cno of the external fields on the molecular axes are 

x: A11Ecoswt±Al2Esint+i3H 

y o A.21 E cos wt ± A22 E sin wt 	 IiI9) 

A 31  E cos tt ± '32 E sin wt + A331 

The forces of the pair of oscillators can' he conveniently descrhed in 
• 	 - 

terms of a displacement r I r + j r, in the following ecrtion. 

- 	C - 	-- 	E 
• 	 r + 	r. + 	r 	x H + * 	 iII-(50) 

m 

where. e, and w 'stand for the x and y components of the effective 
: 

charge daning constant and resonant frequency respectively6 

,O so the Or xH terms of interet ax' The x ahd y 

• 	components of displacement can be written (wh,re the effective charpes 

ex  and ey  have been incorporated) 	. . S..

eXB + 	+ wr 	A33  5 "y hZ + _ L (A COS tL)t ± Al2 	t) III-(51) 

ry + r'y + o4r 	-i 	, H + e\rr(A cos t ± A22 sin wt) IL1-(52) 
MIC 

The derivation proceeds as before by definin, the displacement coeffi- 

cients: 	,-•, 	 . . 	 . 	 . 	 , 

• 	x !A cos Lit + B. sin.wt.. 

A sin it + R coz wt 

Equations III.-(5) and (6), are substituted into II-(51) and (52) 

• and four equations result since the coefficients of the sin and cos 

terris mnmt be indeperdently c'qua1' 

Cos Ult, . 	 tA +B +-. 	 AA + 	A31 
mc 	•' - 	m 	•• 	. . 

.sih.st1 	w2J3 	yA + 	_ Z A 3 3 ± F Al2 	III-(53) (Cont-)'  
mc 
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(3) cln t 	- YyWT3y  + 	 A33Ax ± 	. A22
In MIC

(14) cos t: 	+WA y  !• B 	yA3 B7  + ! 	A21 	III-(53) 

These equations can be solved for the tuiiaown response coeffIcients 

AY  and Br  First, bowever, we anticipate that e will be 

intere&ted in the avere poer absoed by the oscil 1 atos, P 	f (dIRldt)CI(tot) 

This can be found as before from the Instantaneous power absorbed: 

dW/dt 	 + 	ECe(A11  cos t ± A 	wt)  12 

cos tt ± A sin wt)J  

The average po*,er is found by averaging the instantaneous power over 

= F 	(-Ar sint BX cos t)(A11 cos wt ± Al2 sin 	d(bt) 

+ E j e(Ay  cOS t - By  Sin t)(A21 COS t ± 
0 	 . 	. 

Ar sin wt) d(tit) 	 . 	 . 	

0• 	 111(55) 

• 	. 	. Terms in the prot.ucts of sin and cos average to zero and terms in squares 

of sin or cos contribute 1/2 The power .aborbed from the randonay 

oriented oscillators depends on the A. and B response coefficients in 

• 	 the fo11owinp way: 	 •. 	 . 

; A1A) + e/2(A21A 	A3,) 	 III-(56) 

The Ms andDs will be seen to contain direction cosine functions 

as in eq0. Ii-(56), so the final averad result for the random oriented 

osci1letor will be found from the rroducts of the oirectioi cosine 

function< integrated over space, The system of four I'hOOgC'ICOUS linear 

equation& III-(53),  can systematically be solved by conslderinp the four 

horT-neous ecuations which can be written as the determinant of the 
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coefficients of the A's and the B's.. This determinant is: 

A 	B 	 R,M.SO 

w2 	 - 	
e A11 E 

X. 	

2+ e Al2 E 

2 	2 	 •+ e A 	III-(57) 
y 	L) 	 : 	22E 0 	W  

rn 

o 	 2 	2 	. 	e A21 E 

together with the R.H.S. which is the inhornogeneous part of the four 

equations, .III-(53). eHwA33/mc has been written as ax , and similarly 

= eJiciA33/rnc.. All four coefficients A,, B,  etc., have the sa 

denominator, which is the value of the above determinant..  

D 	[(.,2 .2)2 + 22J[(2 	2)2 	
22j 	 III-(58) 

The numerators can be foixid by substituting the coefficients of the 

un1iown of interest by the right hand side and evaluating the resulting 

determinants. Terms in the maetic field higher, than the first power 

are dropped because they are very small for any ttainab1e field. The 

numerators of the response coefficients, N, are: 	 . 

Lj  

NA 

±A22 	 . . 

EA, 	A (-L L uox W 	 Q 4-V tj 
iII—(60) 

+ 	 . 

LA 
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'x 	 ~ 	 III..(61) 

• 	
•+ 	A ll 

 

NBy 	f A 	Z.%_- 
• 	 4

4~ 	
m-(62)jx 

••—( 

The average power absorbed is foxid by substitutirig the above coefficients 
e. 

into eq. III-(56)  and averaging the resulting direction cosine products 

over the Eulerian angles, 0 <4 < 2it 0 < •< 27r and 0 < C < ir, as defined 

by Wilson, Decius and Cross (1955), who also have a convenient table of 

the direction cosines. The direction cosine product integrals must be 

- 	
2- 	2 -  

noniialized by the Eulerian angle volume element: 	
= I f f 

sin C dO d4 d. These products can all be worked out with some effort 

and most of them are zero0 This process allows us to arrive at the average 

power absorbed for the randomly oriented x.and y oscillators in cfrcu1ar 

iigit in the presence of the rnaietic field; 

Ec3 	 • 

-;:; ' 3 (_-)+,7- 	• 	 (vi 

±L y ec r 	 —i 

	

If we make the identification: 4 = 	and e2  e2 	the.absorp- 
/ 	 'S 	 y 

•tion forila will be seen to agree with the normal classical and quantum 

mechanica1 absorption formula, and will allow us to see how the field 

dependent part depends on the x and y oscillator strength. The absorp-

tion cross section is defined as before by eq. III-(19),  and the average 

absorption (in unpolarized Ut) is: 
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2 

	

e( kx U 	
+ 	 —II(614) 

= 	- 

The MOD is given by the relation: 

TCF = a - 

III-(65) 

• T'urther arpaiments  allow us to derive similar forulas for the MORD, but 

this derivation is long enough as it is, and the MCD part is usually the 

most difficult to understand. The two limiting cases previously treated 

• 

	

	can easily be written fi'orn the general relations, .III-(65), (614) above, - 

and' the I'esults have now been averaged for random orientation of the 

molecules. For the degenerate' case, where wx = ', = Wo and 

the averaged result is: 

• t 
?•-- 

 - ( . III_( 66 ) 

(ew[ew 

	

= 8/37r-1/----)_----------------- 	__- 	 aIII-(67) 
\ 1 	C 	 )w- w) 	J 

where f is the oscillator strength of the transition. The result of 

applying the resonance approximation has been written as the second 

equation on each Line.' The resonance approximation is applicable in 

alnist every circumstance of interest. For the nondegenerate case 

(w <<  w),the averaged result can be written in the resonance approxi-

mat ion: 	 • 	• 	 • 

Absn.t 	
/*/rnc')._' 	

• 	 III-(68) 

MCD: A7 	2/3w EL 	- çTç 	 III-(69) • W'IC

We see clearly here that the nondegenerate MCD depends on the product 
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of the oscillator strengths of the x and y bands which are coupled by 

the fie?d as had been stated earlier. F'om this cons iderat ion one 

would expect large MCi) relative to the absorption from a weak band 

that was close to a strong, pernerd±cuariy polarized bend 

The result for the o-tial1y oriented degenerte pair of ose1lators 

er.III(42) IIl-(20) and III-(46) can he cor'erd to the rerult for 

the randoniay oriented depnerate oscil1ators III-(66) and (67) to 

determine the effect of random orIentation, It can he seen that random. 

orientation decreases the average absorption to 2/3 of the maxiTum r ;  

optiTn orientation, and, that the MCD decreases to 1/3 of' the ma imum 

for opt iiTizn orentationQ If the randomly oriented nondegenerate results 

eqs0 III-(68) and (69)  are conpaz ed to. the optimally oriented ecivatlohs, 

) 	 II1(32) and ()4) It is seen that the averai:.nc 	ion 15 1/3 and 

average Mci) is 1/6 of the maxiium for opttnum orientation of the nle-. 

cules along the external fields. We see that for both the degenerate 

and nondegenerate cases the ratio of the MCD to absorption is reduced 

by a factor of to by, the random orIentation of the oscillators 

= 2 	 I1I-(70) 
Cru  

This result ,i'il1 be very important in ana1z1ng the experimental data 

Which is prisented later This sawe. concluion can he reached by other 

axuments, as a checi' on this procedufe but they will rot be green era. 

The rrcblem of near degcneracj c 	has not been cordered 

i' cIt1y by other wori'ers. The classical iornii.la ITI-( 	can be 

w;ed to derive a form for the shape of the intermediate, case of near 

degeneracy. If we let ' 	and f 	f  and define 2Aut E 
WX

-fWY 
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and ( + 	, the near degeneracy MCD fornula is: 

a 	 111-72 
*vt 

This equation allows us to estimate when nondegeneracy will be dis-

tinguishable from degeneracy. The absorption and MCD f6r various 

values of separation between* w and wy  at a fixed y  are plotted in 

Figure 111-1. Forvalues of Lw < y/14, essentially no effect of near 

degeneracy is observed. The MCD and absorption bands . are only very 

slightly wider than the degenerate curves. For Aw increasing frbm y/14  

to y/2. the observed width of the absorption and MCD increases until two 

separate peaks becoma resolved in absorption. The surprising result is 

that for nearly equal absorption intensity for the two components 

fr), the near degeneracy shows up first in the absorption as two 

separate peaks and the MCD is insensitive to. the near degeneracy. The 

fx  f situation would be valid for slightly perturbed degenerate sys-

terns. . . . 

If, however, the x and y oscillators had a very different strength, 

only one transition would be observed in absorption (at wy  if fx  << 

The MCD would still be described by eq. III-(72) if f = Vfxfy. and 

. ' and the MCD curves in Figure 111-i are unchanged. The MCD 

crosses zero at , which is now Aw from the absorption peak at w. 

The absorpk ion would look like the A curve in Figure 111-1, but would 

nve away from the w MOD crossover as Aw Increases. This, circumstance 

applies to near accidental degeneracy, and we reach the important con-

clusion that the MCD shows the near degeneracy quite markedly for 

/io.. 	. 	 . 

/ 
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Figure 111-1. Calculated absorbance and MCD for near de- 

• 

	

	 generate trens1ton of equal width and strength. The corn- 

porient lines are Lorentzien in sbae and have 500 crn 

full width at hair height. The enerr difference,, be- 

tween conipo-ierts are in 	0, in 3, tr62.5 cm_
l  

In C, iw l5 cnf-, in D, 	250. cnf, in E. 

375 crf-, and in F, A w 500 crr-. 
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An oscillator strength, f has already been inserted to account 

for the idea that net charge displacement during exci±àtion of a 

mo 	 rrn lecular oscillator nay be 	ich less than one electronic cbarr-e 0  

However, the detailed charge dictributlon of the "xe' and "y' oscillators 

may couple slightl 	dIffereitly than 	the net linear compcncnts, 	This 

effect can he explIcitly included classically, but will not add much 

here and will be clarified more sinply in the serri.-clazzical derivation0 

We may account for this effect in the classical derlvatioi by irisertthg 

a dimensionless variable ("gt') factor In the preceding opressions for 

MCDO 	If we make the well known identification of the oscillator strength, 

faO  with the quantum mechanical electrIc thoole transition rnor'ent, 

(e0g, 5andorfy, 196), 

f 	 'fl(7') a 	 e z 

and also put in the ("r") factor dIscussed above, the sane epressiors 

for MCD and absorption result as are derIved by quantum mechanical erg- 

merits (e0g0, Stephens 	1966). 	We will not go th±'ouh this here because 

the purpose of the classical viewpoint Is mainly heuristic0 

It is hoped that the classical derivatIon, eventhouCh 	t Is conli- 

cated algebraically in the general case, Is rrrxch easier to understand 

than the quantum mechanical derivatIon 	The classical derivation is 

intended to give a 	oss understanding 	f the phenomena0 	To be able 

easily to incorporate factors that depend on the detailed electron dIs 

tributioi-1 of molecules, we will 'ow derive the NCD from a semi-classical 

point of view 0  

'A 
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• ' 	 B. Semi-classical MCD 

The arguments given in this section are closely related to those 

made by Goutennan in unpublished work. Consider a three-state system, 

a diamagnetic ground state to',  an x polarized excited state Ix> and 

a y polarized excited state ly>. We wifl be Interested in the electric 

dipole operator, 	er between the above ground and excited states, 

where e1  and rj  are the charge and position of electron i. The electric 

• dipole transition moments li x  and jj are 'defined: 

eu/ 	 III-(73) 

I 	<oy> = 	 III(7) 

where and are perpendicular unit vectors fixed to the molecule. 

The normal quantum mechanical derivation of absorption in unpolarized 

Light for random systems has been presented in meny bool&- (e.g., Sandorfy, 

964) with the result (which we have rearranged slightly): 	

111_(75) 

no  is the refractive index, N, Avogadro number,,45 ., is Plarick's 

constant over 21r. f(w,w0 ,y)is a dimensionless shape function of unit 

area that could be aGauss1a, a Lorentzian or some other shape. The 

Lorentzian was found in the classical derivation, and is found experi-

mentally for some opt'cal lines. A di.mnensionless Lorentzlan of unit 

area is:.:'  

= 	(/2)I[(0 	
)2 +y2/i 	' 	' 	III-(76) 

whcre y is the full width of the line at one-half maximum absorption 

lThe more familiar decadic molar extinction coefficient e  
• 	' 2303X 

where X is in cm.  

I 	 ' 	 •'',. 	 , 
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The absorpticn in circular light is given by the transition operator 

11± Ux III-(77) 

where I CL The absorption coefficient for left circularly polarized 

light for the transition 10> +Ia> is: S .  

z1 \/Ok -((0)-s'- 	III-(78) 

(e.g., Bohrn, 1951). For right light, u.. and 	are interchanged. In 

the absence of a rnaietic field,for the 10> + Jx> transition 

<01 i _ x> = <xj * lo> = 	
III-(79) 

and a, 	r  in the absence of the maetic field, this argument applies 

for the y transition as well. 

The maetic field is Introduced and if electron spin Is neglected , 

) 

	

	 for the present, the new term in the Hamiltonian is the interaction of 

the orbital angular nmentum, L, with the FL field. If we restrict the 

• 

	

	.• H' ' .: ' discussion to systems with at least two planes of synrnetry, we can show 

by symmetry arguments that the only nonzero angular nrmentum operator 

matrix element ( =jZ j 	r x p1) between th states lo>, lx> and 

H Jy>is: 

•<'xI Ly > 	ih 	<y  L, Ix> 	 '" 	 III-(80) 

where Mz  is real and the indicates a complex conjugate. If an integral 

like (i I 0r I ) is tobe nonzero, the direct product of the symmetry 

species of 	x 	x Op must contain the totally symmetric representa- 

tion, Alg  (e.g., Wilson, Decius and Cross, 1953; Eyring, Walter and Kimball, ' 

194). The x and y states trarisfonn like the x and y 'translations under 

symmetry operations, and 10> Is totally syrrtrietrlc. For cormxn nxlecular 

point groups, with at least two planes of syimtry (C s,,, C,, D, Dih, 
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D6h etc.), ie can show thathe on1 nonzero orbital an1ar rn3rnenturi 

matrix element Is the angular momentum about the axis nerpendtcular to 

• 

	

	 ane, L 	Table I contains the 	ietry species for the molecular p1  

a conrnon molecular point ro'r 

Table I 

C2 . 	E 	 c(xz) 	c(yz) 

Al 	1 	1 	1 	 z 

A2 	1 	1 	-1 	-1 LZ 

Ly 
• 	

131 	1 	-1 	1 	-1 

	

1 	-1 	-1 	 1 	y •- 
 LX  

For exanpie, in C  V ., x is l-3i, Y is B2 and the direct product of x and y 

is A2. 3ince L is A2,  it  is the only non'ero matrix eler'ent between x 

andy. 

• 	. 	 The Hamiltonlan between the x and y states in the presence of the 

fIeld ls 

.... .... 

	

xJ 	 iTI3H7 	 III(8i) 

• 

	

<y 	
Z aliz

-41 	 • 	•.. 

where 	 • 	. 	• 	 . 
• 	. 	

. Nondegenerate case 	 .. 	 • 

The mapetic field mixes some jy> character into the jx> state 

and some Ix> character into the IY> state. The physical basis . of this 

statement was explained in terms of a n1e<ular Hall effect In the 
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classical derivation (p. 13].). We define the frequency difference between 

x and y as Aw wx  -wy .. By first order perturbation, theory, we get the 

new states jx> and Jy'> in the presence of the maietic field. 

Jx'> = Ix> + 1NzH Jy> 	 III-(82) 
hoi 

iTv1H 
b''> 	ly> + 	Jx> 	 III-(83) 

hAw 

We may now evaluate the transition moments for the Jx'> and ly'> states 

in left and right circularly polarized light 

± iPy 	 III-(84) 

= 'e[U 	 J 	' : 	'. 	 111(85) - 
htw 	Y. 

<ojp±Jy'> e[i p, ± Mz8Hz v] 	 1II-(86) 
hw 	" 

The absorption intensities for the x polarized transition in right and 

	

left circular light are proportional to: 	. 	 . 	. 

X('ight): 	oJpJx?><xtIp_Jo> = e2Ei - x

V  ]2. 	. 
Y 	. 	III-(87) 

X(left): 	<oI_Ix'><x'Iu+Io> = e2[ 	+ X iyJ. . 

where A = 8MzHzXAW. The expression for the y polarized transitions are 

analogous, but the signs of the A terms are reversed for left and right 

light. The resulting difference in absorption for right and left circu-

lar light can he writen for the x transition: 

= H 	 ((:) III-(89) 

The exprsslon for the y transition is exactly analogous, but is multi-

plied by,, a minus sign. This is an important result—that the MCD due 

to the interaction of an x and y polarized pair of transitions will occur 
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at both w and w and thathe 1CD at x exactly cancels that at y In 

general s  all the riondegenerate cont'ihutioris to the MM will cancel Jr. 

pairs Peencular1y polarized tr sitions that a close in enery 

will give large contributIons to the rCD because of the I/Aw  dependence 

on 'CD alitude0 A factor of two corTection must be applied in eq0 

III-(89) to account for rw-idom orientation of the molecules This factor 

of two cormction was der±ved In the classical section (po 16)b 

Expres1ons for other Une shapes can he given by replacing the 

Lorentzian shape function used above with another shape functIon of unit 

area0 The result above a'ees with the classical one c3eveloped eariier 

however, specifIc molecular transition moments(.xu and N,) that 

are sensitive to the details of the electronic distribution of the mole-

cule have been introduced This result also agtees with the mare gereral 

derivatIons of rraxetIc optical activity (e0g, Stephens l966b) 

	

Degenerate case. 	. 	. 	 . . 

For the degenerate case wx 	= 	and we can define new states 

in the presence of the field: 

± I  

with energies: 	 . 

and transItion moment a: 

UY  ) 	 . 	 . 

In-(92) 

For the dcni'ate case li x  = i4 Vo  and we find that the 1+> state 

absorbs left circular light exclusively: : 

	

left: 	<oi_+> = ve v o  
"-(93) 

	

rIgYit: 	<olu+!+> = 0 	 . 
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and the 1—> state absorbs right circular light exclusively 

	

Left: 	<o1I- 	o 
III-(9) 

	

Fight: 	<ohi+I> = Y2 e v S  

The 1+> state alsorbs left light as E+ w0  + M(3HZ 3, and the 	state 

absorbs right light at F wo  P4ZBHZ. This is the orbital Zeeman 

effect. The M  that appeax's above is the orbital angular monntum 

operator between the + or - states: 

<+L.j+> 1'2 [-i<yLLzIx> + i<xILjy>] 	Mz —<—IrI—> 	III-(95), 

The absorption coefficients in right and left light are: 

tA 
ctL 

• III-(96) 

• 	 , 

 

For -the Lorentzian shape inction: 	' 	 S  

MY 

And the difference in absorption for left and right light is for a 

Lorentzian line:' 

o 	
() 	

111(98) 
ctR 

This is the saii. relationship that is found by the more general quantum 

rnchanical derivations and is usually called the A term (Stephens, 1966b)'. 

Other line shape functions., f (u0 ,'r) of uniti'a 	UY 	pjay be put 

into eq. Ill(96) and similar expressions, III-(98), result. We are now 

• in a position to consider the effect of electron spin. Multiplicity for-

bidden transitions from singlet ground state, and spin allowed transitions 

from paramaetic ground states will be briefly considered. 
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fr g1cttriplettr&vittop 

There has been a good deal of speculation, as well as theoretical 

and experirrntal contention, that n' ietc..optica1 activity may be rrrch 

more sensitive to rrniltipllclty forbidden transitions than is absorption 

(Shashoua 1960; Haireka 162; Fberhart. and Renner, 1961)0 We shall 

give a brief ar ent here which indicates that this is not the case0 

According to the simple argument that follows, S -*'T trasitionstcill 

occur with very nearly the sare strength in PCD as they do in absorp-

tion0 	 S  

• 	We consider wavefct Ions for a moleu1e as a nrcduct of an orbital 

and a spin part6 This is analopous to the L-S or Russell-Saunders 

limit in atoms and is an excellent starting point for most molecules0 

We corsIder a transitIon in which an e1ectrn Is promoted from a filled 

nondegenerate orbital a to an orbital b, with spin up a, or spin dc, 

1 The sirrglest excited states are a sinrlet 	and a triplet 1rp 

	

1o 13 	[a(i) b(2) + a(2) b(1)J[a11. - 1a2J 	 III-(99) 

IT 	
00T5 	[a(1) b(2) - a(2) b(1)J ~ lct2 	 iTI-(100) 

l2 

where 0 Is the orbital part. and S is the spin part, 'and the electrons. 

are indIca.tedasl and 2 	Me have seen in the previous section, for 

example, in sq6 III-(89), that t'e need a nonzero maetic transitIon 

mcment to get TIM. In the presence of spin the rnaietic transItion. 

moment isL,+ 23. Since the L operator does not act on spin and the 

piri operator does not act on the orbital angular,  momentum, the magietic 

transition r'ment can be expanded: 	. 

<10'S L + 2S 1 33 > 	<b01L1 30><1Si 3S> +i0I 30<'sl2sf 3s> 	111-101) 
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This expression is identically equal to zero because the sin1et spin 

and orbItal, inctIonz are orhoona1 to the trinlet Opifl and orbItal 

f'urctlons respectiveiy.  

<1s3s> a, 	0O> 	o 	 1II(l02) 

	

o for the 	'pl  product wavefunctions III-(99)  (100) we have zero 

ICD for n1et-tritlt tanzition 	c must invoke spin-orbit interfl- 

actions in order to et 10D from singlet-triplet transitions0 The spin- 

• orbIt interaction mixes a little triplet character into the singlet state 

and vice versa In the presence of spin orbit coupling we can write the 

• new states by fIrst order perturbatIon .theory 

IT + A 	 iII-(103) 

_ 	10 	T 0 	- 	 1-TI ?i 

	

3 	 -'-i-- 	 - 

where A Is the spin orbit coupling parameter. For nondegenerate systems 

we need sri intraction between oerpend!culsrly polarized transitions to 

get NCD O  1,ie consider sri x polarIzed singlet and a y polarized triplet 

and define:. 

<0 1 x 	 ' a 	 III-(105) 

• The absorption b/ the trIplet will be proportional tO 

	

y ! r'> 	X 1R 	 III-(106) 

In the previous section we smi,  that the z co'rripc.nent of the angular 

	

• mementum M contributes to the NCD 	In this case Is proportIonal 

to the spinrbit inteacti6n: 

	

c;h11: 	2?> 	x 	 TTT..(107) 

The absortion in right circular lIght for tenis linear in ii will he 

gIven by: 	 0 

	

p <oiny'><yJlo> ord 	 BH er CA R- <!>>2 ]R 2 x 2  - x x
III-(108) 

2A'- 



and similarly for left light: 

	

L Oder 	+ 2X2  rJ 	 ;iiI-(109) 

We now get NOD, but both the MCD and the absorption are proportional to 

the c.pin, orb.t Lntract Len squtrea, X .  
2. 

	

Aban: 	 a 	 D: (aL - ) 2H 	 IIi(llO) 

For nondegenerate singlet-triplet transitions, MCD will have abo't the 

same strength relatIve- to the absorptIon as for allowed singlet-singlet 

trarisit!onsQ For the degenerate caie the sare conclusion is i'eached 

but willnot be given here. In surnnnry MCD is not expected th be any 

more ensIt±ve to singlet-triplet (or other multiplicity forMclden) transI- 

tions than is absorptIon. 

C. Effect ofSpin on-MOD 

Zeemeri effects in the. presence of spin have been treated in reat 

detii for etoa (Condori aria nortly 1935), color centers Ii' crvtals 

(Fenr, ct. 1965), 'Lors in crybt]s ('urar and Tana, 196) and 

olatomic ro1cc..le (Terzborg, 1950). 

• 	Nondegenerste electronic transitions 

Nondegenerate transItions Involving, spin might ocur In free radicals 

vito sjrr otr 1  less than 3-fo1, tn etLrIp1et transit- S -Dnt, or in transi-

tIon metal complexes whore the optical transitions involved metal d 

electrons and the th'bital angular momentum of the metal electrons is 

quenchea by the ligand field (e.g, S1 4  chter 7  1963) 	 - 

The spin is quantized with respect to the external field and split 

Into the various 2S+*Jl. M components along the fIe1d The Important 

fact is that AM.= 0 for electric dipole transitions in non-spherIcal 

molecules (Her;berg, 1950; Sandorfy, 196'4) We draw an exaii1e energy 



level scheme for a doublet-doublet transitionto an 	polarized state in 

Figure III2a, If we had drawn triplets or higher multiplets the sane 

conclusion would obtamn but would severely coilicate our diagrem 

We see that in the presence of the H field there is no enerj shift of 

any corrponent in the transitIon and no 1CD with only the l x> level present0 

If we Introauce a ly> state as shoc'i in the level scherre in Flgure III-2b 

there will be the normal small amount of f y> character mixed by the fi?ld 

Into the x> state, leading, to the sin le dichroism hand characteristic 

of a nondegenerate system, but no contribution attributable to spin 0  

The small amount of circulation induced by the field will he able to 

couple with the spin and give the excited state, lx> state, a 'cr y  

siitly differcrt g value (ge) than the ground state which Is exag-

gerated In the level scheme In Figure III-2b0 There will be a small 

splItting of transitions 1 and 2 by (ggQ)  01-10 However, transItions 

and 2 will have the seine amount of jy> character to first order.. in H 

lx> 4 ?y>, . Therefore, there is no cortrIbutlon to the MCD attributable 

to the spin in this circumstance0 

Degenerate electronic transitions 	. 

The degeierate case corresponds to molecules with greater than 3-fold 

syrretry with spin, including metal complexes, if the orbital angular 

romenturn is not quenched by the lIgaid field0 In the cases of interest, 

the electronic p-round state is 	.,,,3,2 A 	which can also be called 

n, •o.e3,2 for molecuies, where n Is the multiplicity0 The discussIon 

'-ere is very similar to cIatoinic moleciles with spin, there the enlar 

momentthll is strongly coupled to the molecular axis (Sandorfy, l")r'll 

 In di.atomic molecules, the projectiQn of the oital 
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angular nxmsntum along the molecular axis, L, is a good quantum nurber 

and a selection rule ALZ  - ± 1 holds tor 1 eleotrcnic transitions. In 

molecules with 3.-told axes or more, the orbitally dejenerate states can 

have nonzero angular momentum along the figure axis, rt ,, but It is no longer 

• integral, and the electronic selection rule, 'L5  ± l is weak. For 

molecules ccotainirig atom with nuclear charge, Z. less than 36 the 

coupling of the orbital angular vc*mnturn to the figure axis is generally 

• 	ni.ich stronger than the coupling to the spin. Furthermore, the spin-orbit 

interaction is particularly weak In transition metal complexes with spin 

if the electronic transitions of interest are located predominantly on 

the uganda. The orbital angular mcmantum, Lz a involved in the electronic 

* 	transition is due to a different set of electrons than the spin, and spin- 

orbit effects are expected to be nuch smaller than an electron spin 

interacting with its oei orbital motion 

• 	Ibr electric dipole radiation the selectron rule for the spin is 

AM3  - 0, as before (e.g., Sandorfy, 1961). We consider a ground state 

with It 0 and an excited state with larger L. The field independently 

• splits the 	and ±M states because they are jcoupled by the strong 

molecular electric field. The only ?4 values that occur are ±L because 

Lz  is coupled so strongly to the molecular axis, Figure III-.3 shows an 

example of an enerr level scheme ithere the excited state has a large 

L (only because the diagram 15 clearer) and Sl/2 • The g values for 

the spin splitting may be different for the grotnd and excited states; 

the difference in ground and excited state g value is called Ae. For 

All3  0 there are four possible tranaition • The resulting right and 

left circularly polarized transitions show no energy shift due to the 
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spin, and again the presence of spin has no observable effect (particu-

larly at normal tenerature) 0  

There are circumstances when the spin and orbital nation are 

strongly coupled. For exaule, such a situation obtains in rare earths 

and migt obtain in metal coiploxes with organic Uganda that form posi-

tive or negative ion radicals. In this case, the spin and orbital mDtion 

couple to give a resultant J value. For example, for an 112 state we 

get onl.y J. 	(t'+ 1/2), ±(t - 1/2) because LZ  is still coupled 

strongly to the n1ecular frame. In this case, we have the posibiUty 

of splitting of the different J 2  values at zero field and an enerr 

level scheme such as that shown in Figure Inli results. The possible 

transitic*is are drawn for AM3 '. 0 for electric dipole radiation. 

The four.tr'aneiticns give a right-left pair at E 	E0  + 1) 

(T + Ag) B}1 and at 14 E°  1) ± (L °  Ag) BH, where 21) is the zero 

field àplitting, The Ag value is usualy no larger than 0.02-0.05 and 

is small couparedto the L value which is usually greater than 1, if 

tZ  were small or Ag were large, 4or some reason, one might see a dif-

ferent splitting factor for E and V (we are already dealing with an 

iusual case so the preceding circumstance would be a doubly rare case). 

In any event, the 	and Ej rit-left pairs occur 21) apart • If we 

make the assumption that L 	Ag LZ  + Ag for simplicity (this is by 

• no means necessary to our argument), we can simply investigate the effect 

of zero field splitting. There will be two double MCD curves separated 

by 2D The MCD line shape equations are complicated in closed fbrm, but 

an example will be adequate for our purpose. Figure 111-5 shows the 

resulting MM curves for a series of values of 21)/1/2. width (y) for the 
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Figure III5 Calculated MCD curves for an brbitafly degen-. 

erate transition oorresonding to the level scheme for Fi-. 
• 

	

	 gure III-I with various amounts of zero field splitting. The 

parent absorption bands are Lorentzian with yá  20 MM full width 
• 	•. 	at half-.heit, The vaiies of zero field splitting for the 

H 	•variOUs.cuxe8are:A.2Do;B&2D5N1!;ô2D.1o;:. 
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Lorentzian shape. The zero field splitting has a negligible effect on 

the shape or an1ttu1e of the MCD curve M 2D is less than 

For 2D intermediate between y/11  and y/2 there is a slight decrease 

(10 to 20) in anpiltude and some broadening of the double MC!) effectp: 

but no striking shape change. For 2!) greater than y/2, the splitting 

becomes apparent in the absorption and MCI) begins to exhibit a new 

• 	 shape. The Intermediate case will have a very dramatic temperature 

dependence at nyderately low temperatures because 21) is nearly tempera-

ture independent, but y/2 is very temperature dependent for most materials. 

At very low temperatures the E pair will disappear and the E pair will 

increase because of a thermal population of the lowest growd level. 

We can conclude that except for a very restricted set of circumstances 

the MCD does not respond to the spin of a nilecule. 

Data analysis 

AU the theoretical approaches to MCD (classical, semi—classical 

and quantum mechanical) tell us that there are two types of MCI) curves, 

double and single. For allowed electronic transitions (tl000) the 

single MCD curves are expected to have the same shape as the parent 

absorption band. This has been shown for natural circular dichroism 

by Moffit and Moscowitz (1959) and is twsi.wd true for MCD. The theories 

indicate that the double MCD curves have the shape of the derivative of 

the absorption bands if the maietic splitting is less, than 10 of the 

line 'width. The theoretical sections only dealt with the Lorentzian 

line shape explicitly, but the Taylor series argument given on page 138 

indicates that the double MCD curve shape is given by the derivative of 

the absorption for all line shapes, The Taylor series approach further 
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indicates that for the narzvweit bands usually, found in optical absorp- 

tion lines in do3.vticn, e.g., 200 cnr1) and for the largest majietic 

splittings that can ever be expected (e.g., 1-2 cm4) the first deriva-

tive fits the MCI) to 0.01%. The above asSwT3 a rigid maetio shift 

fbi' the Zeeman ecaponents of a line. If a rigid shift does not obtain, 

the derivative will not fit so well. We 411 examIne the consequences 

of a rigid shift assumption in this sectior Later we will attempt to 

test the validity of this as3untion for particular experimental data. 

Since the theory indicates such a close relation between absorption 

shape and MCD hEpe, we utilize the absorption data in fitting the MCD. 

This procedure allows the MCD data to be fit with a relatively small nurn-

ber of parameters. 

The main simplification that we have made in most of the experimental, 

section is to represent the absorption by some anàitic shape. The sym-. 

metrical Lorentzian shape and the Gaussian shape are most often used. 

Experimental curves are usually more synmetrical if plotted in wave-

length, rather than frequency, but either form may be used. We define - 

a general shape fction: t (A,) 1  e1) ot maxinua value tuüty, where 

Xi in the center position of the band and Oj is a, width parameter, the 

absorption is represented as a sum of N bands. 	' 

Absn (A) a 	Ej r(A,x1 1 e1)  

where E1 is the anplitude (e.g., peak optical density) of the I. th 

• 	component. Usually the absorption will be fit with N equal to the number 

of obvious peaks and shoulders. on the spectrum. A standard computer pro- 

gram is used to fit the experimental cur'res to eq. 111-(11].) usin a 
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least square criteria. A nDdlfied Newtcn-Raphscn method, that is 

analogous to the method or steepest descents, Is enloyed to determine 

the best fit Ej, X, Oj  parameters (Share Routines-ZCEOVP1BM and 

E2EOLSQV). 

Each absorption band is characterized by an amplitude Ej, a posi-

tion, Aj, and a width, O. These parameters are used to fit the exper1 

mental MCD. Fbr each parent absorption band, we seek an MCD component 

with the shape of the absorption and one with the shape of the deriva-

tive of the absorption. The MCD is fit according to: 
N 

MCD (x) = E Aj C' (x,xj,oj) + Bj f(x,x1,Q1) 	 III-(112) 

where C (A,Xj,oj) is the shape function found from the absorption 

spectrum and f (x 9 A1,01) is the derivative of that function0 The N 

A and B1  amplitude parameters are the only variables ,because the N Xj 

and Oj, are fixed. In this way we can use a linear least squares fitting 

	

• 	 procedure (see appendix II for CDLQ pm) that gives the exact best 

	

• • 	 fit to the data for the given 	ctions (e.g., Wilson, 1952). This 

	

• 	
I  4 procedure also gives a stat1stical measure of how well the Aj and Bj 

parameters are determined and gives the correlations between parameters.-

The correlation eoeffic1t (Darning, 193) between parameter I and j  is 

defined: 

• 	C 	 III-(113) 

where fj k  Is the value of the j th function at the k th data point and 

in is the riunber of data points... If Cjj is close to one, the two parameters 

are strongly correlated, and fewer parameters should be used to fit the 

data or a different ftriction should be tried. The A1 parameters when 

ing conbined with the E parameters allow us to det.enn1ne the Zeeman splitt 
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of bands, assuming a rigid shift 

-2.0 A1 
M2 j 	.s.....-' 	 11L(U11) 

where ØHis in c 1  and Xis in 	troma(it the Dcurves are fit 

in Angstrom units). The factor of two comas from correcting for random 

orientation (p. i)i6), This expression assumes that the absorption and 

MCD are expressed in the same units. Convenient units are the rno1at 

extinction coefficient for absorption and nr.].ar euipticity for the MCD, 

or the absorption., may be. in observed optical density unit (for the con-

centration used for the MCI) measurement) and the MCD In observed t CD 

units. 

The linear least squares procedure is dve1oped In many places 

(Wilson, 1952, or Demlng, 19113), and we w:tll not reproduce it here. 

When it can be used, the linear approach is superior to the nonlinear 

iterative fitting which was used for the absorption. The linear.  

• 	approach is fa5ter and is free of the false mbtirna uncertainties 

sometimes encountered in the nonlinear procedure. Further, the linear 

procedure yields statistical intorution about the resulting parameters 

In a straight tforward• way. 
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Introduction 

The maietic circular dichroism (MCD) of metal porphyrins is 

• described in detail in this section. Other oopounds have been In-

vestigated less c05)letely and will be mentioned in a general suit-

mary where we attempt to evaluate the prospects for MCD In biology 

and chenth3try 0  We hope that evaluatiàn of MCI) will be clearer af-

ter detailed discussion of particular examples. The metal ptvphyrin 

experiments are discussed In the reverse order to that In which they 

were performed.. Bome of the early observations were that reduced 

cytoabrome C gave an enorus MCD sigeal and that MCD was sensi-

.tive to lig3nds in the sixth coordination position of the iron in 

herroglobin (the position that normally holds oxygen) To aid 

In an understanding of those observations we undertook a study 

of metal porphyrins free of p oteth with different metal substI-

tution. We hoped to understand the role of the metal In the por.- 

• 	piyrin MCDI  with the possibility or coordination .altératIon with- 

	

• 	out complications of possible protein con flratIon changes.. 

There tare fairly recent reviews on porphyrin  spectra (Couter'.. 

man e  1961) and on attempts at relating porphyrin spectra to blologi-. 

cal furtctI (Williams, 1961). The inportance of netal porphyrins 

in biochemical reactions Is well Iown,(e,g, Fruton and SInnons, 

	

• . 	1959), The electronic structure • and chemtstry of nI porphyrins 5.s 

• important for understanding the role of these ccrpounds in photosyn.-

thesIs and oxidative metabolism, 



The experimental details unique to magnetic CT) are present-
ed firat Next the metal porphyrin MCI) experiments and their inter-

pretatlon are presented and discussed in some detail, The MCD of 

hetglobth, nethemoglobin and cytochrome c follow. Last, we brief 

ly attempt to assess the probable future. usefulness of MCD in biology 
• and chemistry, 

• 	Instrtwentatthri 

The superior sensitivity of Ofli) neasuremehts relative to CD 

(see Appendix I) lead us to start 'thts research by building a mag.. 

netic ORD (MORD) instrument, One of the large problems with MORD 
• 	neasurenenta is that everything has mapjtetic optical activity. In 

most cases, the solvent and cells used for MORI) measurements have 

rotations 100 tines larger than the solute of interest, The instru-

ment we constructed had two cpposed mlectroreagmtics in a. line, one 

to contain the sarrle of interest (in a solvent) .. and the other to 

compensate for the solvent rotation with pure solvent. The two elee- 

• 	 tromaets in series made the instrument long and bulky, and we found 

• that mechanical and thermal instabilities coui3hot be reduced to 

the point where satisfactory compensation  for solvent and cell ro-

tation were reliable, 

Maet10 circular dichroism (MCD) is only measurable in 

the region at absorption of a material, In MCI) measurements the 
solvent and cell contribute to the. sigeàl only to the extent that 

they absox in the region of interest. Honabsorbing solvents and 

cells are normally used for absorption measurements so tk MCD ex-

periment can easily be made free of solvent interference. Further- 

171 
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morn the 14)RD compensation difficulties irnttoned above seem to 

put MCD and MORD sensitivity on more equal footing, and w€. proce&led 

to convert our apparatus to MCD nasurements, 

The instrunntation required for MCD is identical to that used 

for natural CD measurennts A maguetio field must be added parallel 

to the propagation direction of the light  and the photomultiplier and 

anpilfiera rwzt be shielded from stray maietio fields. The basic 

. dichroh we constcted was described in detail Lapter II, and 

the modification details will be given hereG A schematic drawing of 

the optical layout,including the thapjiet, i8 showriin Figure 111-60 

All of the optical components were previously described (Ch. II 

P. 39) 	.. 

Maetic optical activity depends linearly on field strength 

io the larger the maiet used, the large' the resulting siria1s. The 

maguet' available to us was a water cooled, 108 kilogauss, air core 

solenoid with two inch inside dianeter, (The maiet was deaied 

and built at the University of California Lawrence Radiation Labor- 

• 	 atory, LRL print nun1er .91i363 11,) The f'ie1d.stiength was increased 

by inserting !soft iron pole pieces into the solenoid bore (P 1 and 

P 2 in Figure 111-6), The pole pieces were desied and built by 

Dr,J, Thorne (1966), A large soft iron return was fitted around 

the solenol1d; one poi.epièoe (P 2 ) and a portion of the return on 

one side (Labeled R in Figure 1-6) were removable. A brass sample 

cell holder,machined to fit between the pole pieces, was used to 

establishi the maet gap of 1.4cm, Cylindrical quartz sample 

6 

, 	 •' 
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cells (3 in Figure II1.6) of 22 m o,d. were )Os5.tiOfled against 

one pole piece by a gently coipressed foam rubber washer0 The 

average field atrenh thteated over the volume of the lit , 

beam, was found to be 11.25 kilogauss (the ncet calibration is 

described later) and a field vs0 magaet current curve indicated 

• 	that the pole pieces weze about 80% saturated 'at n'axirnum field, 

The sle tenerature was 30 2 °  C when the magnet was at full. 

field strength. S and S2  are ffp natal and soft iron cylindrical 

photo-multtplier gihields, respectively, 	.. 	 .• 

Maetic optical activity depends on the conponent of the 

• field parallel to the propagation direction of the liit and is 

not sensitive to perpendicular .coonents For this reason the., 

rnaietic field neednribt be hottogeneous (ours varied about ± 20% 

over the sale volume as estited with a Bell axial 1a11. effect 

• 	, .• . 	probe).. Extrennly lar perpendicular,  conponents can lead to 

• 	. 	orientation of nlecules in the ejütion. This perpendicular mag-. 

• 

	

	............... netic orientation, the Cotton-Mouton effect, is negUble •, for 

normal laboratory fields (a table of Cotton-Mouton constants has.. 

been given by Mouton (1930)),  The Cotton-Mouton effect is similar 	. . 

• 	 to the Kerr effect, but is down in maiitude by about 10 1  

paring electric fields in volts/cm to maetic fields in gauss 

needed to produce the sane effect), The possible presence of this 

effect can be checked by the field strength dependence of the MCD 

sial. The Cotton-Mouton effect depends on the &uare of the mag-. 
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netic field strength, while the MCD depends on the first power of 

the field strength; so molecular orientation would cause the MCD 

sial to depart from a: linear dependence on field strength. 

• 	 . The tD sia1 responds to the averaga' field intensity 

over the Ut beam area. Field calibration can be a problem' for 

inhomogenous fields, so ease of calibration is the. main virtue of 

ho'eneous fields for this work s 	 .. 	 • 

An optical technique was used for field calibration which 

relies on the absolute calibration of a recording polarirnter. 

This procedure is very similar in concept to.. the previously des-

cribed natural circular dichroisrn calibration (Chaps 1113) • The 

Cary 60 polarimater was fitted with a permanent maet (Thorne, 1966) 

with a field rtrerigth of about 7 kilogauss for a 2 mm sample cell. 

• The &eraga field strength of the MOFI) ma&iet is determined by 

maasuring the Faraday rotation of water or b(nze, The observa . 

rotation is gtven byl  

(a ) 	V ( ) d fl  

• where X is the wavelength of naaurermsnt V ( ). is the Verdét 

constant, a ( X ) the observed rotation, d is the density tirñei the path and H 

• 	•. 	the average £ield strength, The Verdet constants of w.ter or • , 

benzene are; very precisely known at several visible wavelengths 

and are tabulated in several books (e,., . Waring and Custer, 1960.). 

• The en7ty cell in the maiet is used as a baseline for the waters  

or benzene rotation naaureitent, The clean'empty cell outside, of . 

/ 

	

. 	, 
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the maet does not disturb the Inatwnnt baseline, The pianent 

maet must be recalibrated each tI it Is used, since accidental 

jarring of the .maiet reduces the field from the peak charçe value 

of 8,5 kilogauas 

The first step in MOD field calibration Is the measurennt 

of the MCD of a suitable satrple. The MCI) spectrum is digitized 

and mathematically transformed to the MORD. using the Kronig-4Cramers 

• 	'. ret1on (rbscotz, 1960), (The Kronig ara transform pro- 

cedure Is d.t8cussed in more detail. irphaP XIS and Appendix IX.) 

The calculated MORD. (using the calibrated ruaiet) to determine the 

field strength of the MCD maet according to the siile relation: 

• 	 MORD . 	 * 

MC •• 	
. 	.III-.(116) 

S 	 • 

• 	 . 	•• 	. cab 

A fw comments on this'pro,edum are necessary, First, it is not 

necessary, to assums that calibration of the Cl) machine is precise, 

because the anplitudè of the MCI) sial8 depends on the product of 

the field strength and the CD calibratIon constant (see Chap. IIB, 

• L8 ), If the CD calibration constant is set high or low by. 

the previous procedure (Chap, 115) the above field calibration will 

reflect this is a lower or higher value of the field, respectively. 

So :we actually ca).ibrate the product of the field strength and the 

CD calibration øonstant which Is the experInntafly important factor. 

Second, the KronIg-Kramrs transform is an exact procedure 

in the direction of MCD 	• ,. MORD, and no assumptions about 
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earile band shape or number of bands is e. required. The T'ORD due 

to the observed MON is obtained and MOflD tails from MCI) bands 

that are not neasured may be troublesoms. 

• 	Several factors must be considered In the choice of a conipari.- 

son aample aside from the obvious atabLtty reQuirerTent, The desir.-

• ed properties are 

1) A maetic rotational strength 1are enough comoared 

to osciUator strength to insure a favorable sial-to-noise 

ratio (>100) 
• 	

•. 2) The sasple must have relatively isolated absorption 

bands 1  so that MORD tails from bands which cannot be neasured 

in MCI) do not contribute appreciably to the ?)RD U  

• 	 3) Intense absorption 1  so that dilute solutions can be used 
• 	 correction 

• 	and the solvent diaplacenent/(Shashoua 1  l96I) can be neglected in 

the MORD. 

LI) The material should be soluble in solvents that are trans- 

parent to at least 50-100 NM from the region of interest so that 

refractive index corrections can. be  neglected In the KronIg-rarrera 

• transfora (Thiery, 1966), 

5) The copound must have absorption bands sufficiently 

wide (greater than a few NM) so that MORD spectral resolution in 

r the Caxy60 is not bhallenged. 

• 	 Several different types of samples net most of the criteria 

rather *ell. Cobaltous chloride in 1120  is good,, but. solvent us-

plaoenent corrections (3) must be made, Polycylic hydrocarbons 
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in CHC13 v  pne acenhthalene or phenanthrene are otable 

but accurate rotation anp3i.tudec challenge the spectral resolu-

tion of the Cary 60. Metal porphyrins turned out to be ideal 

samples for this purpose. The particular type of. MCD curves ox- 

hibited by these materials transform to MOflD curves with nearly 

no tail. Figure 111-7 shows an experimental MCD curve of Ni(II)-. 

deuterop 	dthyl ester and the resulting calculated MORD. 

The experimental 14C)RD of the same saxrple taken in the Cary 60, 

using the previously calibrated rna&iet . is shot.4n Figure 111-8, 

The calculated MORD, suitably scaled, agrees with the observed. 

MORD to 	 ernta1 er, and so this procedure.. is 

very accurate • It is also clear s, from this ap greewen% that  con- 

tributions of other absorption bands (not measured in the MCD). to 

the .MOHD in this region are entirely negilgible. The large aol-. 

vent baseline in the MORD is largely compensated with a concen-

trated sucrose solution and the remaining baseline slope is re-

meved with the Cary 60 mult5.póts (which have a range of 0.2 

degrees). This procedure is explained in detail by Thorne (1966). 

• 	In principle, an Ideal MCD calibration atanda±d (independent 

of the polarimeter) would be a crystal where the necessary electron-. 

Ic and ma&letic  data needed to calculate the expected MCD spectrum 

are knowrt precisely from other measurements. Ruby, chromic ion in 

A1203, aems well suited to this purpose it it is viewed along the 

ontic () axis, The ruby. laser lines at 6936 (Ri) and 6925 R (p2) 
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FigUre 111-7. Measured magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) 

in absorbanee units of Nickel(II)'deuteroporphyrth dinthyl 

ester, 5.7610 mo1es/1iter chloroforin, '1 cm Path, darker 

curve Calculated magnetic optical rotatory dispersion 

(MORb) in degres)due to the observed MCD. Peak optical 

density 1709. 
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Figure III.-8. Ma -tetic optical rotatory disjerslon (MORD) 

of r4ckel(II)deuteropor hyrih dinthyl ester, 5.76x10 5  moles! 

• 	- 	liter, chloroform, 0,20 cim cell, . Measured in the Cary 60 

- 

	

	recording polarimeter using a 7.0 kilogauss permanent mag- 

net as described -in the text. Peak optical density 0.372. 
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are pxeeiély, characterized from maietio resorince- and optical ax.- 

• -. periments -and the MCD spectrum may be ealmuatoo-vVy sinply sumnttng 

the Zeemar components. These lines are exceedingly sharp, with 

about 1 NM full width at 	heiit at room temperature. Accurate 

• 	Intensity measurements require a spectral bandwidth less than 

0.05 NM and tax the resolution of our instx'umerit. Eperimerital 

MCD measurements agree well with the predicted MCD spectrum for 

the fl, line (o- -5% assuming the preceding calibration Is correct), 

but are too large (50%) for the R2 line.-- The relative Intensities 

of the R1. Zeemari components have been found to agree with the 

theoretical predictions (Sugano and Tanabe, 1958)  by fluorescence 

measurements (Varsanyl, Wood and Schawlow, 1959) • It Is possible 

that there is something amiss in the . theory of the 'R 2  ruby --line 

Intensities, but, on the other -hand, we cannot be absolutely con.- - 

fIdent of - our results under resolution limiting conditions. 

In summary, consideration of the probable errors invOlved, 

the MCD calibration (field/sensitivity ratio) Is accurate to 

about 1%; however, the precision may be somewhat less than this, 

The procedure adopted is a very satisfactory solution to the calI- 

bratton problem, it a bit Indirect. The average field strength 

calibration found (assuming the CD sensitivity found previously 

was correct) was 11.25 kilogauss 	 • 	.- 	- 

Much of the MCD data requires computer analysi - (Kronlg- 

Kramer's transforme, fitting, etc.) so a means for digital read-. 

out was devised. The spectra were in digital form in the Enhance- 

• tron memory (Nuclear Data, ND-.800, see Chap, II, page 56 ) and it 

II;rs 

.L •  ,' 

'1 
'I 
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was/relatively simple matter, to build an interface to drive a 

del 33 Teletype. The teletype prints an octal ner record 

of the digical' data while simultaneously punching (7 line and 

parity) paper taper The. interface uses Digital Data Corp. "Flipm 

Chip" logic modules to accomplish binarto-octal conversion and 

palleltserial readOut, The interface was built by the Data 

Processing Group at the Lawrence fladiation. Laboratory, l3erkeley, 

and the schematic is available as LHL 'print nurrber 10V863 14 , 

The Teletype keyboard can be used to enter experEnt. iden-':- 

' 	tification, sensitivity, and wavelength range infoaton on the 

paper tape and printed record,' The paper tape is converted to 

maetic tape for further computation by standard nthods, The 

program that interprets the data (OIYrRAN) and does some of 

the processing is describedlin more detail in Appendix II. 

Suffice it to say that, , at this point, the essential OAN out 

put Is a ma-ietic tape, or card deck, that includes a title (80 

BCD characters), nuxrber of data points (N) and 'N values of OD' 

( A e . or J ) and wavelength,'  

Spectra can he either added or subtracted from the Ehhancetron 

memory. The msjietic CD siials reverse 'sion when the electrornaet 

field poarity, is reversed, while any natural CD or instrumental 

baseline is not affected by field polarity. If an equal nunber of, 

spectra, are added with' positive field. polarity 'and subtracted with 

negative field polarity, the MCD signal is doubled while the 

natural CD is cancelled out, The measuremerit are routinely done 
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in this way to subtract an instrumental baseline, even if the 

' sanpie has nonnatural optical activity6 

Absorption spectra were recorded in a digital form with a 

Cary 14 spectrophotometer fitted with a Cary retransmitting 

slidewire accessory. 	The voltage on the slidewire (linearLy 

related to absorbance) was read with a digital voltmeter which 

drove an IBM Model 26 summary card punch. The Cary 34 wavelength 

• 	 is driven with the standard synchronous ntor and the card punch 

was triggered by a separate synchronous motor fitted with a 

cam and a microawitch. 	The digital data cards were converted 

to absorbance vs. wavelength by a conuter program (PROCESS) 

which is 	scribed in Appendix II. 	This primitive digitizing 

apparatus was largely satisfactory, but would "drop" occasional 

data points. 	The PROCESS program was written to detect most of 

these droppeU points, and to set them ejua1 to the arithxitic 

mean of the nearest neighbor points. 	Occasional bad points re- 

main inthe data that. follows, that do not depart very far from 

the trua curve, and therefore could not easily be corrected. 	The 

data point interval was small . enough so that occasional bad points 

do not siiificant1y effect the data.. 
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D. Metal Porphyrins 

Sample prparation 

Zinc(II)Copper(II), Mickel(II), Cobalt(II), Silver(II)., 

Vanadyl(II) and metal..f'ree deuteroporphyrin IX dirnethyl esters 

were a gi from Dr. Winslow Caughey, Johns Hopkins Medical 

• 	School, 13a1tirnre, Maryland, 

These materials were highly purified and checked by IR, 'iMR, 

and elemental analysis (CauRhey, 1966). The porphyrins were dis. 

solved in analytical reagent grade chloroform which contained 0,5% 

ethanol, The chloroform was stored over solid calcium o?cide  and 

• frehly filtered with 100 Angstrom' miliipore filters before use. 

Small quantities of solid porphy. were weighed into 5. ml volu-. 

	

• 	. 	metric flasks on a Mettler microbalance, solvent added and the 

flasks reweighed on a larger capacity Mettler balance. The volume 

of the solution was calculated from the density of chloroform 

(1. 6 g/ml). The Edutions were kept in the dari< and measured 

2-3 hours after preparation to be 'ure that the . porhyriri was 

corrpletely dissolved, Zinc(II)ccroporphyrth I and.III tetra-

methyl ester samples in frozen dioxane were obtained from M. Malley,. 
University 1 of' California, San Diego. 

Hemin chloride was puràhazsed. from California Bochemicals 

Corp. andused without further ,. .Uifica1on, 'This material . 

• '. 	contained about 5.40% protoporphyrin free base impurity as 

judged from the absorption spectrwn. Thdependent measurements 

of the MCD of protoporphyrin established that this inurity was 

	

H 	S. 	 • 	

. 5, 40 
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not important for our measurements • The hemin was dissolved in 

0.1 P1 phosphat: buffer (pH 8.0) or pH 12,0, sodium hydroxide. 

• The jrori(II)protoporphyrin IX was prepared from the hemiri 

o1ution by addition of small amounts of solid dithionite. The 

Fe(II)prOtOPOrPhYrifl solution tended to reoxidize in air to 

Fe(III) quite rapidly at the hiçier  pH, but the pH 8.0 solution 

was found to be sufficiently stable in a 8toppered cuvette for . 

several hours as judged by the constancy of the l(II) proto- 

porvrin absorption spectrum. 	Pyridine was sometimes added in 

large excess to the iron protoporphyrin solutions. 	. 	S.  

Bovine Hemoglobin (Fib) was purchased from California Biocherni- 

cals Corp. (Grade A and Orade C) and was once recrystallized by 

the method of I3eychok (1964) and dissolved 'in pH 6.8 phosphate 

butter (0.01 M). 	Some sar!ples ofhuinanHb were gifts from Dr. 

Lubert Stryer. . The different samples gave equivalent MCD results 

for equivalent absorpticn intensity,. 	The various hemoglobin 

derivaties were prepared by,  standard' methods (Lnterg and tegge, 

199). 	We were not able to deoxygenate hemoglobin sufficiently 

well with N2 bubbling without extensive denatüration of the 	•.. 

sample by the bubbles, and the oxygen  was removed with a tiny 
aolid  

amount of/dithionite. The carorionoxy derivative was formed by, 

slow bubbling of hemoglobin solution with 100% CO. gas in a fume 

hood for about six hours • 	The pyridine derivatives were formed 

by addition of small amounts of pure pyridine to the aqueous wlu- 

tions until the spectrum showed no further change. The rmsthemo- 
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globin Fe(III) hemoglobin, or Hi, was prepared from a pT 7.11 

solution of }Ib by addition of a tour-fold excess of potassium 

terricyanide. The aside or cyanide derivatives were formed by 

addition of a ten.4'old excess of sodium aside or potassium cyan-. 

in 0.01 M PH 7.11 phosphate buffer, 

ilorse cytochrome c (Grade A) was obtained from California 

Biochemicals Corp. and was dissolved in 0.1 M phosphate buffer 

pH 7.0. The reduced form was prepared by addition of solid dithio- 
mite.  

DesSri 

The structures of the rretal copr000rphyrin I f  coproporphyrin 

III, deuteroporphyrin IX and protoporphyriri IX are shown in PIre 

II1-9, These are, with the excertlon of copropophyrin I s  naturally 

occurring porphyrin isomer's, The side group relationships can best 

be conpared in tabular form' 

Conpound 	 1 	2. 	3 	11 	5 	6 	7 	8 

Coproporphyrin I 	 M 	D 	M 	P 	F4 	P 	14 	P 

Coproporphyrjn III K. 	P 	?4 	P 	M 	Pi 	P 	M 

Deuteroporphyrjrilx 	M 	1i 	M 	HM 	PPM 

?rotoporphyrjyi IX 	 M 	V M 	V M P 	p M 

where M is a methyl group, H Is hydrogen, V is vinyl and P is propiori-

Ic acid. LThe compounds we have studied are all propionie acid methyl 

esters 2  so the P syntoi actually stands for: 
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H /H 	 H 

P M 	M 

JN M N(J'  M 	N7 "  

I M N N 
/7 

H' H 
I 	 f 

P 	M 	 P' 	M. 
METAL COPROPORPHYRIN I. METAL COPROPORPHYRIN Ia 

M

OH

V.  

HN 	,H 	H  

	

M f N 	>M. M M 

JflN M NT 
P 	N 	H. V 

H" )\. 

P 	M 	 P 	M 

METAL DEUTEROPORPHYRIN ]X METAL PROTOPORPHYRIN. iX 

MUO 12084 
/ 

• Figure 111-9. The chemical structure of the ntal porphyrins 

used in this study. The central M stands for any, one of a nuxm- 

ber ot'rrta1s, The peripheral substituent syithoJs are identi- 

	

fled. In the text s 	 . 	 S 
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-42)2 -0..CH3 

The absoiptioi and MCD spectra of all of: the ntal porphyrIn corn-

plexes are qualitatively very similar. The absorption and 11CD 

spectra of zinc(II)deuteroporphyrin dirithyl ester are shown 

• in Figures 111-10 and 111-11 as examples of the general features 

of these spectra. These coundz all have, a very intense sIn,1e 

band, called the Soret or N band, near 4000 kngstroms as can 

• 	

0 	
be seen In Figure 1II-11. The netal porphyrin  conpiexes have 	'. 

a pair of bands in the visible regton '(5000-6000 nstroms) gen-. 

erally called the red bands.y:Note..:'* T,": 	'.''• " .'.'°' :. 

000) 

that the coneartrattcn is ton tsrs hipjer for the visible spec-

trum in FIgure 111-10 and that the red 0 bands are 10-20 tImes 

weaker than the Sorot band. This large intensity difference tur15 

out to be very aiifIcant for the theory of the porphyrin spec-

trum so it should be enpiasized at this point. Some of the iron 

conple4os have a few extra bands, but all the compounds 3how the 

• basic three-banded spetrurn with, occasional shoulders. There are 

• also a pair of' weak absorptioh 'bands on the blue side of the Soret 

band (not thon here) which have.recently been stud.ted (Cauiiey, 

Deal, Weiss, Kobayashi and Uouterman, 1965).  We investigated the 

MCD Of these weak TJV bands, but found very small, nondescript MCD 

spectra in this region, so very little rnntion will, be made, of 

these bands. 	 • 	

0 
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• 	. 	.• Figur 111.40. The absorption (below) andMCD (above) in the 	• 	' -- 

• 	 visible region of Zinc(II)deuteroporphyrin dinthyl ester 1  

'S . • 	
. S. 5.50010 rwles/liter chloroform 1cm path. Some of the digi-. 

tal absorption spectra have bad points that should fit snoth-

ly on the curve,An example of two of these points are marked 

• 	on the absorption cuxwves, These occasional alit departures 

from the true spectra have . a negligible effect on the following experinn.ts. 
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zinc(II)deuteroporphyrlxi dirrthyl ester,55,lO 6  moles/ 

liter, chloroform, 1 cm path0 
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A more convenient nonanclature for the prominent three bands 

of the rrtal porphyrin spectrum, due to Platt (1956) • is the 

band for. the longest wavelength peak at about 5700 Angstroms in 

• 	
•.. 	Figure III-.3, the %-.i  (vibrational overtone) fort. the next peak 

at about 5300 	Anstroms in the sar'1e spectrum,and the B band for 

• 	. 	: the . intense Soret band in the 4000 Angstrom region. The exact 

peak positions of these three bands changes with metal substitu- 

• 	 tion, solvent and side chain substitution, 	The above Q,B short-. 

hand nomenclature is unanbiguous for all cases of interest, and 

will be used throughout thesis to save writing out the peak Lwave- 

• •. 	length each time a band is referred to, 

- 

4,  

The MCD spectra showed pronounced double MCD curves for the Q 

and B bands for all the compound studied, and the MCD curves in 

• Figures 111-10,11 are typical. While the MQD spectra are quali-. 

• tatively similar for all the porphyrin ntal complexes studied, 

we do observe a systematic variation in MCD amplitude with metal' 

substitution. These effects will be discussed later.. The 
0-1 

region is very complex in the MCD and FIgure 111-10 shows cvi-

dense for 2-.4 re1at1y small MCD components In the Q0,1 region, 
in 

The room temperature absorption/the % region shows a reasonably 

symmetrical single band for all these compounds, with occasional 

hints of shoulders, Zn Coproporphyrin(III) tetramethyl ester, 

in dioxane, has a nearly identical absorption spectrum to Figure 

• 111-10, ut offers the best resolution of the several MCD compon-

ents In, the Qi region. The MCD of the Zn copropor'hyrIn III 

Is shown in Figure 111-12, where at least three components.  are 

190 
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Figure II1-12,, Observed MCD (darker.curve) and calculated 

MOD (lighter curve) of zinc(II)coproporphyrin III tetra-

nthy1ester, dioxane, 6,3.10 moles/liter, 1 cm path. The 

peak optical density of this solution is 1260. 
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clear in the Q01  region near 5300  fnstroms It should be noted 

that the MCD of Zn coproporphyrin I is indistinguishable from 

III in shapeand maitude under the same conditions, indicating 

that the MCD is not markedly sensitive to the details of side 

chain isomerizatiori, The MCD offers xmtch more resolution in the 

Q_ reglon than does absorption, but the coonent bands are 

192 

still rather confused. Since our room tenperature' absorption 

spectra do not resolve this region, we will not attent a detail-

ed analysis of the Q01 MCD, although it seeme useful to pursue 

in the fuure. The Zn coproporphyrin III also shows the best 

resolution in the B region, Fire III13 shows the MCD of this 

compound, the small single MCI) peak on the short wavelength sI& 

of the main B band is the most distinctive minor peak seen on the 

high enerr side of the 13 band, 

With this introduction, we will concentrate on the main B and 

bands in what follows. Unless othertIse stated, we sub-

sequently will take the Q hand to be Q O.O . We present, first, 

the peneral interpretation proposed for the main features of the 

• 	metal porphyrin MCD apectra. Wext, we present a detailed numeri- 

cal analyals of the spectra, and, finally, we investigate the 

more detailed theory of the porphyrin spectra as it relates to .  

the• . systematic variations found In the observed MCI). Iina1ly, 

the somewhat special case of the iron porphyrins and heme pro-

teins Is presented.. . 	., 
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Figure 111-13. The observed MCD (darker curve) and calculated 

MORD (lighter curve) of zinc(II)coproporphyrin III tetra- 

nthy1ester, approxtmately '10 moles/liter, solvent 

dioxane, 1.0 cm path. The peak optical density of the solu- 

tion is 1.950. 

I 



Zn coproporphrin I has f\.tll square symmetry, which means that 

the x and y  directtor3 in the molecular plane are equivalent. Some 

of the metal porphyrins studied have less symmetric side chain 

substitution than the Zn coproporphyrlri I and so do not have a 

rigorous x-y deneracy. We mentioned that the slightly less 

symmetric Zn coproporphyri.n III shows an identical MC!) and 

absorption spectrum to the I isomer. The MCI) and absorption 

are apparently not very sensitive to the details of the side 

chains. The metal deutoroporphyrin.i (Zn spectrum given in Fl- 

19 4  

gure 111-10) and metal protoporphyrina have qualitatively simi- 

iar MCD spectra, so the asymmetry of side chain substitution 

does not alter the general double MCD curve features of the MCD 

specfrra in the Q and B region. 

In the metal-free porphyrin, however, two central nitrogens 

on opposite sides of the. ring are occupied by hydrogens, making 

• the x and y directions strongly non-equivalent. The central by- 

drogens split each of the two visible bands, previously x-y degen-

erate in the metal. porphyrin, into x and y polarized corrponents of 

different rnergy. The absorption and MCD spectra of metal-free 

protoporpiyriri are shown in Figure 111_ill • Pour absorption hands 

are found in the visible region; the B (Soret) ban1 splitting r'e- 

suiting from the central hydrogens is not large erougb to be 

seen at' room terrperature, However, the B band sp1iting of 

250 	is resolved at low temperature (Rtintngton, i'4ason and 
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Figure 11,1-14. MCD (solid curve) and absorbance (dahed • • •. 	. 

curve) of nta1-free protoporphyrin, 2.10 moles/liter,  

solvent, water, p1-I 8.0, 1 cm path. • 	 • 	, 	• 	 • 

• 	 • 
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Kennard, 1959) 	The MCD of the msta1-free porphyrin is drastically 

different than the metal compóds shom above 	Istead of the 

double MCD bands centered close to the absorption peaks, as in 

the metal porphyrins (Figure 11140) 	the rnetal..free compounds 

show single MCD bands. This is an example of the maietic coupling 

of non-degenerate xy transitions treated in the theoretical sec- 

tion. 	The porphyrins offer a niôe conftation of the general 

• 	 ideas of MCD spectra put for'iard in the theory section. The non-b 

degenerate transitions of the metal-f'ree porphyrins give single 

MCD bands, while the x,y degenerate metal porphyrins give double 

MCD bands. 

Evidence for the B band splitting in the metal-free case 	while 

• not found in absorption at room temperature, is seen in the MCD 

• 	
(Figure 11T'110 	A negative MCD peak at 408 NM is very close 

to the absorption peak at 409 NM, while in the metal complex the 

MCD crosses zero at the absorption peak, The. MCD amplitude is 

down by about 120 times in the metal-e porphyrin compad 

to degenerate matal complex case, as is expected for non-degenerate 

magnetic co.zpling (p. 	139), further evidence of x 	splitting in 

the B region, 

The red region shows positive MCt) peaks at 629 NM and 583 NM 

and negative MCD peaks at 5113  NM and 510 NM. The Q band region 
• 

ahcris approximate local conservation of MCD (the positive MCD 

area 	the negative MCD area) indicating that the Q, bands are 

coupling almost exclusively with the Q' s. 	The same conservation 

Kel 
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is found in the B region. The sii of the MCD allows the rela- 

tive polarizations of the transitions to be a siied for the 0-0 bands 

as in Table I; band 3 (Q, o-) is perpendicular to hand 1 

band 5 (I3 	is perpendicular to band 6 (B o-,),  and apparently 

parallel to band 1. The.assignment of these polarizations agrees 

with that found by fluorescence polarization experiments with simi- 

• lare metal-free . compounds (Gouterman and. Stryar, 1962, Wil, 1957). 

The fluorescence polarization experiments indicate that the polari-

zations of the c>-1 bands are mixed x and y, It has been assumed 

I that some of the excited state vibrations which take part in the 

o-1 transitions nxlx x into y polarization and y Into x polariza-

tion. Examination of the syntry species of: the porphyrin free 

base (neglecting substituerits it is 2h  indicates that only to-

tally syrrutetric A vibrations end B vibrations are allowed in 

the o-1 bands. Q04 transjtions:wjth Ag. vibrations will not 

have altered polarization, but Big.. vibrations convert x polarized 

transitions into y polarized transitions and vice versa. . If We 

consider, for example, the Q 	band (which is made ur of A g  

and B1g coonents) the Ag  comp 	 CI)onents nust Lve positive M as 

does the Qk o-.  The part of the QX 0-1 band which is made up of 

• B vibrational components is actually y• polarized and will have 

negative /MCD, which partially cancels the Po3itive.A g  part. 

Apparent.y the A g  vibrational components occur predominant1yon 

the lone wavelength side of the band and are somewhat stronr than 

the 31, components. The Big components are almost entirely cancelled 
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and are edend only by a red shtft of the MCD.peak coared to 

the absorption and by a small negative peak at ca. 572 mu. In a 

similar manner, theQ 	band is predominantly Ag  on the long 

wavelength side and has negative MCD like the  Qy 0-0 band. Some  

coponerxt with positive MCD  must be present on the short 

wavelength side of the Q 	band because the MCD peak is red- 

shifted from the absorption peak. These conclusions are surnnarized 

in Table I. 

Tab1. .Ie1ative polarizations of the transitions in free base 

protoporphyrin. (We have no inforrration on the absolute polari-

zations, but for the puxoses of presenting the results in this 

table we adopt Goutcrman's conventton, that the Q 	band lies 

at lo93t wavelength (Gouterman, 1961). The A g  ohd F3 vibrational 

components aredisussed in the  text.) 

Assinrriit - 	 VCD( J) 	pol. 
- 	 - 

	

• 630 	629 

	

2. 	 Qx o-1 	578 (A n. + 	583 A) )J ttg oart 
B1) 

	

3' 	 -o; 	53 	53 

	

y 9-1 	509 (Ag + 	515 	Ag) .1. Ag part 
B1) 

	

0-0 	Ca. 1409 	409 	1... 

	

7. 	 B ca.390 	390 	fl (f?) 
•• 	- 	- 	-.------------ 	- 	-- 	- 	-•---• 	- 

• 	The assijimant of. band polarizations in the visible region as well 

as in the B region appears to be unantious, although the exact 
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positions of the B regicri components cannot be determined from 

these experiments We have as'uid for the band positions in 

Table I a. 	- 	separation as found by Rington, eta1. 

(1959) for porphyrin free base. The parauel conponent on the 

short wavelength side of the B peak could be either J3, 	or 

an independent higher transition (L,?). 	' 

Sinle interpretation of metal .pçrpyrin MCD soectra 

The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to understanding 

the double MCD spectra of the metal porphyrins.. We saw in the 

previous theoretical section that ;ar x-i degeneracy results 

in an orbital Zeeman splitting in the..maetic field. The elec-

trons can circulate in the metal porphyrin plane much like a loop 

of wire. In the absence of the map' _petia field, the direction of 

the electron circulation is not irportant; howeve±, the field 'in-

troduces a handedness to the system and one sense of circulation 

increases in enerpj while the other sense 'of circulation decreases 

in ener' • This orbital. Zeeman splitting iade to the differential 

absorption of circularly polarized light and .to the,, double MCD 

curve as is observed for both the Q and B bands of the mtaI' por- 

phyI'itlS.  

Perhaps the most striking thing 'about the metal porpyr1n 

MCD spectra is that the MCD anplitude of the Q band is approximately 

8-10' times as large as the MCD anplitude of the B band, for equa1 

peak absorption. We recall from the theory section that for equal 

peak absorption and band width, the relative amplitude of the MCD 
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is a measure of the ,,elative Zeernan slittin. The Q and B' hand 

• have riear),y the, same width so it is clear that the weak Q hand has 

8-10 times the .Zeemen splitting of the strong B band. Fip.ire 111-15 

shows a simplified energy level scheme for the metal porphyrins, 

with the relative. magnetic splittings of the low .enerJ Q and 

high cnery 13 bands shown. The widths of the arrows to the levels 

are proportional to the intensities of absortiori and the size of 

• ','. 

	

	the, rnaetic splitting relative to the ener' of the transition is 

greatly exaM.rated, For our field direction convention, the Zee- 

"men èornponent that decreases in enor' in the field absorbs left 

circular light  

A simple free electron model of the metal porphyrin put 

forvard by. Simpson (1949)  explains the MCI) spectra surprisingly 

well. The molecule is treated as a circular box with electrons 

• 	completely free to move inside the box. inpson's model, considers 

• 	the porphyrin as a 18-merrbered cycltc polyerie, where .the• high- 

est filled electronic states have syrrietry e 	and the 

lowest empty electronic states have syninetry e 15vi The angle 

vi is the ar4u1ar coordinate of the electron of interest in the 

molecular plane, and ± 	We are interested in the, an1ar' 

momentwn of the electron about an axis (z) perpendicular to the, 

mo1ecu1ar,(y) plane, which is plven by the'expecttion values 

of the oerator t/i a/ad (Herzberg, 1950), where 	is P1ancks 

• ' constant divided by 2ir 'EIectrons in the filled orbitals have 

angular. momentum of * while those promoted to the lowest 

empty orbital have angular momentum 
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H 0 	
H 	

H Hmax. 

S 	
. 	 MUB-l_1451 

Figure 111-15. Simplified energy level diagram for. \the !rta1 por-

phyrins sin. the absence (left) and preence (riit) of the external 

manetib field. The syntols that label the states are explained in 

the text. The intensities of the transitions are proportional to 

the widths of the lines between the states. The relative maetic 

splittings of the low and hii energy states are shown, but the 

absolttte sp1ittixs re1at.ve to the transttion energy is exag'erated. 
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The ground state of the metal porphyrin has four electrons 

in the higliest filled orbital and no net orbital anp.tlar rontur'. 

Trwsitions between the higlest filled and lowest enpty orbitals 

correspond to changes in angular vrmentum of 	(a state of e± i 

iM 
symmetry) or changes in angilar momentum of ± 91 (a state of e 

syrrtry). The selection rule for orbital angular momentum is that 

• 	 ' 	the ± change is fully allowed (Platt, 1953) so the e± 	state 

0 	

0 

 corresponds to the strong B (Soret) band.The ± 9j transition 

0 	 0 	
is forbidden and lies at lower energy because of its hiçh rrn.xltipli- 

city (e.g. Platt, 196) and so corresponds to the Q (red) hnd. 

	

0 	 . 	The two values of. angular momentum for a 0 state (e.g. 

DL correspond to .oppo3ité senses of charge cirtlation. aboit an axis 

	

•0 	 0 	 perpendicular to the molecular plane. 0 
In the absence of the cx- 

ternal Tnagetic field, the two directions of charge cIrculation 

	

0,' 	

0 

 have the same enerr In the presence of the external field the 

Q and 6 bands are split, 

EE ±9eH "and EB±C 	'eH, where  

0 	

0 	
0 	

0 

0  
	 2 rb 

 

............ 0 	
• is the Bohr maeton. 'We see that treating the ohyrin as a free 

electron (iire loop) system gives the result that tie magnetic 

O  0 

0  splittIng of the Q band is 9 times Athat of the B band. 'This is 

very close to what is seen In the tCD experiments (8-10 times), 

an astonishing result • More precisely, the free electron mockl 

(FEM) predicts a value of the mtietic splitting (the expectation 

0 	 value of orbital angular momentum about the axis perpendicular to 

0 	 0 	 0 	
0 
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the molecular plane) 	 M 	9 for the Q band and <LZ> 

M B  1. for the: B band0 

We anticipate the results of the next section by noting that 

the experinntalnTa7etic splitting observed for the zinc porphyrin 

Is <r4Q  6.5 for the Q hand and <L z>3 0.8 for the B hand. 

The rio of the Q  to B values Is about 8. The rtal porphjrin 

MCD is not exactly described by a circ1ar box (FEM), but it . 

is .surprisin3J.y close.. The FEMpredicts essentIally, zero intensity 

for the Q band while a, mTIall Intensity is ohservtid. These departures 

of the ab rption and MCD of. the "tal porphyrin fror' the FM pre-

dictions can be understood in terris of the elccant four orbital 

model of,raouterman (1959 1 1961)0 More elaborate theoretical ex- 

planationof the Yrmtal porphyrin MCD will be . preceded, by. a discussion 

of the rthod used to extract the values for the rraetic s'litting 

from the MCD spectra. 

MCD and absorption data anaysis 	• 

The logic of the data analysis procedure was presented in an 

• 	. ' 	earlier section. We fit the ahso'ption spectrum of. the coTrpound 

of Interest to a suri of coniconent Gaussian or Lor'ntzIan absorptiol 

• 	. 	bands • The 'ôorrputer fitting procedure, is guided by the least squares 

criterta; .hat is, that the differences between the obered and 
A 

calculated absorption is squd and suned, over all the eertmen-

tal points to et a (ChI) 2 . The best fit to the spectrum is:the 

one which minimizes 	An exarple of the results of the absorp- 

tton fitting procedure Is shown In FIrure s III16 and 111-17 0  wh,ch 
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Figure 111-16. Deconposition of the absorption (below) and MCD 

• 	 (above) of . zi-nc(II)deuteroporpliyrin dirrthy1 ester into syn- 

trical óaussian components. e sum of the components is the 

]ine that runs close toithe  data points. The data points are  

shown as open diamonds, and every otherdata point is plotted. 
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Figur 111-17, Decoffpositiorl of the absorption (below) and 

MCD (ébove) of zinc(II)deuteroporphyrin dimethyl ester into 

syrnntrical Gaussian components0 Three bands are used for 

the absorption, but only one contributes appreciably to the 

main band0 Every other data point is plotted. 
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GAUSS IA ,J 
DERIVATIVE 

- LORENTZIAN 
DERIVATIVE 

/ 	X (Wavelenyth -. arbitrary unit) 

M U B 12643 

Figure 111-18. Comparison of a Gaussian and Lorentzan of unit 

amplitude arid identical width at half-height. The derivatives 

have beer nornalized to the same height, the Lcrentzian den- 

• 	vative actually about 10% larger in amplitude, 
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show the absorption spectr of zinc deutercporphyrin fit to 5 

Gaussian bands in the visible and 3 in the UV. 0 band is used 

for each obvious peak in the spectrum and occasiciaUy other small. 

• bands are used to reproduce shoulders or pronounced tails on 

absorption peaks. We have used syrnetrica1 Gaussians and Lorerttz-

lana systematically; howeverabscrption. co7)Oneflt5 with a different 

half width on. the long and. shoi wavelength, side would he occasion-

ally given elig)itly better fits to the srectra, or equivalent f'its 

with fewer adjustable paranaters. 

For .a given choice of' band shape function, there seems to be, 

a unique set or bands 'that describe the main peaks in the spectr.rni, 

the small shoulders are obviously not unique, but are not very im-

portant for our purpose. The main problem with this procedure is 

the choice oi'.band shape function. 

The Lorentzian function has much more tail than the gaussian 

function as' is illustrated lnFiure iIi-i8 The (ausslan and Lor-

entzian functions seem to represent extreme within which the ex-

perinntal spectra fall. For most spectra, the Lorontzian function 

• 	has too much tati, while the Gaussian has too little'.. Solm of the 

spectra, however, approaOh the extremes quite closely. For example 

the Zn porphyrina are fit rather well by Gaussian functions, as 

shown i.4?lure 111-16. The Ni deuter rphyr'in, at the other cx-

treme, is fit quite well by the Lorentzian function, as o'n in 

Fires.III-l9 and 111-20. For these extreme cases, the oppcsite • 

extreme fits quite poorly. For an intermsdiato case like cobalt, 
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Figure 111-19. Decorrposition of the absorbance (below) and 

MD -($,ove) of nlckel(II)deuteroporphyrjn dinthy1 ester, into 

• 

	

	 3yfl1Trical Lorentzian conipients • The sl.un of the caionents is 

the line that runs close to the e,perinnta1 points. Every other 

experiitnta1 point is -plotted 0  • 	 • 	 •• 	 • - 

-- 	••. 	 ; 	 • 
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MU012354 

Figure 111-20. De.corrosition of the absorbance (below) and 

MCD (above) into syntrical Lorentzian coonents. Two bands 

are used for the absor'bance, but only one contributes to the 

main peak, anda second is on the short wavelength side. 
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deuteroporphyrin both functions give a satisfactory fit. The. 

• Loreritzian is shown in Vigures 111-21 and 111-22.. Table II gives 

the best fit parantors for GaussIan and rentzIan shapes for 

some of the metal porphyriris studied. The 'absorption spectra can 

be fit In a. larfig satisfactory way by these procedures. 

The position and width parameters of the best fit absorption 

band conponents are fixed and are used to fit the MCD spectra 

by the least squares criteria. Since the double MCD curves 

have a first derivative shape (p. '166), the line shape problems 

discussed above for absorption are soriewhat more severe for 

1CD. The first derivative is always very sensitive to the details 

of curve s5apet For exanpie, shoulders that are barely d.iscenIb1e 

in absorptIon show up clearly in the first derivative curves (e.g. 

Dro"iri and French, l95)). 

We used symmstrical Gaussians and Lorentzians In our fittIng 

procedure. The experimental absorption curves are not quite symt-

trical on either a wavelength or frequency scale, althoup fi they 

are the .rno3t syznnetrlcal on a wavelength scale. This slipht' 

asyrrtry in the absorption also appears in the MCD spectra. 

Fitting adouble MCI) curve that is not quite symmetrical, with a_  

symmetrical function by the procedure of sectior III,p.' 166;intro-,.... 

duces a small, single MCD component. We could have used asyinietricai 

shape or 'A.nctioris with some complication; however, this was not 

judged to be nccessar,, Fro a riatrmatIcal, curve fIttir 

of view, a bell shaped curve and its first derivative are zero 

S. 
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Figure 111-21. Decomoôsition of the absorbance (below) and 

MCD (above) of cobalt (II) deuteroporphyrin dimethyl ester: 

into syrmietrical Lorentzjan comoonents 4  The sum of the 

corrponents is the line that runs close to the data points. 

Every other data point is plotted. 
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Figw'e 111-22. Decomposition of the absorotion (below) and 

MCD -(above) of cobalt(II)deuteroporphyriri dimethyl ester 

into symmetrical Lorentzian components. The sum of the 

components is the line that runs close to the data points. 

Every other data point is plotted. 
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correlated (lineary independent) (Bhltorien, 1966 Dernin, 1943) if 

oonshdered on both sides of the peak. That is to say, the value of 

one cotlporierlt (e.g. the derivative) is not affected by the presence 

(or omisAon) of the other component (e.p, bell siape) when a best 

cit to an observed spectrum is .souht The correlation coefficIents 

• were Itideed very small between the double and small sin le MCD corn-

pononts in the MCD spectn.zrn fitting. 

The asyintry problem is a very .nor one; however, a more se 

bus shape problem is the choice of a basic shape ftznction itself. 

As nntIoned In the aJDsortbon fitting discussion, the tal per-

phyrins we have studied seem to be interrrdiate between Gaussian 

and Irentzian. The most esthetica1y pleasing CD fIts can be 

derived by widening the best fit absorption LoreritzI.n or by narrow-

ing the best fit absorption Gausslans. The reason for this can be 

seen in Figure III-13 where the derbvati of c. GaussIan and a 

Lorentzian of the same half width (y) and heit are shown. The 

Loreritzlan derivative peaks at 

	

xo  	. 	• 	.x 	± 	Y. 

	

while the Gaussian derjvatjv peaks at 	 ,. 

	

x 	± 	•y 	x 	+ r 
° 

1.12 

So, the Gaussian dertvctive DoaL..s considerably furthr from the center 

/ 
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• 	of the band than, the Loreritzian derivative. Unfortunately, these 

altered line widths, 11 used to fit the MCD spectra, have nosig-

riificance other than as a measure of the"Cussianness" or"L,orentz-

ianness" of a line; they just Indicate that we are dealing with 

an Intermediate line shape, not exactly described by the functions 

we have chosen. The cases which closely approach the Gaussian or 

Lorentzian lirriit are straI,tforward, For exarrple, Zn porphyrins 

are close to pure Gaussian bands as shown by the MCD fit in 

• Fiire 111-16 • The Ni porphyrin bands are close to pure Lorentz-

lans as can be seen from the MCD fit shown in Figure 111-19. 

Fortunately, the Intermediate shape cases give satisfactory 

fits with either function and very nearly the same result for 

• the rriagietic splitting for either the Gaussian or T.rentzIan shape 	 C 
function to within about 5%. The detailed shape used does not 

seem to be important for the basic result we desire. We have not 

attempted to fit the complex MCD in the Q <> j bands, but have 

concentrated on the more clear-cut 	and B hands. 

Table III shows the inapetic splitting value <L 	M found 

by the above procedure (see p. 169  for basic relationship between 

fitting constants and maetic splitting) for both Gaussian and 

Lorentzian line shapes. If one of the line shapes gave . very poor 

fit it was not considered;;for example, the Lorentzian was not con-

sidered for the Zn case. Fi.xres 111-23 and III-24 show the experi-

mental 1"CD and absorption of copper deüteroporphyrIri not previously 

shown, and the fit obtained. The other spectra of silver(II) and 
( \I 
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variadyl(IV) are similar. The statistical.uncertainty s  the standard 

error, of i the magnetic splitting value is of the order of +5%, 

about equal to the uncertainty Introduced by the interudiate line 

shapes being fit with a Gaussian or a Lorentzian0 

The data in Table III show that all the Q bands have a splittIng 

	

greater than 	4 and the B:b5flds  are all split less than Mz 	<0.8. 

The metal porphyrin is basically similar to the free electron circular 

box for all the ttals studied, althoui. the Zn porphyrin Is the 

closest in absolute value to the free electron model predictions. 

The Zn deuteroporphyrin IX gives the same ni.acetic splItting as the 

more symetric4n coproporphyriri III and I, to within the uncer-

tairities involved. There seems to be a systematic decreaze in the 

rnaetic splitting az the nurrber of ci electrons is decreased. The 

M. value isplotted vs. the nurtiber of ci electrons in the metal for. 

the Q band In 1iux III-25anci  for, the ?i hand In Fire 111-26. 

The MCD of all these coiiounds is basically similar, and, there-a 

fore, must be due to the heterocydlic porphyrin ring. The MCD of the 

porphyrin ring seems to be quite sensitive to perturbations by the 

metal; as the (1 orbitals of the metal become eupty the porphyrIn 

departs more and more from the free electron model. Qualitatively, 

we might propo3e that as the ci orbitals of the metals, become el7pty, 

the eiect±on promoted to the excited state may reside more and more 

on the mtal. I ' the electron circulation is pulled tow'rds the 

center of the ring, the angular momentum of the circulating electron 

:Ls smaller. 
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MAGNETIC SPLITTING 
METAL DEUTEROFORPHYRINS 

Soref Band 
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Zn(LE) 	Cu(U) 	Ni(tt) 	Co(U) 

MUB-i2O58 

Figure 111-26. Sunary of the rnagretic splitting of the B 

band of the nta1 deuteroporhyrins in chiorofoin. The 

poirt is silver(II).. 



Specific parama&ietic effects were ruled out in the theoretical 

section, and we see that this predictii is confirmed empirically. 

There is a relatively srroth decrease in 	values as the number 

of d electrons decreases, yet the metals alternate in diatetic 

and pararnagnetic character across this series. In the porphyrin ii-

gand field, Zn(II), Ni(II) and Fe(II) are dianiaetic, while the 

• rnatals Cu(II) and Co(II) are paramanetic. The silver (II) mac-

netic splitting is represented by triangles below the Cu(II) point 

In Figures 111-25 and 111-26. Elver(II) Is 4d. 9  which is a very sirrd-

lax' electronic structure to Cu(II), 30. The slightly lower (M) 

value of silver compared to Cu(II) may be due to the larep size 

of' the silver(II) which allows more overlap with the, ring orbitals, 

facilitating the metal-ring interaction, 

) 

	

Feher, Malley, and r4auzeral3. 	(1966) have recntiv measur- 

ed the Zeernan splitting of the ..Q band of Zn coprorphyrin 1,111 

directly at 100 kilogauss. Their spectrum is reproduced ir\Pigure 

111-27. They find a nagnetic splitting of M Z  9 ± 1, siifi-

cantly largar than we calculate from our data for the same com-

pounds (M6.5 ± 0.5).. In view of the disagreement, we measured 

the identical samples and recalibrated our instrument to try to 

make our results agree, without success. The Feher et al. techni-

que Is, In princIple, more precise than ours, . althou,#i it Is Tmlch 

less accurate. We cannot ascribe rnuchof the dIsaemetit to line 

shape problems In this case , because the Zn corrpounds are almost 

pure Gaussians. There remain three explanations for the disagree-

ment: (A) The F'eher et al. experiment shows some disturbing 

222 
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base . line problems which could,chang e their, value sbrr?what In- 

spectioa of their data sugjsts this effect maybe a minor one, 

however6 (B) There could be a systematic error in our calibra-

tion. This Is possible, but it seers that In the lipht of accuriu-

lated agreement between our CD and MCD measuremnts with the more 

absolute OID and MORD measurements that this could not ,  be a major 

source of disagreerrent, (C) The assumption ImplIcit throughout 

our analysIs, of a rigid rnagsetjc shift of the porphyrin absorp-

tion lines, may not be correct. Feher et al. lock 5n1y at the 

shift of the absorption peak in the maetic field. . Our measure-

rrents consider the entire line, but concentrate on the re1onof 

maxinm slope of the line.. Two tests of the rigid shift assurrp-

tion are to., first, comptre..the observed MCD, with the aialytical 

derivative of the observed absorption line shape; or, second, 

to conare the shape of the line Malley et al. observed before 

and after applying the magneticfield. It is difficult to follow 

through the second rithod because of the base Uric uncertainties 
the 	. 

Ir/Feher et al. experiments, although retracing their lines in 

the presence of the field and . superimposing them suggests that 

the oenter of the lIne may shift more than the wings. It is 
observed 

also diffIcult to take the derivative of the/absorpion line 

to use the first mentioned test of the rigid shift asuirption. It 

turned out that our digital absorr,tjcn spectra were too noisy to 

give/useAi.l derivative directly. . We have estimated the slope of 

the observed absorption for the Zn ,coproporphyrjn III on the 

224 
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long wavelength side of the Q 	band by drawing tangents to 0-6 

the absorption, band. The observed MCD and the derivative estimated 

from the observed absorption line, shape are plotted in Figure 111-28. 

The calculated derivative has a relative.y large uncertainty; how-

ever, It seems to ae very well In the region of th MCD peak. 

However, in the long wavelength wings of the line the. MCD seems 

to be siificanly less than the absorption line derivative. 

This' observation suggests that the porphyrin bands do not 

-jft . as'much in the wings of the line as they do in the center. 

The apparent 3.ck of a rigid shift may explain sorr of the disagree- 

ment between our. results and those of Feher, et al , If the center 

of the line shifts the most in the maprietic field and the shift 

beconTs less as the.wthgs are approched, wewould.expect to de-

nyc a somewhat lower value for the .maietic, splitting from our 

experiments. We have'no good quantitative estimates of this non-

rigid shift effect on the MCD, but it seems insufficient to make 

our results agree with the observations of Feher, et al. It , seems 

probable that all of the above explanations are part±ally respon-

sible for the . disagreement of the splittthg derived from the MCD 

with the direct observation of the Zeerr.an splitting. 

Perhaps the largest contributor to the disagrEement is the 

th,parent .lack of a rigid rnap.ctic shift of the absorption line. 

Only exp na'ion (C) above would clearly tend to, mae our results 

closer to .;Feher et al.; errors (A) and (B) could go either way. 

More accurate . . borion line derivatives wild help resolve 

lb. 
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this rid Shtft question as well as low t ierature MCD measurements 

on a sharpened line. The wings of the lines tend to.. disappear as 

the lines narrow at low tenerature, and the splitting caicu1ced 

from the MCI) would be exected to increase if the wings of the 

line do not shift as much as the center in the . magnetic field. 

We shall comiint a bit further nn the riçd  shift problems in 

the theoretIcal section where we g5.ve some arments that the Feher, 

et al. result is unreasonably high. We take our results to have 

relative validity, that is, the dependence of M  nurther of d elec-

trons is basIcally correct (Figure 111-25)., but, reserving the 

possibility that all the values may have to he adjusted upward if 

the magietic splittin at the absorption peak is desIred 	The 

uncertainties that remain In this regard are subject to exoeri-

mental test. 	. 

We have two further problems to discuss theoretically. The 

departure of the metal porphyrins from the free electror4rodel and 

the origin of the metal dependence of the maietic splitting. 

PorphyrIn e1ectroniqstructure . . . 

The suicess of the simsle free electrorfncdel (FEM) in explain-

ing the esentIal elements of the absorption spectra (Sirrpson 19 1 9; 

Platt, 1956) and now the MCD spectra (see previous section, p. 202) 

of the metal porpliyrins is quite strildng. In conparison, the simp le 

HLckel rnlecu1ar orbital treatment (H!D) does rathe' poorly. The 

HC) treatment predicts electronic transitions of apiroximately the 

right eierr (Longuet-Higgins Rector and Platt, 1950).  The two mein 



transitions of interest, Qi B, are predicted by HMO to have nearly 

equal intensity whIle experimentally the lowest ener,' transition 

(Q) is 10'50 times weeJer than the strong B transitlon. The FEM 

model, although basically sotrid, predicts essentially zero inten--

alty for the 	band arid does not explair: irrortant features of 

the porbyrin spectra, such as the dependence of the absorption 

spectra on the metal and now the dependence of the MCD on metal0 

Goutermen combined the }LMO and FEM in a very elegant way (1959 2, 

1961) and was able to satisfactorily explain essentially all in-

formation on porphyrin absorption spectra. 3ipiiftcantly, the 

original, somewhat intuitive 14  orbital model has recently been 

justified by the most sophisticated p1-electron calculations 
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presently available for J.ar, molecules (Weiss, Kobyashi and 

Goutermari, 1963). We shall show how Gouterman's 14  orbital model 

accounts for the MCD of thee systeme in a larly satIsfactory 

way. 

The FM) treatment (Longuet-HigjIns, et al., .1950) of the 

square symetric ( D14hr  ouo theoretical notation) metal porphyrin 

finds a lowest erpty, e g, orbital pair, whose deneracy is dic-

tated by the symmetry of the system (Sponer, Tel1er 19141), and two 

highest filled orbltals alu and  .a2U. The relatIve energies of 

these fliO orbitals are.. shown in?igure III-29. The free electron 

model (FEt4) has the two hIbest filled orbitals (e± 	exactly 

degenerate as shown injPiure III-29). In order to force the more 

flexible HMO picture close to the basically correct 1'!, Couterman 

required that the Alu  and a2u  I10 orhitals be nearly (accidentally) 

degenerate, as shown inTP-1 gure•  III-29b. 
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Figure 111-29. rode1s of the rretal porphyrin orbital energies. 
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If the configurations are mixed more weakly, or not at all, 

the Q band becomes stronr and we po hack to the }iO limit of 

nearly equal Q and. B intensity. 	details of this 4 orbital 

picture. are given by Gcuterman (1959, 1961). 

The porphyrin 1ckel molecular orbtals under consIderation 

are shown .inFIn'e 111-30. 1110te  that the two highest filled or-

bitals a (b2) and a2u (hi) differ in their nodal properties. 

The ai.orbita3....as a node through the centrã metal position, so 

it crnnot interact with a metal in the center. The a2u,  however, 

has no central node and can interact with a central metal and it 

will be expected to shift its ener, with m?tal suhtitution. As the 

enerfJ Of the a2u  is raised or lowered relative to the alu by metal 

substItution, the confIguration interaction will he altered. This 

means that the cloaerlessJo.f the metal porphyrin to the free electron 

model will be expected to he metal dependent. As a result, the 

Q hand intensity is expected to change with metal substitutIon. 

(he B hand intensity dependence on metal expected will be lost In 

experi'rental error), and that the rnar -iettc slitting of the Q  band 

and B hand will, also be altered by metal substitution. We will 

briefly dvelop the 4 orbital model predictions for these phenomena. 

The four frbltal model 

rrflefour orbital moói Is not limited to porphyrins, but applies 

to mole ules with at least two planes of synirntry. Most of the 
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C 2 (e 9 ) 

b,(a2) 	 • 	b2(a1) 	
0 

Figure 111-30 Highest filled (a 2 , ai) and lowest einty (eg) 

• porphyrin molecular orbtals. The atomic orbital coeffic±ents 

are proportional to the size of the circles, with positive 

coefficients drawn as solid circles and negative coefficients 

drawn as dashed circles. Syrmtry nodes are drawn as heavy 

lines.•Aftr 
Ooutcrmn 
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where . ano j are unit vectors parallel to the x and v olecuJar 

aLes, repoctivoly, x and y are the electrcriic coordinates and 

Lz  l = i (x a/y - 	/ ) tho,  angular momentun operator, 

as purcly imaginary one electron ooerator. Gouterrn (1 0 5 0 ) has 

shown that these are the only relevant (non—zero) matrix elements 

for the electric dpolo tris1tion moments 

That the L angular momentum transition moments are the only 

ones for 3ystem with two planes of syrrreti' was discussed earlier 

(o. l52) 	treated the molecular ooint r-roup C2, elter, 

so here we will work out the rresent case of interest, the point 

group 	An I rtegral lfl-e (01/Op/01 ) is nor—oro is tii rij.ject 

product of the syrm -etry species of ø.' x 0 4  x Op contains the totally 

s'rrietrIc representatinri A 	(c 	tilsor, Deeiu and Cross, l955) 

• 	Tle IV contains the relevant symmetries of the translations T 

(x,y,z) and rotatj.cns R x 	, 	L) for D4h, the point 

group of interst 
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Table V. Syrmetry of orbitals and operators in D14h, appropriate 

for metal porphirins. 

.Syrir&ry Species Translations, 	Orbitals 	Operators 
Rotations 

AlL, 

131r 

R>, 711Y C1 , 62 	 Lx, Ly  

	

lu 	 b1. 

	

A2u 	 :Tz 

T32U 

rfl 	f" 

xy 

We take the direct products of the syrmetries of the orhitals of 

interest: / 

. b 	A2u X  Ai 

Cl X 2 X 	2r + 	+ Blg + 

Siflce L is A2g,  Which is contained in both direct products, 

the Lz  qatrix cle 1t bet'ieen b1 - b2 and c1 c2 i non-zero. o- 

cer, L  arid 	are , s m.ch is not contaLned in either direct pro- 
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duct, therefore, the L 	and Ly  matrix elerlErits between these states 

are identically z cr0. 

By coirbination of equations 111-92,95,96, in the previous 

theoretical section, the MCD is foimd to be proportional to the 

following relation 

tvict 	cc. 	 III...(121) 

Since x is equivalent to y in the ntal porphyrinz, we can make the 

following amplification in the four orbital equations: 

Gx 

R i t '=R. 

R 
So, we can gtve some relatively sirple foilas for the Q and B.  

band MCD. 

MCb{ 
(2) 	

III-(122a) 

+ 	 eJ[—- 	a2QJ 

Mbps _____ 	
- 

III-(122b) 

Analogous eressions for the intensities have been given by Gouter- 

man (1959). 
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For the natal porphyrins, the intensity difference between 

the Q and B bands is very large, so the configuration interaction is 

nearly conpiete, and, therefore, G 	• From Gouter- 

man's (1965)  work we can make the approximation that R, ' 

so that the further amplified expressions for the f.ir orbital pre-

dictions for absorption and MCD of the matal porphyrina 

Thtensities' 	R(i-e, R 	(t ~ ) III-(123) 

Splittinga' M 	= 'c 4 b'°- 	, 	J T' c' 	'" 	 iii-) 

The predictions of this model are now clearly seen for the metal 

porphyrins the Q/B intensity ratio indicates, that sin ?e is almost 

1, and, further, m mb . (Gouterman, 1965). The intensity of the 

band, F 2 9  and the maietic splitting of the B band, MZ , B s  are very .' •. 

small. The maietic splitting of the Q band is large, MZ,QTnC + TT 

compared to the Q band as is observed experimentally. The four orbi- 

tal model dccourits for the general features of the metal porphyrin 

MCD as well as the absorption. We saw previously, from exa'ninatiori 

• of .the nodal properties of the relevant orbitals, that metal substi- 

	

• tution changes the level of the b1(a2 )orbitals, (Figure 111-30), ' 	 . .. 

and, the'efore, the configuration interaction parameter e. So we 

now see/ that the four orbital model predicts that Mz  Will vary 

with metal substitution, and, further, that the intensity of the Q 
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hand, 	 (the oscIllator strength) increases ,the magnetic 

splitting is expected to decrease. 

• 	Figure 111-31 shows the magnetic splitting o the nta1 por- 

Q0_0  band, plotted vs • the intensity (oscillator strength) 

of the band.. The fit is far from perfect, hut for Conpounds as 

highly colored as these the absolute intensities are poorly known. 

Small anounts of these conpounis were available, so weighing errors 

are large, and, further, small impurities can he quite significant. 

The n netc splIttIng, 	depends only on the ratio of the MCD 

si.a1 to the observed absorption intensity and the absolute inten-

sity is riot Irrportant for the MCD Mz number. For these reasons, 

there is considerable scatter expected in the oscillator strength 

direction, and we as.sume that Figure 111-31 is acceptable fit. 

The four orbital model scorns to explain satisfactorily the 

rtal dependence of the metal porphyrin MCD. Further, the four 

orbital model explains the departure of the zinc porphyrins from 

the FEM predIctions. Note in\ire 111-31 that extrapolation to 

zero Oscillator strength, the free electron limit, we gnt the 

free electron n'g etic splitting, N 7  9. 

Figure 111-31 makes the previously nntioned experimants 

of Feher et a]., (1966) extremoly hard to understand. If M. Z  for 

zInc porphyrin is 9 at the peak of the bank as Fel -ier et al. in- 

dicate and if all the other values in Figure 111-31 rere sled up 

by the. sme factor as the zinc corr ound (9/6.5) the value of the 

rragntic eplitting at zero oscillator strength (the free electron 

limit) would be M 	12.5, which seems unreasonably lar 	It is 
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Figure 111-31. Maetic splitting of the metal porphyrin Qo-o 

bond plotted versus the Qo.o bond oscillator strength. The 

complexes are all deuteroporphyrins in chloroform except 

the Fe(II) point whIch is protoorphyrin in H 20 (pH 8.0). 

The horizontal bars are estimates of the uncert.inty in the 

oscillator strength. 
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• 	possIble that the maetIc splitting at the absotio peaz is 	
2140 

n  

as strongly dependent on metal. However, It seems clear that the 

zinc porphyrins should not be exctly described by the free dcc-

tron limit, as this predicts that the Q r  band should have zero 

intensity. The perturbations which give some intensity to the 

band must also decrease the maetIc splIttIng from the free elec-

tron value if the four crbltal model (which had had every success 

in all other applicatIons) has validity in this case, Further 

experiments are necessary to clear up this disagreement. 

The four orbital model predicts that the B band splitting 

will increase as the Q band splitting decreases with metal sub-

stitutlon. We do not observe th1s in fact, the 13 bend splitting 

decreases in parallel to the Q band splitting, as can be seen by 

comparing Figures 111-25, 26. We conclude thc the four oroital. 

model accounts for the NCD of the Q band satisfactorIly, but does 

not work at all for theB band. A similar conclusion has been 

reached by other,consideratiofls. Self-consistent field irlecular 

orbItal calculations (Weiss )  Kobayashi and Gouterflafl, 1965) show 

that Q bands are described extremely well by the four orbital mo-

del while the B band is described inadequately by thIs model. The 

B band cafrix with meny other nearby transitions, hut the Q band 

is made up entirely (97%) of the two 1owet states, as was assumed 

2DOVd. 

some otar, quite thfferr nt, theoretical calcu'ationS have 

been mao.c by Zerner ad Gotterman (l65), %bich speifica1lv i nciude 

the ntaJ. orb I t ais as we] 1 as all of the porphjrm vale'lcC OrOLtals. 

These calculations predict that the porphyrin excited states take 
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on progressively more ntal d character as the metal loses d elec-

trons. We expect qualltatvely that if the electrons in the excited 

state go closer to the center of the r1n (on the rttal) and away 

from the periohery of thering, their anlar momcntum would he 

reduced. Figure 111-32 shows a plot of the observed M. value vs 0  the 

dir coefficient of the porphyrinl -iitrogsns calculated by Zerer and 

Gouterman for the porphyrin excited state. The observed porphyrin 

maietic splitting correlates surprisin1y well with the calculated 

d character of the excited state6 The large range of the iron(II) 

M value is due to the strong ligand dependence of the M value 

in this case (whIch is dIscussed in somewhat more detail later). 

Figure III.32 sug 5ests that there are specific d orbital-ring 

orbital raixinp; effects not considered by the four orbital model 

that are responsIble for at least some of the dependence of the 

mCI.Letic splitting on metal substitution. We can formulate the 

metal dependence of the mapretjc splitting as: 

z,Q 	o + fl1c (metaa) sin 26 (metal) 	III-(125) 

We saw in consIdering the four orbital model that 0 is affected 

by the imctal, and now we have added a dependence of m0  (the orhl-

tal anlar momenturri integral) on the rrtal through the specific 

d orbital interactions described above. Qualitati.vely, the copper 

wIre loop model of the excited state Is perturbed by, putting, charge 

in the cehter of the molecule. The details of the d-* electron 

interaction, and its effect en the orbital splitting have not 

been wored out, but would seem feasible theoret1caUy 
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FIgure 111-32. The n'agrietic splitting of the Qo-o bthid 

of the ta1 pohyrins plotted versus the calculated d char-

acter of the Porphyrin excited state (Zerer and Gouterrnan, 

1965). The Comownds are all metal deuteroporphyrins in 

looto, exeptthe Fe(II) value which is protopohyrin 

in H20 (p- 8,0) (lower extreme) and pyridine (uoper extrore). 
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To test more rigorously the ap',licahility of the four orb!- 

tal model for the MCD of the metal pophyrins, ' a series of metal 

derivatives are needed that have widely different Q hand intensity 

but which do not have the possIbility of specifIc metal d orbital 

interactions. A series of closed shell metalslike ma - esium(II), 

zlnc(II), cadmium(II) and perhaps calciu(II), would do the trick, 

'1uite nicely, L cept for the zinc co'ipour1, we have not et h'en 

able to obtain the corpounds in this series, and It is hoced that 

t:ese measurements will be possible in the near future0 A test 

of the four orbital model for this atpli cation, has some importance. 

If the specific four orbItal contribution to the M Z  metal dependence 

can be extracted from the eqerimenta1 results, it may ho possible 

to deal with the specific d. orbital-ring interactions apparently 

present in the open shell corrpounds. 

The mel phthalocyanlne MCD offers a further qualitative 

confirmation of the four orbital model. The metal phthalocyanines 

show a symmetrical double MCD in the Q hand, The Q hand absorpti.ori 

is very intense in these compounds. In terms of the four orbital 

model, this means that the confi. ration Interaction is very small. 

The reason for this can be understood in a sim, ie way. The phthalo-

cyanines have nitrogeris at the methine bridge positions where the 

alu orbital, Figure 111-30, has nodes so It wIll nthb be affected 

by nitrogen substitution. however, the a2  orbital has electron 

density peaks on 'the rrethine positions, and it will be stronly 

perturbd and shifted In enerr by nItrogen substitution. We 
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sa,w that the configuration interaction required near degeneracy in 

the two filled orbitals, which no longer obtains, so small configur- 

ation interaction ( 	) and an intense red (Q) band results 

(RQ2 	R2), equation III.-(123). 

The four orbital equations, III-(12 14), predict that the rnag- 

netic splitting of the metaI ohthalocyanirie Q band will be nch re- 

duced compared to the ntal porphyrins. 	We find, for exanpie, that 

copper phthalocyanine has MzQ 	2.5 (compared to copper porphy- 

rin Mz,Q 	6.0), so the four orbital prediction is confirmed. 

Dr. Gouterrnan has calculated the m 0  and rm, matrix elements for 

the porphyrins (Gouterman, 1965) and we will discuss these c&.cula- 

tions briefly as they are of interest in relation to our experimental 

results • 	The molecular oxtitals 	are defined as a sum of atomic 

orbitals,Xma  centered on atom m. 

Cp. )C 	 111-( 126) 

where the Cpm  are molecular orbital coefficients determined by 

some standard procedure, 	For the porphyrin states of interest, the 

'Xm' s are atomic 2p oxtitals perpendicular to the molecular plane. 
Slater p functions Will be used (Slater, 1930)' 

Nre" 	 III-(127) 

where N 	is the angular p function (including normalization), r is 

a radial 	electronic coordinate, and k is an empirical exponent that 

deternilnes the radial expanse of the orbital and 	represents the 

shielded effective nuclear charge of the atom,. The coordinates of atom m 

V 
I 
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are defined as 	, 	 and electronic coordinates 

are defined relative to atom m as rm=V'x + y2 + z, where 

x 	x 	YM 	* 'flm and 	z 	for electronic coordinates 

x,y and z. The anxlar momntum inteals can be itten: 

( PII Cj T 
III-(128) 

I -2- Ix). 
III.-(129) 

where x is nasured along the m-n interatomic axis andR n  n  is the 

distance between atons. 

There are several interesting aspects about this seemingly com-

plex expression. With the exception of the T inteaIs, the angu-

lar morrntumcèpends only on the geortry of the molecule • The obvious 

geometrical part of eq. III-(128) contains the atomic coordinates, 

fh'1 	R 	, 0 It is not obvious that the part of eq. 

III-(128) that  contains products of the rnolecul# orbital cficients, 

C, depends only upon geometry. Goutermari found, however, that the 

sum over, the products of molecular orbital coeffic1ents in expression 

III-(128) was very insensitive to the detailed choice of coefficients& 

This pth'ticular expre.on seems to be .larly independent of theoretical. 

( 



model., and. varied less than 10% for any reasonable set of molecular 

orbital coefficients. So, everything in eq. III-(128) except the 

T inte'rals, IS essentially det;en'iined by the geometry of the 

system. 

The d/dxoperator (eq.11I-(129)) when applied to the x p 

function çives a function similar to a d function, so the T 

integrals are essentiaij,y overla.. 	integrals between a p func- 

tiori on atom in and a d function on atom n. These T Integrals 
nn 

detex'rnlnie how freely the electron IS allowed to move throuith the 

molecule, a subject of some interest to us. 

Gouterman first set eli the nearest neiihor Tn  ovarian inte-

grals to one. This Ives the maxirmmi. freedom for the electron, 

and gives the geometry determined, unper limit an 	ilar momentum 

for the electron in the porphyrin excited state. The resulting 

angular momentum, using the best MO coefficIents (1eiss, lcobayashi 

and Gouterman, 1965)  available was found to be 8.75 m + 

dose to the free electron limit. Gouternian also calculated all 

the T Integrals explicitly considerin al]. the atoms in the por- 

phyrin as cai'b one, and usIng the Slatar orbital exponent, 1k,. 	found 

best for benzene. The Trr~n Integrals found with these assumptions 

averagr about 0,6, so the resulting angular momentum calculated 

is mu + m0 	1,75, 	 - 

Fxperimental1y, we find mb + m sin 20 6.5 for the zinc 

porphyrins and s in 2 =0.9 - 0 ,95, so the value of m + m derlved 

2 L 
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from the experiment is approximately 7. The thoret1cal calculatIon 

gives amazingly good agreemert with experiment, considering no ad-

justable parameters were used. The experimental value indIcates 

that the 	values calculated by Coutermen do not Lve the por- 

phyrin electrons enou, freedom. ExsnsIon of the Zlater orbital 

coefficient by the maximum reasonable amount will give more over-

lap and more electron freedom and bring the theoretical number 

very close to the exoerimental value. 
theoretical 

These/oonsideratjons make the maetic nther of 9 ± 1 found 

by Fher et al. (1966) rather hard to justir. The factors deter-

mined by the geometry of the ocrohyrin would require an overlap lute- 

al of' near unity to give Feher et al, 's result and this seeme 

unreasonable. 	 / 

Iron porohyrins and he ma . orotelns 

The iron porphyrins show the same type of couble MCID spectra 

in the Q bend (visible) that were discussed previously for the 

other metal porphyrins. However, one ftu'ther feature IS that 

the magfletic splittings of the iron porphyrinz appear to be quite 

sensitive to .ligand coordination above and below the porphyrin 

plane. 	 Our data on these materials is somewhat prelim- 

inary but sut several mt 	tIrg oorlusions, If1  

coordination is .suoetituted by (pyridine) 2 , the magnetic splittIng, 

of the Qband of Fe(II) protoporohyrinincreases from M 7 = 3.2 to 

14.8, The MCD curves of these two comclexes are shown irjFIures 

111-33 and 111314, and are seen to be qualitatively sImilar. 
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We realized long after con'plction of these exploratory exeri-

ments that the Fe(II) protoporphyrin shown inigure 111-33 Is pro-

bably a mixture of low spin (5 0) and hisp1n (S 2) cor1exes 

• 	and may be polymeric. It is extremely, difficult to orepare nure 

S = 2 (high spin) monomsric Iron porphyrins except in some. heme 

proteins (e.g, noglobin fluoride) The Fe(II) protoporphyrin 

(pyridine)-, corr)1ex shown in Pire III3 1  is undoubtedly pure low 

sin. The MCD and absorption of the low spin derivative in the red 

(Q) reg:on is similar to the other metal ponhyrins studIed. 

In the case of Fe(III) i,rotoporpbyriri pyridine substitution 

causes a more drastic change s  sharpening the absorption and marked-

ly increasing the MCD as is shown in Figvres 111-35 and 111-36. 

The rnapetic splitting increases from Mz  14.0 to 8.2 for Fe(III) 

protoporphyrin when (pyridine) 2  replaces the (U20)(QH) ligands 

The Fe.(1iI) protcoorehyrin shown in Fiire 111-35 is the 

high spin (S 5/2) form and the pyridine derivatIve shown in 

1iigure 111-36 is the low,  Spiri (S 1) torn. The MCD and ahso7-p.- 
2' 

tion of the io p Lfl form in the rod ('a) rogiori is imilar to the 

other metal porphyrins studied0 However, the MCD and absorption 

of the high snin e(IIi) rotoporobyrIn (Firn'e 111-35) in the 

red (Q) region is anomalous corrmared to the other metal por'phyrins. 

The Q region absorption Is much broader then the usual metal per-

phyrin spactrum and the Q region MCD is quite small and crosses 

zero to the red of the main absorption hand (by ca. 2 NM) Per- 
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haos the Q bend orbital degeneracy is strongly lifted n this 

corr1ex afla the M nuroer may then ho much larger than estimated 

above (where we assumed orbital degeneracy) if one of the ahorp-

tion conponents were relatively weak (of. p. 147). We cannot 

derive a prec13e estimate of the oossible maLitUde of the pro-

posci lifting of the Q hand degeneracy but it COUld be as large 

as 1000 cnf- and stlil he consIstent with our data. It may also 

he that charge transfer tronsitions are ptsont in thIs co3.ex 

whIch are complicating (and broadening) the sDectrii (e.g. Day, 

Scragg and Williams 1964) end that the MCD of, these chare 

transfer bands ar. parbial?v cancelling the t'ICJ of the Q bends 

Perha low tenerature MCD and absorption spectra would offer 

more resolution of these hands and allow a decision between 

the alternatIves discussed above 

We find analogous licand dependent MCD of the Iron porphyrins 

in hema proteins We have investigated the MCD of herg1ohin 

derivatives, which have varIous ligands In the sIxth coordina-

tion of the iron porphyrin. Histldirie coordinates the fifth posi-

tion of the Iron protoporphyrin In hemoglobin, Fire 111-37 

shows the experimental and calculated absorption of oxyhemoglobin; 

the oa1uiated spectrum uses six GstssIan bands. Plgure IIL38 

shows he experimental and calculated MCD spectra of oyheme-

globin: using five of the Caussians found from fitting the absorp-

tion0 The MCD fit to the Gaussian shape is very satIsfactory 
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for oxyhewoglob1n The Q bend splitting is found to be Mz  3.8 

and the B band splitting is Mz  0.75 The Q band splitting for 

the iron(II) coordinated with 02-'histtdine (in oxyhemoglóbin) is 

S .  intexnodiate to that previousir found for 	(C) and (pyridine) 

coordination, Table IV gives the maietic splitting found for other 

heglobin and mathegith (oxidized to (III)) derivatives. 

The absorption and MCD spectra change somewhat upon forming these 

• derivatives but are qualitatively similar to the spectra.shown in 

• 	Piirea IXI-33,to 36, 

The MCI) and absorption of reduced, Fe(II), cytochrome a is 

shown in Iigure 111.39, The MCD in the Q band is very large and 

the magietio splitting found Is 142  7,, The Iron in cytochrome 

• 	a is thout to be coordinated with either two histidines or with 

one hlsti.cttne and an c...wntrio group of 2yaine. The maetic splitting 

found is lari conpared to the other similar coordinations we have 

atudiod Pe(1I) protoporphyrin (pyrtdine) 2  and hérix)globin (pyri-

dine), The cytoebrotre a porphyrin is derived from protôporphyrin 

(Figure IIIi_2) I but the vinyl groups on positions 2 and LI have 

• 	been replaced by thIoeher linkages to the protein. The sulfurs 

• 	in the tbioethere are two methylene groups away from the porphyrin 

rings, 80 they must have a very email effect on the ring. The  

effect of replacing vinyl with thioether Is essentially to re.i 

• 	place the vinyl groups with methyl or ethyl. We are not able to 

• 	assess erp1rica1ly the inportance for the MCI) of r'erivtnp the 
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vinyl groups of this ntteriale Theoretical considerations (aouter'.. 

•nn. 1959) would say that the vinyl 	s split the Q band den- 

eracy very• sliitly, much less than the band width of the Q band. 

So, w eoct that removalotthe vl grovos in itself will 

not affect the Q band MCD,and the larEp MCD f'bund for reduced 

cytóchron o ni.ist be due to the iron coordination.. 

The relative effect of the various liands on the maetio 

spLitting of the Pe(II) poihyrin Q band tat 

• •• 	
•• anLtr1e4Astidine>. pyridinehiatidine > (pyridine)2 

• 	 - 

 

02.hietidine 	flO.htatidine P>': (H20)(%H) 

Many of the Fe(III) carplexes have very broad absorption bands 

and the naietio splittins are poorly determined in these cases 	 -• 

(e.g. see Figure II135), Ligan&dependent variations in majetic 

splitting of the Q bands are apparent, but low torrperature MCI) 

and absorption nasurrnents axe needed to sharpen the bands and try 

to separate the contributIons of the various broad bands. 

Oxidized (Fe(III)) cytochrotTe a (Figure XII-IO) shows a 

• 	 broad absorption in the visible and essentially nO dxible MCD. 

This is the only iron porphyrin where no Q band mappetic s!,ltttin 
was found. ,Ieca1l that the -reduced oytothrome a showed a large 

splitting tha I(II) protoporphy 	(pyri)2 1  indicating 

• 	 that the iron envirthmsnt in cytoch'on .0 was favorable for 

• 	a lar&e maetic splitting of the Q band. Thother work with 

the Fe(XXI) co1exes indicated the Ltgand dependence of the 
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(IX1) MCD is very similar to P(fl); 'for exwrple, (pyridirie)2 

coordination gives a n.tch larger MCD than (H20)('"OF!) coordination 

for both Fe(XI) and F(In). The observation that the matetic 

splitting is large in x'educed cytochx'oma c and very small in oxi-

dized cytoohrom3 a suggests that the ixcn coordination in cyto-

chrone 0 is dtered upon oxidation. Oxther experinents have inch-

cated a confor'matjonal change in oytochroma c which in dependent 

on and linked to the state of oxidat1onpeductjon (Urry and Doty, 

1965), Our exper1msnt, althou4i incomplete, sugjest that the 

confor,ittion change causes a drastic change in iron coordination 

in cytocbrom a. 

A more extensive inve8tlgatjon of the MCI) of a wide variety 

• of iron pohyrin ciexes may yield an erirical scale of ligand 

environirsant vs. maetic splitting. This scale could be useful 

for determination of the iron coordination in puny hene proteins, 

For exrp1e, there are very many cytochronI3s known, but the iron 

• coordination is Unknown in most of them. The coordination of the 

hene seema to be the key factor in detening the redox potential 

of the CYtOOhX'CB (e.g. Falk and Perrin 1961), 

The &,ret (B) region of the iron protopor'phyrjn MCD (Figures 

I1I33,335,36) i8 very OOn)11Cated and does not show the simple 

• double MCI) band found in the other netal porphyrins studied. The 
complex i1CD stgsts that there are extra transitions in the B 

region of the iron protoporphyrThs • We have not doria the MCD of 
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other metal protoporphyrins  so we do not know whether this anomalous 

behavior should be attributed to the iron or the vinyl groups on 

the protoporphyrin (see Figure II1..9). 	Cytochrome c, with the 

vinyl groups renoved, has a normal B region MCD, but this is a 

rather complex nodol compound s 	Molecular orbital calculations. 

(Sauer, 1966) indicate that dicarb1 or divinyl sstitusnts 

such as are on protoporphyrin add two átrong transitions in the 

: B region (with esstial1y no effect in the Q region). Por these 

reasons we tentatively attribute the conplicated MCI) in the 

13 region of the protoporphyrins to four overlapping transitions. 

Iron porphyrins tree at conjugated eubatituenta and zinc, or 

other closed shell metal protoporphyrins, can be studied to test 

this hypothesis, 	Most of the heobTh derivatia shed the 

anomalous MCD in the B region similar to Figures III-.33,34 9 35,369 

A fw show normal ual porphyrin  MCI) In the .8 region (e.g. 	Hb02 , 

Figure I11..311, Hb()). 	However, we are unable 10 judge at this point 

whether these cases axe normal or abnormal for iron porphyrins. 

Some of the iron porphyrins, as well as some nmnganese por.- 

• . 	 phyrins, have obvioue extra absorption bands in the visible and 

near IR, coupared to all other metal porphyrin spectra. 	It has 

been proposed that these extra bands axe due to "charge transfer" 

transitions from ring orbitala to metal orbitals (Day,Scragg and 

Williams, 19614; Gouter'man, 1965; Oftenhartz, 19611). 	We were 

I .  •• • 	 . 	 .. 	 . 	 • 	 . • 	 . 	 • 	 • 

• 	 • 	

. 	 S.  

• 	 . 





- E, 	Clooing Conmnts on Maetic Circular flichroiam 

NcafleOUa!TXDeC! 

In the course of this research we investigated the MCD of 

many different types of molecules. 	Most of the other materials 

we studied had lower than three.fold eyimetry and showed single 

• 	

: MCD bands • Various organic molecules show weak (e.ge ketones) 

to fairly strong (e.g, polycyolic aromatic hydrocartions) single 

• MCD bands • 	Materials with large natural optical activity, such 

as chlorophyll crystal and several prins with optically 

active chromophoric groups 0  tended to have small MCD. Various 

stable tree radicals were investigated and no MCD effects attri. 

butable to spin were found. 	Aggregation of molecules (e.g. 

chiorophylls, phthalocyanines and other dyes) produced no striio- 

ing effects on the MCD, 	There axe indications, however, that 

formation of very syrmtricai aggregates can produce a large 

MCD. 	For exwrple, some helical polymers have an x-y degeneracy 
• 

perpendicular to their helix axis which may be split by the mag- 

netic field. 	Some of these polymers have been investigated in 

a prelimtnary manner and the results suggest that conformation 

dependent MCD of polymers may be useful in some oases, 

?rcpects for MCD in chemistry and bioiogy 

The MCD responds most markedly to the orbital Zeeman effect, 

where the maetic field splits a degenerate level. If this degen- 

eracy is to be expected, very symmetrical systems must be studied, 

There is the tendency, then, for the MCD to be the last in 
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very synzitrtoal syaten 0  However b  small perturbatics to lower 

than the 'iñizmni thxeefold syrtry do not alter the expected 

MCD (P. 1)17). in this regards  the MCD is cailementary to 

natal CD b  when the most astoal mateals give,the 

laret effects, High sytrnetry systene such as motal conpiexes 

and polyners may be studied profitably with MCD4 The MCD nethod 

extends the very .  powerful Zeemars effect to wide line spectra in 

solution. 

In molecules of less than three-fold syTxtry, perpendicular-

ly polarized transitions will couple strongly th4CD if they are 

close in energy. MCD mathoda will be useful in showing the rela-

tive polarizations of transitions (particularly for nonfluorescent 

n4'r'1 't cnd in find!nrr nrvThuE1v hidden weak transitions. if 
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The ultimate linitation on the signal to noise ratio in anoptical 
/ 

measurement is the statistical fluctuation in detected light quanta 

(cormrily called shot noise).: Other factors such as amplifi.er noise, 

vibrations or light source instability can be very important, of course, 

but we will assume that the instruments under consideration are 

designed so that these "rerwvable" noise sources are negligable. We 

examine the consequences of the unavoidable shot noise limitation for 

optical activity measurements. 

We have selected the state of the art optical methods for CD and 

OflD as a basis of comparison of the techniques. It is possible that 

fundiaxnentally more sensitive methods could be devised. Any new 

proposed technique can be analyzed and evaluated in a manner analogous 

to the following. 

First we consider the CD measurement, •  The method of Pockels' 

cell modulation of the polärization and detection was described In 

detail in Chapter II p. LL , We make the assumption that all ampli-. 

fication after the photornultiplier (?M) cathode is noise free (th.ti 

•  can be realized to about 90%), And that the noise spectrum is white 

(constant nc/iso power with frequency), The light thtesity falling, 

on the PM, cathode was found to have a. DC term and an AC term which 

carries the CL) information (ef, equation II-.8), The DC term in light 
• 	intensity (see equation 11-8) is large compared to the AC part and 

contributes essentially all of the shot noise, The PN cathode current 
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dueto the DC term in the p''eeenoe of a sample IS 

I q j6 (I2' eA  (amps.) 	•' 	 A-i 

where q is the charge on - ' electron,, id is the fractional cathode 

quantum effiolency, 10  is the light intensity incident on the 'polar-

izer (quanta/sec) and A is the sample absorbance 'divided by 2,.303.0  

The noise current due to the statistical fluctuation in the detected 

quanta is.: 
1/2. 

1n015e .(2 q i1l) 	(amps.) 	 A-2 

where 1' i.e the bandwidth in Hz,, Substitution Of eq. A-i into eq. A-2 

yields: 

tnoise q e"2  (Ii& '2 	 A-3 

The AC term which carries the Ci) information Is derived from 

equatioi 11-8 and may be written: 

e an cC sinot) 

where j). Is the fractional circular polar1at1on and S'o 18 the 

peak phase retardation of the Pockels! cell (•.. cS 	2 radians) 

and (ODi .ODr) is the difference in optical density in left and right 

ofroular light, respectively, This sigial is amplified  by the PM and 

other amplifiers, derdulated (synchronously rectIfied) and filtered 

to yield: 

V5ig1  q a 	gj & (ODi-QDr) (I/2i e A 	 A-5 

where R1 is the value of the PM load resistor and 0 is the net gain 

of the PM and other amplifiers, V 015  Is found from eq. A-3 for 

the noise current by nitip1ying i 	by R and G as above. The 

-) 	 aigyial to noise ratio is, of course, given by the ratio of V51 al 

to noise. 	 ' 	'. 
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1 

(4/21T)(ODi *ODr) e'2  (I 	T)"2 	A-6 CD 

where T lfl , the filter time constant in seconds, It should be 

noted that the signal to noise ratio is linearly related to the 

• 	fraction of peak circular dolarized light, A; and to the square root 

of the light intensity I )  ?M quanttm efficiency. 4, and to the 

filter time constant T. 

The above result is useful in dcterinining the key parameters 

for optimization of a shot noise limited instrument A simple test 

for the shot noise limited condition is to see it the signal to 

p • 	noise ratio fàllowa the (10  Tfunction 0  This result is perhaps 

the most interesting when compared to a. companion result for ORD' 

which will be derived next,  

The polarimetric method we discuss appears to be the most 

sensitive yet devied. The method has been treated recently by 	' 

Cary, et. aL (d t1cs , 329, 196 14) and this paper should be 

• 	consulted for m,re details8 We otter a somewhat slsr].ff ted 	... 

treatment 	 . 	 . ;. 	 . 

The basic relation for polarimetry is law of !4alus, which 

glves the intensity transmitted by a linear polarizer-analyzer 

pair with unpolarized incident light, 10  ' . 

I (10/2) (s+ L) 	 A-7 	• 

If some opt icaUj active sauple is interposed between . the 

polarizer and the analyzer, may be conveniently defined as the 

angle between the analyzer extinction axis and the major axis of 

the light incident on the analyzerQ L is the fractional light 

leak when 	O. The polartnitrio method under consideration Is a 	'• 

ull method where c*. is set to zero, The 8ifl2c( function is very' 
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flat near a 1dO0  or 900  so the plane of polarization is ndulated 

by 

A-B 

A photomultiplier is placed behind the analyzer and the cathode 

current is: 

	

i 	q4 (I/2)  e 	!in2  (a4- 0 S'iri t)+ rj 	A-9 

	

In practice, .a is close to zero and j is uslly only a small 	. 

fraction of a radi4ne Since a and are smal1 o)uatlon A-9 ca 

be expanded (eg, sin x c) and the only significant terms are' 

i • q (I /11) e 	(L + y 2 	-8' a sin wt + 212 005 2a cos 2wt) 
•0 	 0 

D.C. 	A.C. at:wt 	A.C. at 2 wt 	A-lO 

The wt AC term is linearly proportional to the rotation angle a, 

• The 2 wt AC term is essentially independent or:a (cos 2ct 
PV 

	

1), 	•• 

	

13 strvnly discriminated against by an anp,itier tuned to 	t, 

and the 2 wt term can be neglected. For reasonably good polarizers, 

and for samples which don't depolarize or cause ellipticity to any 

appreciable extent, L l0 and since 'y0  o.l radian, y >> L. 

The 't AC coionent is selectively aupliied, deudulated, and 

• •• 

0 

	

	
filtered and is used to null the polarizer-sample-analyzer system  

(to set a Î vw 0). If a departs from zero a signal results' 

	

i5jgfl 	(8/ir )a y • q 10 eA 	 A-li 

The shot noise near wt is predominently carried by the relatively 

large DC term, so the PM cathode noise current can be approximated: 

* e/ if4i I T)/2 	 A-12 

When the polarin'etrlc system is close to balatice, 1noie 1errr signal' 
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so we may defir a rotation angle uncertainty, ming  by the relation' 

1noise t8i[a]. 	('L' 0  0 q 	e 	A14 

This may be rearrand with the incorVoration of eq. A13 to yield 

inin (180/w )( it/LI) 	7I0 TY 	A45 

there (180/w ) has been inserted to convert from radians to 

degrees The rotation angle uncertainty is independent of Y0 .9  the, 

peak modulation angle, under the ássurrption of a stable light source. 

and as long 	is larçe enouØ so that the y 2 >>L approximation 

holds. If 8  is defined as the rotation of the material under exam-

ination, the sia1 to noise rati 152 

(S/N ) ort 	8/6$dn 	8( it /180) (LI/it ) e'"2 	'o 

Aoart from ntiltiplicative constants, this expression has the sare 

tuncttonadependence on A, 0, 10  and T as does the conpanion result 

for CD (eq. A-6). 

The relative siial to noise for CD and CR1) can be found from 

the ratio of equations A16 to A-6. In the case where identicle 

light sources, rnonochromators, photomUltipitere and sanpies are 

comoared, the relative aial to noise is amply 

ELI 17 8J/C18OA ( 0Di* 0D)) 	A-17 

The (oD17OD) and 8  observables are related by the Krig-Krarners 
.,

.transform glven in chapter II p. 1I9 and the exact numerical resu1t 

for the A-17 ratio will depend on the shape of the CD and 010 curves. 

If we aaauire a single Gaussian CD shape, the minimum to maximum rot. 

tation d the zero to peak CD are approximatly: 

Ondn 40 (ODiODr)max 	 A-18 

0ther spectral shapes may depart sonewhat from A-16, but it is useful 

to consider this exarrple. Coimbination of equations A..18 and A-17 

yi61 fora Gaussian: 
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[(S/N)oJ/[(S/N)cDJ 	6. (ror A 	1 - 0,7) 

By this analysis, ORD has a substantial sensitivity ädvantag over 

CD for the nthods of moasurennt assud. Direct asurernnt or 

the angle of ellipticity would, in principle, be a more sensitive 

method of CD nasurmnt, An automatic. recordIng ellipticity measure-

Ing inztiment would be quite conpiex and it may be extremely diffi-

cult to conceive a des 	which would approach Ideal behavior, 

CD methods have ither advantares ccntared to OID which 

tend to outweipi the lower inherent sensi ,10-ivityi The CD spectra 

usually offer higher resolution because nearby hands do not over- 

lap as strongly as in OR!). CD peaks are usually found on a lot: baci<-

round, whereas ORD curve due to a sinleharkLare superirposed: Upon 

a .monotonlc backround due to other bands. Rotational strength data 

are therefore easier to extract from CD curves, and extraction of 

rotational strengths from OR!) curves often introduces uncertairrties 

whichtefldto nullift the ORD sensitivity advanta. In rretIc 

optical actIvity measurtirrents the very. 1ar MORD backround (see 

chapter III where this is discussed in more detail) appears to put 

MCD sensitivity on a more equal footing with NIORD. 
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Appendix hA: ICKTRAN, a Fortran IV program for evaluating the 

1cronig-Krarrrs transform of circular dichroism to optical rotatory 

dispersion. 

The basic relationship is found in chapter II, equation 1L40 

• 	(togeather with relevent definitions) and may be rewritten more 

conviently: 

• 	 11•) 	 (4 	 , 	 A-20 

We are interested in the ORD due to an observed CD band or bands 

and so the ellipticity 	(y) will be considered zero outside of 

wavelength limits defined by y a and y > b. The integral in 

equation A-20 will be evaluated from a tob and will be considered 

zero elsewhere. Equation A20 rnay.be. rearranged,: 

4)(x 	(*)j 	 A-21 

The second integral can be evaluated exactly: 

I b L t44 	? 	- 
and the 'first integral can be evaluated approxirnatly by  

trapezoid rule. 

The sirTpie program (Vr]) which fol1ows ca.h be used to. 

evaluate equation A-21, The limitations on the .ypN:  program are 

that the data points rm.ist be evenly spaced In wvelenth: and. that 

• the wave iengtfl vaiues are treatea as Lrltegers • 'me re.Levan 7U  wave 

length extremes must be entered as integers which are sirrly related 
• 	 'q1 

to the experimental wavelength'values, 

• 	First card: 	' 	 • 	 S  

Ni and W2 are integers related to the minimum and maximum 

• 	 : values respectively of the range of the ellipticity data 

wavelengths (215).  Ifis the data point interval, Ni 

andN2. 
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FACIOR is a constant multiplied into 	input data (e.g. 

• 	to change AOD to i&or to ellipticity)(FlO5), 

• 	N3 and N1  are integers related to the mtnintzn and maximum 

values respectively of the range of wavelengths over which the 

	

• S 	 rotation is to be calculated (215). They are defihed analogous 

to N]. and N2. Note that N3 must be less than or equal to Ni 

and N4 must be greater than or equal to N2. 

lEND = 0 if there is another data case following. 

0 if this is the last data case, 
• • 

S 	
CONST is a constant to be added to the experirrental data 

to introduce a baseline shift (usually zero)(F10,5), 

• 	 Next cards: N2-Nl+l values of L OD, A : or [9] Miiow, one value/card, 

in order of increasing wavelength, 

FORTRAN SOURCE LIST KKTRAN 

	

S • 	

SOURCE STATEMENT 

DIMENSION THETA(1000),PHI(1000) 	• • 

S 	READ (2,5) N1,N2 9 FACTOR,N39N4 
• 	 5 FORMAT (2159F10.59215)  

N1=N1-1 	 S 

N3=N3-1__________________________________________________________ 

N=N2-N1 	 S 	

• 

NN= N4-N3 
M=N3-N1 	• 	 • • 	 S  

	

• 	READ (2,10) !(THETA( I),I=L,j  

10 FORMAT (F105) 	S 	 • 	 • 	 •. 

	

• 	DO 20 11,N 	
S 	 • 

THETA(I)T}-tETA(I)*FACTOR 	 S 

20CONT!NUE, 
00 100 J=14NN 	 • 	 - 	

• 	 S 

TJO.0  

JMJ+M 
IF ((J+N3:,GE. N1+1) 0ANO. (J+N3 .LE. N2)) TJTHET4(JM) 

• 	 PHI(J)0.5*((F10AT(N3+J)*TJFL04T(N1+1)*THETfi(1))/FLOAT((Ni+1)**2 
~ +(N3+J)**2)+(FLOAT(N3+J)*TJ-FLOAT(N2)*THETA(N))/FLOAT(N2*N2-(N3+J) 

S 	 S 	•. 

DO 90 I=1,N 

	

• IF (N1+I .EQ. N3+J) GO TO 90 	 71 

PHI(J)=PHI(J)+(FLOAT(N3+J)*TJ-FLOAT(N1+I)*THETA(I))/FIOAT((Ni+I)** 
*2-(N3+J)**2 	S 	 • 	 ••• 	

•. 
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: 9 0 CONTINUE  
IF 	((J+M 	.EQ0 	1) 	00R. •(N3J 	,EO. 	N2)). GO 	TO 	95 
PHI(J)=PHI(J)+0.5*TJ*ALOG(ABS(FLOAT((N3+J 4-N2)*(J+M'-1))/FLOAT((N3+J 

J-N2)'(N3#J+Nj+1)i)) 
95PHI(J)=PHI(J)*2.0/3.1415927 . 	 . 

100 CONTINUE 
WRITE 	(3,110) 	 . 	.• 	 . 

110 FORMAT 	(H1L4MBDA 9 9X 9 5HTHETA 9 10X 9 3HPHI) 
DO 	200 	I=1,NN 

• 	 .. J=N3+I 	 . 	• 

IF 	((J 	.GF. 	Ni-fl) 	.AND. 	(J 	.LE. 	N2)) 	GO 	TO 	150 
4=0.0 	 • 
WRITE 	(39120) 	J,A 	9PH(L) 	• _______________ 

1. 120 FORMAT 	(16,4X92E1305) • 	 ...• 
GOTO200  

150 K=J-N1 	 . 
WRITE 	(3,120) 	J,THETA(K)9PHI(!) 	 . 

200 CONTINUE - 

STOP 
END 	 • 	 . 
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Appendix 113: OUTRAN, a Fortran IV program for processing. (M) CD 

dital data,  

The program transforms the dittaI data derived from the (M)CD 

apparatus into AOD, &E or.  [J Va, wavelength, The appropriate sen-

sitivity factors are applied and the Kronig-Kranrs transfornLis 

computed, There are a large number of options possible, some of the 

most Important are printing a-Ca1-Comp plot of the CD and the Kronig-

Kranrs transform and printing an output tape or card deck of the 

CD data and the wavelength of each CD point (suitable for input to 

other programs, e.g. LQVABMIT or CDLSQ), 

The input tape (TAPE 7) is made from the paper tape punched by 

the (M)CD apparatus in the following fc)rmat: 

Two lines of title and identification at least 67 characters), 

LAMBDA MAX LAMBDA I'ttN, FORMAT( 15,  lii.- ,I5 , 1OH ANGSTROMS). 

Number of channels, FOR AT(I 1I, 1IHNCH.), 

ArTplifier gain factors, P0RMAT(F5.'3,1H*,F4,2,3HLI). 

• 	 Number of passes, F RMAT(13,5H  PASS), 

• Seconds/pass, FOPJVIAT(13,9H SEC/PASS). . 

Concentration, F0RMAT(E10 .2, 12H MOLES/LITER) (here is), 

Path length, FORMAT(F8,4,20H CM. CELL 	)(here is. 

Where (here is). is a teletype key which enters 10 blanks. . 	• 

A carridé return-line feed should not be entered after the ' 

• 	 . 	
.. 	 ••• 	. 	

. 

path length. 	. 	. 	. . 	. 	•, 	: 

The first data card is the number of data cases (110). 

The control cards may be placed in any order and therefore have 

an identification riaxre in the first 10 colunna (namo left adjusted, 1O). 
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CONTROL CARD IDENTIFICATION 	 . 

TITLE 	!'ext card has an 80 character title, 

LANBDA 	LAMBbA MIN, LAMBDA MAX (10HLAMBDA 	2P10,0) range of values 

over which KKTRAN is to be perfornd, 

SEWS 	Sensitivity (10HSEMS 	E10 3) This is a number derived• 

by comparison with a standard sample, SENS. usualLy equals 

1,75*10 if A OD is desired. If ellipticity is desired 

SEWS must be multiplied by 3300, 	 . 	. . . 

Option cards 	 - 	-- . -- 

WRI'IE TAPE(must also REQUEST TAPE 8, Blank for output-at beginning 

of program if this. option is used), An end of file . mark 

is put after every data case 0  

LDIV 	AODIs are divided by the path length, 

CDIV 	AOD's, are divided by the. concentration, 	 . 

PRINT-N The values of the CD are printed out, 

• 	. . 	. 	CAL COMP The next card contains: )CFACT PFACT XPXIS J YAXIS ( 2E10, 3 ) 2A20).. 
• 	. 	. 	. 	 . 	 the wavelength range is 

XFACT is an x axis scale factor,/N3*XFACT 	N4XFACT, 

PFACI1  The graph is (N4N3+1)*PFACT*)aACr inches long. 

XAXISYAXIS are 20 character axis labels 	 . . 

NO GRAPH Suppresses the Cal Cbrnp plot, 	 . . • 	. 

SLICE . The program operates on 1/N fraction of the data points. 

NO PUNCH Suppresses punching of a data card deck, If this is 

oniitted, certain cards must beplaced after the program 

execution card s  

' 	REWIND, TAPE iLl 

ASSIGN C?, TAPE 15 

cOPYCR(TAPE].4,TAPE15) 
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SHIFT 	The value of the baseline shift desired. The ñuntc-  entered 

is 8192 + the actual shift desired (in decimal), 

• 	NOISE 	Maximum allowable noise levelfor bad point rejection 

routine if different from 500 (decimal), 

• 	The last car in each data case must be blank, 
- 	 - a - 

pROGRAM 
2TAPE99APE49TAPEI5tAPE 89TE20)  

	

-- •---.---±--------.---.-.- ____-----.-.-- 	 ____ 

50tPCHMATT1-2A6) 
502 p0(MAT(15,1x9I5A10) 	 .. 	 .• 	 ,.. 

-5o3poMAT 	 . 
504 FOMAT(F5,0,1XF4909A3). 	 . 
505pCkMAT(139A5) 	 . 	--.-.---- . 
506 FOMA1(I3,A9)  
5Q7FOkMAT-ft8i2j2A6i 	 .• 	 •. 	 .': 

508 FCRMAT(F84492A10) 	. 	. 	... 	. 

509FMAT(Ofc,7O8). 	 .----. . 	T.___ •-• 	 . 
INTEGEN SH1F -T.N 	____ 	 _____  

NLiL,C 	 _____ 
O1MENSJON-LAM(11O0) 9BLAM.0100) 	. 	 .- 	• 	• . 	 H 
01 

. DIMENSION TITLEj(12)IITLE2(12)cN(1100) 	 . 
f( 1100) 

COMMON /CCPOOL/ XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,CCXMIN,CCXMAX,CCYMIN,CCYMAX 
CCMMCN/CCFACT7FTCR •.---•..•.. ................--.-----..•. 	-• ....------ ......:•---•--

-:•-•- 

DATA P4C014P/1OHTTTTTTTTTT  
OATACCMFT15HSHj FT/1COMP/44SENSJi COMP3, CMP4'/4HLt)LV, 4HCOI vi 
DATA COMPS/)OH 	 /,CCMP6/6HLAM3DA/ '- 

-- 0ATAC-CMPT,5HTILE,CCMP8/7HCALCCMP/iCCMP9/7HPRINT-N/ 
DATA COtp1O/5HSL10E/,NAME15/3HCj/9COMP11/8HNO GRAPH 
04TA CCMPt2i1OHWRITETAPE1,COMPi3t$HNOPU.NCH/,COMP14/5HNOtSEi 
CALL CC3C,N 	 . 

- C -----RE-tD-NuMriETh-CF-pRCBtMS - 
READ(2,601)NPRC8 	 ... 	. 	 . 	 . - 

300 NpHCC NPRO _. 	 .. 
C 	TAPE EADtN  

-- 7O0READ(f!5Ot)(TITLE'1!)cIhi2  
IF (LNDFILE 7)7009701  

- 	7-01-REAo1-75ti1T-rE2n1-r=i-r1-21— 	 . 
• 	 . 	READ(7,50:2)NT2,i.IT1 9NME1 	- 	. 	:. . 	. • 	 . 	•. 

pAD(79503)NCH9NAME2 



---- RAO (79 54) -Z2,Z i ,-NAME3 - . 
READ(79505)NPASS 9NAME4 	 283 

READ(7957)C 9 NAME6 9 NAME7 

PlFLCA1(NT) 
P2FLCAT (NT?) 

c 	DATA (UtPUT 

511 FORMAT(iH19///2pX912A6/2QX912A6) 

512 FORMAT (///1OX,3HP1F1O.3/10X,.3HP=F1O,3/10X,4HNCHI4/ 

3)oX92HC=E9.2/1Ox,2HLE9.2) 

00 53() J19JM.8 

530 cEAt) (71,509) (N(IK),KI,8) 
--530 SrORE1=L  

L1.() 
rORE2=-c ---------- 

C1•O 
17t7FC RMA1815X70fl 

DO 517 1=1912 	 . 
517CHAR(IT=c0MP5 	.- 	 . 

ASSIGN 554 TO NNN5 ___ 	 . .'. 

ASSIGN26YONNN7 
ASSIGN 590 TO NNN8 . 	 . . 	. 	. 
ASSI N546TDNtIN9 	 . 
NOISE=SOo . 
NCUTO 	 . 
NLI=Z1*Z2 	 . 

• • 	SHIFT=COoO2oU00 ___  
sENs=1.o 

• 	CtRDHA1Y- I N 	0PRTNOUT 	 • 
wfIr(39566) 

515 HEAD(2951(J)Tp19TEMp2,TEMp39TEMp49TEMp59T.jp6___  
51OF MAT (A1O5E1OO ) 	.....••._____ 	 ___-------. • 
_ 	WITE(39567)TEMP19TEM29TEMP39TEMP4,TEMP5,TEMP6 
567FORMAT( 	Aty, 5XEfl73y) 

IF (TEMP1.E0.CCMp1)5HIFTIFIX(TEMP2 
IF(TEMP1gEOCOMP2)SENS=TEMP 	- 
IF(TEMP1.EQ.COM3)L=STORE1  

: 	IF (1 P1 EQCOMP4)CSTORE2 • . 	IF(TEMP1.EQ,,.COMPoGO TO 523 
I F TEMPITEO ;CCMP7 )REAtY(21OSiTCHA-Rrflj-fl9) . 
IFCTEMP1.EQ.CCMPSGc EQ 521 
1F(TEMP1.EQ.COMP9AsSIGN 53CNNN5 

• 	IF(TIMPiEQ.CQMp10)NCuTINT(TMP2) 
IF(TEMP1,E0,COMp11 )ASSIGN300TQNNN7 -
IF(TMP1.Q.COMp1 2 )ASSIGN 588 TO NNN8 
1F(TEMP1;EQ7cOHPSJGcTo525 
IF(TEcp1.E:o.CoMP13)ASSIGN 587 TO NNN9 

5 1  

(2) 

543P3TET1P2 
P4TEMP3 	 . 

-5- ....-  tA Y
W
f  

JW 1 	WL 

s25 CONTINUE___________  



535 
I .  

539 

537 

0CTAL JUBEC VERSIOfl 
00535 119NCH 

• I 
539 t=l,Nl 

• 

rL;NCH...4 
DC 537 I1TNCH 	 - 
N('=N(I)SHXFT 

284 	
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C 	SOME HAD VALUES OF NOEC, CANNOT BE CORECTED BY THE NEXT PROCEDURE 
Tc:so THEY 4NBEIXED MANUALLY BYINSERTINGC4RDs H€E THAT SET NEWciLUE C 	FOR NUEC FOR PARTICULAR POINTS, COUNT FROM ONE IN TABLE CF NOEC 
cTIN PINTCUT.  NrUSTHAFINDEXFR NDECE,G,N(236) =1o28,Q .......  

.--. ..-------*--. ---.---.--.---------. - --• -- -_ 

C 	BAD VALUES OF J(oEC.) CORRECTED AND PRINTED CUT 
TTWRITE(3,6666)--NoxsE....-.---. ------- 

 6666 FCRMAT(.iH1/, lox, 5HVALUESOF N(DEC.) CORRECTED (REJECTION CRITER 

3 12HN(I)-N(J1) 9
2X9 5HN(I) 9 3 X9_1 2HN(I.l).N(I) ,2X9 7HN(I+1)  

.---,-.--,------.-.-,.-----------------.- 	 _T:,.1.. ...........-....----------.-- 	 -- 

00 538 I=29NL. 

NM2 =N(I +1 ) J ( I)  
NM3N1Iy.frfl 
1F(NM2..OQ0JR.NM3.EQ.0) (3 0 . T^ 538 
BTFLOAT (NMiFLAT(NM2) 
GTFLCAT(NM1),FLCAT(NM3)_____ 	. 

Nfr1=1ABS(Ntj2) 	 . 	. 
I F (B 
NM1= N(I)-N(I...].) 	 . 

I'l)-N C Ir  
NROW 	((I-1/8+l NCCLUMN 

WRITE(395555) NRCW,NCCLUMN, N(I'1), NM1, N(I)NM2N(I,1) 

	

T55fORMA1CI1-3T 6Ti0irZiTtoir12j-I-1-oJ 	. . 
N( I)= 	 /2 

TWNITE (394444)N -tI) ----  
4444 FCRMAT(41x,Iln,,) 	 . 

T538C0NTINUE--- 	 ______ 
GO 10 NNNS 	 . 

6 WR 1 Tr355tyJ-  _. 
.550 FOkMAT(/////jo•x929HVALUES CF_TRANSFORMED_N(DEC,)_•/,) ....... -DO 5blJj,jM8  

I=,J-1 
- 

552 FCHMAT(IOX98110) 
b 4 XrPASSFL- T(TPASS) 

XNSEC=FLOAT(NSEC) 	 . 

IF(NCUT.E.fl) G TO 555 

S65 41IiNt 	 .• .. 	 __ 

XI+i 



• 	J=J+NCUT  
IF (J.LE0NCH) GO TO 565 	. 	 285 

555 C31,4ST1SENS*6e4E03/(XNPASS* NLI*XNSEC) 
CONST2CCNST1J . ....C') 
0C45 11.NCH  

• 	545THETi\ (I )=FLOATJ ( I)1*CONST_ S 	 - 

G 	T' tIJN) 
C7POPiNCIN(rpOUfINE 

546 WR1T14,57O)TITLE1,TLTLE 	. 
.WR1TE(1457l)NTl,NT2,NAME1 	....... 

WRITL(1495!2)NCH,NMME2 
WRITE114,S73)Z2 9 Z1,NAME3 	..•.-----* 
WR1Tb(14574)NPAS59NAME4 

• . 	. 	 WRITE1-475)T'JSEC NAME5 
• 	 . 	. 	WR1T(14 9 576)C,NAME69NAME7 	. . 

WRITE (14,577)LNAME8NAME9 
WRITE(14578)NAME159NT29NT19NCH 

T570FCRt4AT(1A 6 ) 
571 F3MAT(I51H.159AiO) 
572FCRMATT 	TI4'Z 	 . 
573 FORMAT(E9.2,1I-$*,E902,A3) 

575 FCRMAT(139A9)  
76FORMAT(E922A6)  

• 	 577 FOfMAT(E92,2A1Ø) 	- 
c7 8FCRATA3T1T4T5TTX 5 

C 	PUNCHOUT CF THE THETA(I) VALUES 
wkxTE(16;s86)iTHErATI)TITNcN) 

586 FOMAT(6i34) 	 • _______ S 

5851NN5 
85 WRITO.4,57O)CQMP5 	• 	.• 	. 

	

C/CULATETANDNZ 	 •• 	• 
87 DLLAM(P-P1)/FLOAT(NCH.3)  
N1 P1JDEATD62 	.. . 

____ 	 4 	• . 5 

N3P3/DELLAM i' __ 	 ). • 	 •. 	 . 

N4P 470 EIJA1 1 	• 	• 
N1N11 __  

/ 

1'JN2-N1 	 S 	 • 

NNN4N3 	 S  
IF(N.GT0NFJ) GO TO 5678 

S 	 MN3'\I1  
00101 i1Nr  

101LAMB(IrNTDELLAMPt0ATTJfl _______

5.  

8LAM(l)P1  
Di1O2ii2TNcH 	. 

102 BLAM(I)=0LAM(I1)+.DELLAM 
GO TO NNNa 	 S 	 . 

C 	• TsPE WRITING ROUTINE 	• 	 . .. . 
588 WRITE(800) (CH(I)TTi8) Ow • .. 	 . 	WRIT(8 	601)NCH 	 . 

DO 605 I=1NCH 	 . 	 S  

wRIT89602)rrArr3LAM1Xi 
CNO K IL9 8 S 	 • 

.•.. 	 ............................... S 



)0 FM\T(A'jT 
• 	 (501 FORMAT(3J1O) 

60 FORMAT2Fi0 0 3r ---------------  
590 DO 100 J=ItjN 

= O 0 
JMJaM 

TIF ( ( J+N3GETh1r1)AND(J+N3LEN2))--TJTHETA(JM 
IF ((JN3 EQ N11) .OR. (1J+N3 SEQ. N2)) GO TO 80 

• 	__ ( N3+ J )**2) +(FLOAT ( N3 +J) * TJ_FLOAT(N2)*THETA(N))/FLOAT(N2*N2_(N3+J) 

30 DC  9; I=19N 
IF (Ni + IE .N3'JrGOTC 90 
PHI(.J) =PHI (J)+ (FLOAT (N3.J) *rJmFLOAT (N1.I) *THETA ( I) ) ,FLCAT C  (N+I) ** 

• 	90_CONTINUE 

IF ((J+M 	3) .O 	(J EQ N.N2)). GO TO 95 
PHI(J)P4I CJ ).0.5*TJ*ALC (AtS(FLOAT((N3+J+N2) * (j+M-1 ))iFLoAT . ( . (N3 + rT 

____ 	J—N 2 )*(N3.J+N1+1.) ) ) 
..... 

C 	USUALLY ObTAINED AT THE FIRST AND LAST DATA POINT IN THE TRANSFORM 

100 CONTINUE 
1D5FCRMAT18A'IO) 

WXTE (3 9 106) (CHAR(I),11,8) 
1VFOR1ATiifi78ATO) 

WkITE (3,110) 

DC 200 I=1eNN 
PPHI 33;O*PHcIy 	-______ 	 -•---- ------•----______ 

JthJ3+I 
IF .... C 	;GE 	 10 ISO 
A=0.0 

• 	120 ECRMAT (I694X,3E13,59I10) 	• 
• 	G v TO 

150 K=J—NJ 	 • 	• 
, I 

4 	200 CONTINUE 
205 FORMAT (2F109 5T6A1O)--- 	 . 

GO TO N"1N7 
1*206 FACTO 

CCXMIN=100. , 1024.  

CCYMINif1'4 
• 	'CCYMAX1050./1O2'+. 
LCCXMAX=CCXMIN-+PFACT*XF-ACI* .tP4.P3+2,-O,_,I.O..S 

INCXIFIX((P4.P3.2,0)*XFACT)/50 	• 
V M PH I (1 )ff 
YP=Yri 	 . 

(PHI I)*;GT; 	 • 
IF (PHI(I) .LT. YM) YM=PHI(I) 	 • 

•21OCONTINUE----------- 	 - 
DO 220 I1N 	 • 

• 

IF (THETACI, ,GT, Vp) YP=THETA(I) 
I--.- 	 -• -_- 

IF (THErA(I) .LTø YM) YMTHTA(I) 



287 
T22000NTTNUE 

• ' IFCYMLTOO)YMYM 	 •,. 	 . -____________ ____ 

PAMAX1(yM,yP) 	 . 
• 	. 	JMALCGiri(p-) 

IF (IM ALT. 0) IMIM'.1 
o. 

IP=IFI,X (P) 1 	 . 

9999 FORMAT (4HoIP=9I59i 1M,15) 	 . 
• 	. I Ft1 PG73T -23o 	 . 	 --___________________ 

INCY*Ip 	. 
IY1O 
GCTO25c 	 . . 

23OIYIP 
1NCy2 

YMINYMAX 

XMAXP4+10,0 	 •.• 

______CALL CCLTR (200/104.925./1024909,CHAR,72) 

CALL CCLT 	(50./1024r4QQe/LQ249,j,2,yAXIS9,24) 

___ 	CALL CCPT (Y,THETA,N,4HJCIN,1,1) 
IF (NP  

5 6713P RTT55, 
5566 FORMAT(1C3HLAMBDA RANGE EIROR OR THE MAXIMUM_DIMENSION_EXCEEDED, 

_)_ 	0 

300 CONTINUE 	
0 	 •, 	 0 	 • 	

0 • 	
CALL  
REWINU __________ 	

•0 	
0 	

• 

REWrND ( 	 • 
ENU FILE 14 	• 	 • 
REWIND6 	0 	 •• •0 	

0 	 • 	 --______ • 	RETURN 	0 	
0 

EN0 	
0 	

0 • 	• 	 • 	
0 

• 	0 
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Appendix IIC: DIMER, Fortran IV program to calculate the point dipole 

- 	 exciton splittings, oscillator strengths and rotational strengths 

for dimers of planar n1ecules with two perpendicular oscillators 

• 	 in the molecular plane. Any nunter of dimer orientations may be 

• 	 calculated (see figure 11-18 for a definition of the coordinate 

system used) by specifying the limits of DO loops. The results are 

printed out only if the éxciton splittings of the transitions have 

close to a. specified relative size and if the dipole strength ratios 

of the two transitions are within a specified range of values, These,. 

criteria for print out are not entered by control card, but are 

built into IF statements in the program. These criteria are simply 

altered for conparison of the calculation with any particular set 

of experinntal data. 

C CLF1IT1UNS OF 	VARILES 
C OIl = 	CIPLJLE STRENGTH CF 	LONG 	WAVELENGTH 	TRANSITION IN DEBYES**2 

Pc t12 = 	CIP(JLL 	srRNGrH 	OF •SHORTAVELENGTH TRANSITION IN DEYES*2 
C F\L1 FREQUENCY OF LCNG 	AVELT± TRANSITION 	IN KAYSRS 
C H\L2 = 	FRLUENCY OF 	SHORT 	AVELENCTI TRANSITION 	IN KAYSERS 
C R = CISTANLE t3[rWELN'CLECULAHCENTERS 	IN ANGSTROMS___________________ 

c ti= Af\GLE 	BETWEEN 	R(XY) 	AND 	X 	AXiS IN 	RADIANS 
C kA 1C= ANCLL 	T'LLi 	( 	AND 	7 	AXIS 	IN 	RADIANS 
C I1= ANGLE 	t3ETEEN 	lU2A 	CRUSS 	MU2E 	AND Z 	AXIS 	IN 	RADIANS 

C tIF= ANGLE 	BETWEEN 	LINE 	CF 	NODES 	ANC._AXIS IN. 	RADIANS.  
C 1= ANGLE 	DTEN 	LINE 	CF 	NODFS 	AND NU2A 	IN RADIANS 

tJJ-_FRACTiONAL ANGLEINCRFTENTS 	OF P1A5FfJRP 
C10S= FRACTIONAL 	ANGLE 	II%CREMENTS 	OF P1 	RADIANS 	FOR PSI 

C IG= FRACTiONAL ANXE 	INCJMENTS 	CF RI 	RACI.ANS 	FR GAMMA  

C 	NP= t'U'ER CFK VALUES CALCULATED 	.. 	 - 

C 	. 
 

N/A tG.tP,MS,MT ARE INTEGER INDEXES, RUNNING FROM 1 10 (EG.) MR 
c 	nT DrTLRMINE THE NUPêER OF ANGLE INCREMENTS CALCULATED. 
C 	FOR S,P,TANGLES ARE CALCULATED FOR ED, (O,l/WFS,2/WFS,..(MS-1) 
C 	*PJ  
C. 	CR A AND GANGLLS CALCULATEC ARE (I/WFA ...... MA/WFA)*PI 

r; 
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C Ii 	THE 	EXCI1ON 	SPLITTING 	(V) 	IS 	PCSITI'JE, THE NU— COMPONENT GOES 
C IL 	LCI'.GEN 	vELENGTH, 	THE 	VALUES 	TI-AT 	ARE COMPARED TO EXPERI MENT 
C AFE---- 	O(LCNGWAVt±LEI\GTI- 	EXCITCI\ 	CCP.)/C(SHORT WAVE EXCITON 	) 	* 
C ANC 	R(LCNG 	WAVLLLNeTH 	EXCITON 	CUMPCENT), HOWEVER,THE CALCULATED 
C \'ILLES 	AE 	U+/U— 	iNi 	P4. 	Sc 	A 	CCNVERS ION IS MADE FROM CALCULATED 

--I_------- _:_--__- 
C 	( LL'SEIVLU UY JL1JN(.i JHE S1(N Ui- THE EXC/1IJN 	VL1I I IN(i 

C 
C 	 D(LLN)JU(SI-'CT) 	 R(LCNG) 

• C__________  
R+ 

C+ 	 1/((O+)/(t.)—))  
C 

• C 	FIRST CARL) IS THE NUI8ER CF DATA CASES (I1C) 
C 	 H 

CIt"ENSICN R(5),C.,(9),L1G(9) ,SA(9) ,CA(9),LIA(9),SP(19) ,CP( 19), 
JLJF( 19),SS(19),CS(19) ,LI5(iJ),ST(10),CT(1O),LIT(10),AL1(_19,19,10), 

• 

	

	 2LL2(1S,11,10),I3Ej(19,1S,10),BL-2(1S,19,10)9GA1(19,10),GA2(19910), 
PA11C(l9,19,10), 
rcTp1(1c,i9,1u)RUTp2(19,19,1O),DV1(1S,19,10),DV2(19,19,1O), 

LAC(2,20) NPXCb 
2C F(FfrAT(1iU) •  

CC lie J.= 1910RCTh 
f[AC (2,21) (rJTLE( H, I = 1914) 

I1E (3,22) (TITLL(1), 1=1,14) 
FLPtAT (1HI, 20X, l'tA/l//) 
RCAC (2,2i) FNU1, Dli, Ft\U2, 012 

3 FCF4T ('F20.8) 
PLAC(2)_MR,MA, MG, ,_MT 
FChfrAT 	(I5) 
Pf:AC (2,25) (P(I), 1 	1, MR) 

215  FEPP'AT (4F20.) 
WEA,_WFG,FP,F$,_WFT 

FLPtA1 (5h102) 
LtFA 	INFA 
LFC 	tFG 
LF1 = 
L'FS 	FS 
LF1 = 	FT 

1TE (3,27) FNUI, Dli 
fl FCR"AT (2H F1RS1IRAN U CN FREQUENCY=,F7.O,25HK. 

ITI-:ENGTH =, F6.2,i14 (DE8YE)*2 /1) 
1sF1E (3,28) FNU2, 012 

€ FCtAT (30H SL-CUNL) TRAtSI1ICN FRECUENCY =, F7.0,25H K, 	DIP0L 	H 
/ / 	•• 

FC1I = 1.57C1:-0d * Ft\Ui 4  Cli 

CL 113 IG = 1, MG 
IC=3.41641G/WFG 

CC(JG) = COS(i(i) 
JJLLLLLQJciL.LLE 

CC 112 JA = It MA 
A_3 

SA(IA) = SIN(WIA) 	 • 
Ct(IA) = COS(WIA) 

112 LIA(IA)=180*IA/LWFA- 	 . 	 .•... 



U 

I 
,,1 

cc 	i' 	i r' 	= 	1, 	tu 
1-IF 	= 	IP -  290 

1F 	= 	3.s16*H1P_/FP  
Si(IP) 	SIN(WIP) 

= 
ci LI(1P) 	=180 	(IP-1) 	/ LFP 

C C 	c 2 	LS 	= 	l.1S  
I -IS  

.1410 	HIS 	/ 	WFS  
55(15) 	= 	S1f\(WISI 
C5( IS)  

S2 L1S( IS) 	=idU 	* 	(iS—i) 	/ LtFS 
cc 	S2 	IT 	= 	i, 	MT  

= 	IT 	- 	1 
J1 	= 	3i'io 	* 	HIT" 	kFT  

51(11) 	SiN(IT) 
C1(I1) 	CCS(1T) 

2 LI 1(17) 	=lbU 	* 	( il—i) 	/ Lt'FT 
H EC1G3Ji=1,MT  

cc 	ic2 	IS 	= 	1, 	MS 
CC 	1 0 1 	IP 	= 	1, 	MP. ____  
iLl(IP,iS,1T) 	= 	C1-'(LP) 	* CS(IS) 	- SP(IP)* 	SSCIS) 	GlUT) 
L2(1P,IS,iT) 	- 	CP(IP) SS(IS) SP(IP).* 	CS(IS) 	* 	CT(IT) 
L1(1P,I5,J1) 	SP(LP) 	* CS(IS) CP(1P) 	* 	SS(IS) 	* 	CT(IT) 

1(1 EL2(If,IS,IT) 	- 	SP(IP) *• 	SS(IS) + 	CP(IP) 	CS(IS) 	CT(IT) 
Gi1(1S,IT) 	= 	ST(IT) 	* 	SS(IS) 

1C C2(I5,1T) 	= 	Sl( IT) 	* 	CS(JS) 
1(3 C C N I I N U E 

CC liC IR 	1, MR 
(I H ) 

3=RH**3  
- 	C\K1 = 5U36 	LIII /R3 

	

5035.6 	.* 012 / R3 

P111<1 = ROIl * RR  
Cfl<2 = RL)T2 jR  

f_C IIC IG = 1, MG 
cc: 
cc iii IT = It MT 

1 lj, M S  
CC 111 IP = 1, MP 

- C1-i (JP,LS,jr) = (1 	4L1(i1S,rT))/ (1. -  
C12(1p,IS,Irj = (1. + 8E2(IP,IS,IT))/ (1.— 	E2(1P 9 IS,1T)) 

- 	PCliEP,js,LT)ROTKi*(S(IA)$GA1(Is,r) —CS(IG) 	BELUP.. 
115,11)) 

=RUTK2 	( CG(IG) * L2(IP,!S,jT) - CA(L_j42J_ 
115,11)) 
C\1(iP,jS,IT) 	OVK1 *(L1(IP,rS!jT) - 3, 	C( I4) 	( cfij_I_.) 1LJ(Jp,I5 9 1T) + SA(J) 	8E1(IP,IS,IT) + CG(IG) 	GA1(IS,IT))) 
C2(1P,1S,1T) = OVK2 	C 	E2(IP,IS9IT) - 3. *• S(1A) * ( CA(IA)*. 

1t.L(1P,IS,1T) +SA(IA) *LE2(1p,IS,IT) +CG(IG)-*GA2(1s,IT))) 
111 CCNTINUE  

f1TE (3,40)RR, L1A(l/j, LIG(IC -) 
C ILHPAT (23H1MULEC&JLAR SEPARATION=, F5.2,_H_ANG_STROMS, 	ALPI4A = 

1, I,2CH LIEGREES, 	G4Pt'.A =, 14, 8H CEGREES /1/) 
lIE (3,41) 

41 FCFfr/I(1th)i-i 	 DIPOLE STRENGTH 	 E 
iC1TCN SPLITTING 	 RCTALIONAL STRENGTH 	) 
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iITE 	(3,42) 
I 	 '2 	FCr'.T(10oH 	ANGLE RATIOS 

I LONG 	WAVE 	SIDE 	 1/) 
.I1E 	(3,43) 

43 	FL'IT(100H 	UEGHEES C(LCNG)/D(SHORT) 
I 	F A '?SEPS CGS 	UNITS 	X 	10 4 3 	1/) 

tA 1I1E 	(3,44) 
'i 	FCRt4T(100H 	PHI 	P S I THETA 	 LONG 	SHORT 	 L 

5hU1 LONG 	SHORT 	I/I) 
CL 	53 	IP 	= 	1, 	MP 
U. 	53 	1Sz1,tS 
CL 	5 3 	IT=J.,MT  

C 
C 	SKIP 	jALULS 	THAT 	AkE CL1 	CF 	RAtGE 	OF 	INTEREST  
C 

Rt1 7C( I1',lS,IT) 	DV1( IP, tS,IT)/0V2(IP,IS,IT) 
IF: 	(1p5 (RJTIu( IP P IS,IT ) ) .GE2.0OR4E3S(RATIOLiP,1S,IT) ).LE.0.5) 

I 	CC 	TO 	53  
cc: 	it 	 r 	c 	(T 	I 	 . - 	i' 	ru 	rui 	: 	co 	T(. 	1T I 	I 	£ 	fl 	C'c 	(fl 	Tfl 	S 
it 	Lf'J. 	irJ9i 	IOUL.,GL1L,I'L iULPI aeLLaJJl 	'J_# 

IF(c2(1P,1S,lT),GE.2.O0CDR2(IP,IS,IT).LE.05)GO TO 53 
C 
C 	C1NERT C/LCULATEU PARAETERS TO OBSERVED ONES 
C 

rrcc1c1P,Is,1T).LE.c)_cc TO Sc; 
CF1(JP,IS,ii) 	= 1/ DRI(1P9IS,IT) 
RC1P1('IP,I.S,IT)_=-RcTP1(1P,1S,IT)  

Y CINIINLE 	 - 
IF([2(IP,1S,1T)LEQ) CC TO 100 

1/O2 ( IP, IS, IT) 
-1112(IP,IS,IT) =—CTP2(iP,IS,IT) 

ICC CL(\1HLE 
t11E (3950) 	 LIP(IP),LIS(IS), LIT(IT), 

1. 	 URi( IP,IS,IT), 0R2(IP 
,I5,IT),UV1(1P,1S,IT), 0V2(IP,IS,IT),ROTP1(IP,IS,IT), ROTP2(IP,! 
S,11) 

C FCPf'1( 314, 8X, 2F10.3, lOX, 2F10.2, lOX, 2F10.4) 
2 J1T1E (3,1) 	 I. 
1 FL.Pfrfl (IHO)  

B CCINLE 
1 IC CU'TINUE 

Slop 	 S 

I 	
•, 



• 	 Appendix II-D: PROCES, A Fortran IV pam for absorption data pcessg. 
PROCESS 

C fliS 	C( '<Mv  CthVuTS 	A CARU 	CLCK 	CF 	'JCLTAGES 	PROPORTIONAL 	TO OPTICAL C CLNSITY 	(PUNCHLU 	UY A 	CIGITAL 	VOLTMETER) JNTCA 	MAGNETIC 	TAPE  C V14F 	CPTICAL lJNS1TY 	A1C AVELLNGTI- 	VALUES 	FOR 	THE 	GIVEN 	SPECTRUM. 
C I T 	I E ST S 	ALL 
C 	•LflEST NEJGHUR PUNTS 	IF TkEE 	CCNCITICNS 	ARE 	SATISFILD C THL: SLOPES 	AE THE 	CPPCSITE 	SIGN. 
C THE SLOPES 	ARE LARGER 	TI-At\ 	RNOISE 	(OD 	UNITS) 

(3 ) 	THtPLJINT I S CLTSICE OF 	A N 	E X C LLSJ C N 
C bi'IN-t?MAX 

C 1 ST. 	CARL)  
C NLPEER 	6F 	SPECTi<A 	IC 	EE 	PROCESSEE 	(110) 

• 2 NC. 	CARL) 
C T I T L E 	(8M0)  

2 IC. 	CARD 

C iVi1= 	MINIMUM 	kA'ELENCTh 
C 

 - MAX= 	MAX iiUM 	AVELE;CTI- 
I 	C N= 	NUMBER 	OF 	LAT.A 	PCINS 
L( TI-  

A tL 
C E.G. 	AM1i-AMAX 	EXLUCEL 	FROM 	BAC 	POINT 	CHECK 

TI-. 	CARD 
CCMIN,UUMAX,ViVLIN,VM c__ AT VMk _VLIAGE 

C N 
______ 

A1.LES 	CF 	VULiA,, 	IC 	VALUES 	PER CARD, 	INCLUCING RANGE 	CF 	SPECTRO- 
P I _C TLJ_LICH_LSJlicU  

C N 'ALLCS 	OF 	JASEL1NE 	VCLTAGE 

Lo 

CINENSICN IR(iuOo),Ltt c( 	OO),OD(jCQO),IV(1000),I34SE(1OOO 
2TITLE1UII,80u(I000) 	 • 
iLAL LAtBL 
ILAC(2,1Q0)NpRQ  
CL 3CC NPRGC=j,NPRQB 
R1AC(2,1O)TITLE1_________________________ 

LtC(2,2) AMIN, AMAX, erxN, LfrAX, RNOISE 
2 	CPAT(5( - Lo.o)) 

TITLE1  
cc 	rt'ATuh1,8AIu,/,/, 

L(3, 0 U 1_) iNkL! A V L 5tA M A XJJJS 	X 
6C1 FCi'AT( 	10AP3HCURRECTEC POINTS (REJECTION CSRITERION= +OR-,F94 

,ICI- CU ul1TS)//59HvELENGTH INTERVALS EXCLUDED FRrJ1 CORRECTION 
RLCECLkE AKL/ILlHLAMIN1,F1O.C,cHANGSTROMS1OX11HLAVDAMAXl. 

H 	2=,FlC.U,9NGST0f/1S//) 
P1:INLL,T(MjN) 	 • 
I-ILCiT(MAx) 

R LAC (2,102 )((JR(J),jv(J)),J1,N) 
ILAC( 2, 103)(IASE(J),JZ1,N) 
CC 10 11,N 

• 	 _________ 
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;r icu ii  

• 	 IC ecc (I )C0( 1)  

C 	c;LcLLnE L'fflJiS 	 . 	 ., 

f\IN-1 	 . 

LEC(1)=PkX 
CC 2C I = 2 , N  

• 	 2C 
FIJIC1 	-LiNlS 	 -. 

LI 15 I2 9 \L 	. 

IF LffreD( L.  ).GE.AM1N.NC L AM U 0 (I) LE.AX) GO T015 
H(Lt[fl(i) .L-ebM1N.AtO.LjML3O(J)eLE a etAX) CO TO 15 
ii CC(i) - 00(1-1) • 

	

= CC(1+l) - 00(1.) 	 • 	 . 

If (I2.C( (jLJR3.EQ.0) CC TO 15 
El =  

P1=tFSCi1/RN0iSE  

I2=SUIRN0jSE) 
GOTO 15 

IT.E(3,Lt0Q) 	JD(1-1),R1,CC(j),12,cO(I4 - 1) 
Cc FCIt 1 T(1Ux,5.F1o.4H  

• 	 CL (I)  

iITE(3,uO) 00(1), LNEC(1) 	. 

•.(C FCf'If(3QX,k-1(,04,2ux,F1C.G//) 
) S 	CCt'1rt'LE . 	 . 	 . 

CLI 'YGIAPH(N9LAMbU,E3CC,CC) 
11E(,60O)  

aCC FLP1(// ,1UX,40HPCGi' PRCCESI FEECING INPUT TO LSCVMT 
I1L(C,1J5) ILTLEI  

ITE(f ,100)N 	 S  
I IC (C ,10 ' ) ( (00(1)  

EtC 11LE 	i 	 .. 

E(3,7(jO)  

7 C C FCFNfT(// 	10X,22HDATI FEC 10 LSCWRMIT 
11E(21105)T1TLE1 

1fl1EU3,1uCflN 
ilL (3 ,luó) ( (00(1) ,L'EC( I)) ,I=1,N)  

1 C C FT(eIio) 	 . 

1(1 FOP 	UEl1U.Q  

1(2 FCFt/1(3X,12,1j,I2,j5,I2,J5,I2,I5,12,I5,6)(,5(I2,I5)) 
1(3 F[ FJ/1 (3A,2X, 1,2X, 15 ,2X, 15,2X,15,2)(, 15,oX,5(2X, 15)) 
I.C4 FLF'1( ~ I1u.3) 
IC 5 F(FP':T(AjtJ)  

• 	i C 	F(P1 (IHX,IOX,F10.A,F1C.0) 
3 C C CC\1I1\LE  

_______........................................ • 

1d'u'routine YGRAPH (which id given with E CDLSQ) 	 - 
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Appendix lIE: CILSQ, Fortran IV program which finds the best parameters 

to fit a number of specified functions to an array of data points by 

a linear least squares procedure0 

The version. shown here uses Gaussian functions and their first 

derivatives (in the functional form shown in equation 111-112) but 

the fitting function subroutine can be simply substituted for other 

purposes When the program is used to fit MCD data a subroutine GVAL 
• calculates the maietic splitting according to equation 111-11 14 and 

• the associated standard errors Subroutine YGRAPH prints a quick 

plot of the input data and the sum of the best fit functions. 

The first card is the number of data cases (I10) The control 

cards may be put in any order and therefore have an identifying naX 

in coitmis 1-10 (left adjusted) , the control card format is A107E100.. 

CARD 	Input data is read from cards (otherdse data is read 

from ma-ietic tape (TAPE 8), 	 . . 

	

• CURVES 	Number of functions used 	fit the data. 

	

• WI1Y70 	The next cards have the values of. the width and position 	0 

parameters of the fitting functions; ie. 

HEIGHTS Next cards have values of the amplitudes of the component 

functions in absorption (used only in maetic splitting 

• 	• 	caiculation-GVAL). 	• 	 ,• 

GAMMA 	Value q the Bohr maeton times the maetic field strength 

	

/ 	in wavenurthers (used in GVAL). 	• 

SAME DATA The data from the previous problem is used again with the 

new fitting functions specified In this data case. 

The last card in each data . case must be b1ank 	• • • 
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PROGR4M COLSO(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE8,TAPE2INPUT,TAPE3OUTPUT,TAPE9) 
REALLAM 

L..._. ±DIMENSION CHAR(13)9THETA(1000)9BLAM(1000),R(20)A(20)9LAM(20) 
DIMENSION ALPHA(20920),H(2091) 	,YCALC(1000).,CON(20920) 9OD(20) 

L.,.._.....DIMENSION STD(20).  
DATA rEST1/4HCARD/,TEST2,4HTAPE/,COMP1/6HCURVES / 

COMP2/6HWIDTHS/,COMP3/1OH 	...................../,COMP4t9HSAME DATAt  ------- __._: 
.:DATA COMPS/SHGAMMA/,CoMpor,HHEIGHTS/ 

•Li_...cOMMoN,sET1,Nj,R,I3LAM,M,LAl1 --"- ..........- 	 . 
COHMON/SET2/YCALC,A 

..J-kEAn 119NPROB 
00 400 NPNQCX,NPROB 

- 

ASSIGN 105 TO NNN]. 

	

L101-REt) 13,TEMP19TEMP29TE.MP39TEMP4 , ............. 	 * 
IF(TEMP1.EQ000MP1)N1=IFIX(TEHP2) 	. 	. 

....... IF(TEMP1.E.(.).COMP2)READ 149CR(I)9LAM(I)9I=1,N1) 
IF(TEMP]..EChC0MP3)G0 TO 102 	 . 

............IF(TEMP10EQ000MP4)ASSIGN 106 TO NNNj 
IF(TEMP1eEQ.cOMPS) GAMMA= TEMP2 

_....IF(TEMP1.EQaCUMP6).. READ 159COD(I),1j,N) . --.-----. 
IF(rEMP1.E@TEST1)JKs2 
GO.0 101 	 -...------ *_-------- ................... ........ 

14 F0RMAT(8E10.0) 	 . 	. 	. 	. 
15 FURMAT(8E10.3)  

F 	10 FORMAT(A10) 	 N. 
102 GO TO NNN1  
105 READ(JK,io) CCHAR(.I),1198) 	., 	.. 
.......... IF (EOF) 	105104 	 .._--.--_ .... 
104 READ(JK911)M . 	 . 
J1.,FORMAT.(811o) ----------  

REAU(JK912)(THETA(I)9BLAM(I),I1,M) 	. 	.. 
12 FORMAT(2E10.3) 	...--.----.----------- 	 . ..-----.------ ........- ........ 
13 FORMAT(A1095E1090) 

CALL CENTER(CHAR989CHAR9130) 	.. . .......................... 
106 PRINT 1,CHAR,M,N1, . 	(K,R(K),LAM(K),K=19N1) 
.____1. FORMAT(1H1//4OX,47H.*...*PROGRAMCOLSQ*.us....u.iu.... 

2/////13A10////55X,20H.9ai.INPUT DATA.e.,.//// 
.320X927HTHE NUM1ER OFDATA POINTS 14..- .... 
420X,30HTHE NUMBER OF FITTING CURVES 12//// 
10X9, 1OHCtJRVE SET, 98X95HWIDTH99X,10HWAVELENGTH/ . 

6 (14X,12,9X,E11.4,5x,E11,4)) 	. 	. 

C 	CALCULATE THE MATRIX ELEMENTS 
- ...........................___ 	_____ 	 ___ 

CALL ELEM(ALPHA) 	' 
I C 
C 	CALCULATE THE HVECTOR 
C 

• 	DO 210 J=19N1 
H(J,1)o0 	•.• 	_____-. 
00 209 119M 

209 H(J,1)= H(.J,1)+THETA(I)*F(j,I) 
210 CONTINUE 

I 
CALL MATINV TO INVERT THE MATRIX ANDCALCULATE THE A..VECTOR . 

C 	. 
CALL MATINV(ALPHA,N1,H,1,DETERM) 
00 300 11,N1 	 . 

300 	A(I)H(191) 	
- ........... 

CALL UCAL 	TA,CSQ  
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CALL PARAM(N1,ALPHA,A9COR,CSQ,STD) 
CALL GVAL(STD,OD,GAMMA) _..., 

.CALLYGRAPII(M,BLAM,THETA,YCALC) 

PETURN 	. 	 . 	 . 

ENI) 	 ....- 

This subroutine calculates the matrix elements 

SUBRO'JTINE ELEM(ALPHA) 
COMMON/ SET 1/Ni, 	BLAM, 	LAM 

H 	 ___DIMENSION ALPKA..(20.20..)_j.R(,2Q)_.98LAM(100 0)..9 LAM(20.)_ .  
REALLAM 	 .. 

201 	J1,Nl 	........... 00 	
201 	K1,N1 	 . 	 .- 	 . 

:ALPHA(J,)0.0. ............ - 	. 	............... 
DO 	200 	110 	.. 	. 

2 00 ..,ALPHA(J , K)=ALPHA(.J 9 K).F(J,I)*. iK,.J)...............- ....- .... 
201 CONTINUE 	 . 	 . 

.RETURN ....................
. 	 - - -------: ......................... 

END 

4$ 

This function subroutine defines a Gaussian function and first derivative 

FUNCTION 	F(J,I) 	 . I  

_COI10N/.SET1/N1,R9LAN%,.?i.,LAft____  
DIMENSION R(20),BLAM(1000)9LAM(20) 
.PEAL LAM 	.................. 
NCUVN1/2 

- ...... TEMPELAM(I) 	LAM(;..._.............. 	............................... 
TEMP2EXP((TEMP*TEMP)/R(J)**2) 	. 

.F(J.GT.NCURV).TEMP(.20.0!EMP2)*.TEMP4R(J)2 
F T EMP2  

_RETURN ........................... 
END 

J,I 
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-- 	SURO'JTINE DCAL(THETA,CSQ) 
C 	CALCULA1E THE ORDINATES FROM THE COMPUTED A-MATkIX AND PRINT,ALONG 

• 	C 	WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA POINTS AND THE PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCES. 
C 

	

	ALSO CALCULAIE CHI SQUARE AND THE AVERAGE DEVIATION. 
COMMON/SET1/N1,R,8LAM,M,LAM 
COMMON/SE 12/YCALC,A 
REALLAM 	 .• 
DIMENSION LAM(1000) ,LAM(20) , THETA(1000) ,YCAtCU000) vA(20) R(2O) 

• 	 PRINT 306 	 .. 
.306 F0PMAT(1H1//28X,8HBEST FIT,7X,12HEXPERIMENTAL,SX, 

	

21OHRCENTAGE/12X,6HLAMB[)A911X,5.TE.T,12bHTTA , 	.............-. .......... 
3 9X,10HDIFFERENCE//) 
SUM10.() 	.............................. - 	..................._...- 
SUM200 	 . 	. 	. 
00310 	11,M 	• 	- 	.................. ........... . ................. 
YCALC(I)00 	 . 
DO 	30 8 	J1 ,N1 	 . .................... 	 --. 	., 	.............. 

308YCALC(T)YCALC(I)*A(J) 4 F(J9I) 
TEMPABS(YCALC(I)uTHCTA(I)) 	................................ .............. 

FRAC'r=lOO.O*ABS(TEMP/THETA(I)) 
...............PRINT 3079LAM(I)9YCALC(I).9JHTA(.I)...9FRAT 	.. 

307 FORMAT (11X,F7 1,BX,E11.4,6X,E11.4,5X,E11.4) 	. 
.SUM1SUMi+TEMP 	 _ 	 ... 

SUM2SUM2+TEMP*2 
_31.0C0NT I NU E 	 ..-- 	 ..............--..-.-.----.- ......- ......--_-.•-.-_.---•-.-•--.. .. .......... 

IF(M.GT.N1)CSQSQRT(SUM2/(M"Nl)) 
AVDSUM1/M  
PRINT 200,AvD,CSQ . 	 . 	 . 

2 	20x22HCHI SQUARE........... E11.4) 	 . .. 
RETURN 
END 

This subroutine calculates the correlation coefficerits and the standard errors. 

............................................................•-- 
DIMENSION A(20920),H(2091),C0R(20,20)9. 
	.
STD(20)

..---.- 
 

PHINT 
10 FORMAT(///7X911HCOEFFICIENT 8X,10HSTD9ERR0R  

DO .20 .1=1 N1 _ •.... 
STO(I) 	A(19I)*CSQ 	 • 

20 PRINT 309I,R(I,1),STD(I) 	. 	 . 	• 
30 F0R'1AT(2X,2HC(I292H) 92E1598) . 	. 

PRINT 35 
35 FORMAT(//// jQX918HCORRELATION MATRIX  

00 40 11,N i....................................• 	 --------,•.--.- 
00 40 J=191 	 .•' . . 

40 	 . . 
• 	• 	00 50 11,1q1 	 • 	. 

50- 	PRINT 609  
60 FORMAT (8F9.6) 	. 	 ., 	- 	. .• 

RETURN 	 : 	• • 	 • 
END 
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SU8OtJT1NE 	GVAL(STQ,00,GAMMA) 	... 	. 	. 	.. 	. . 
C . 	. 

. 	, 	C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE G VALUES FROM TH 	LEAST SQUARES COFF. 

C AND DETERMINES  THE ERROR, RANGE OF VALUES WITHIN THE STD ERROR 
AND THE PERCENTAGE ERROR AND PRINTS ALL THIS 	 . 

C. 
DIMENSION 	STD(20),A(20),R(20)96LAM(1000),LAM(20),YCALC(1000) 
D1ME.NSION 	00(20) 
COfr1MON/SET1/N1,R,BLAM,.M,LAM 	 . ............................ 
COMMON/SET2/YCALC9A 	 . 	. 

_._..... REAL LAM 
WRITE(39110) 

1.1.0. FOkMAT(//// 	lOX, 	88H 	LAMDA(0) ...... 	G 	VALUE...+OR(STDERROR) 	RAN 
1GE OF VALUES 	FROM - TO 	PERCENT ERROR 	) 

__,.NPEA}<N1/2 ................:..................................... ... 
NPEAK = NPEAK 	1 
DQ1 00 	1 	= 	NPEAK, 	Ni ...............-.-..- 	............................... 
G = 	-195 	A(I)/( 	OO(I)* 	GAMMA* 	LAM 	(I)*LAM 	(j)* 	1.OE-08) 
OELG 	G  

(31 	= 	C, 	• 	DELC,  
G2G-DELG 	 . 

____ ....G3 	.( 	100. 	DELG)/G..__ _ 
WRITE(3,120) 	LAM 	(1).GDELG,G1'G2G3 

12OFURMAT(1Ox,FiO.1,5X,F7.4 ,.5X.E1Q......5 . 
100 CONTINUE 	 . 	 . 

RETURN  
END 

/ 	L.. 

C.__..SUBR.OUT,INE CENTERCOMP.RE.S.SEP_D.E . ........... 
... 	- ............... 	. 	.................--..--..... 

This subroutine !rrely centers the title on the printer page and isnon- 
essential for the function of the program. 	. 

SUBROUTINE CENTER(N1EM,N,NSAVE,M) 	 . 
DIMENSION 	NFMT 	(5),NMASK(j0),NTEMP(15)..

. .................... 

_......DIMENSION NWORD(15)9NSAVE(1),NHOLD(15)9MASt((10) 
DATA 	(.NFMT .  (I),I1'S)/IH(,lh 	,2HX, 	,1H 	94HA10) 	/,MASK1/1H 

,. DATA(NMASK(I) , I=1 , 1O)/OOOOOO55 , O0OOOSOO,OOOS50OOO,O5SOOOOOO, 
205S00000000,05500000000Oo,O550000000000009055000000000000009 
3 0 55 0000000000000000,Ob5000000000000000000 	/ 

.j DATA 	(MASK(I)9I1910)/000000779000007700900077000090770000009 
2O77o00000O0O7700OQO0O00O,O77OOOOOOOOOOOO,O770OOOOOOO 000000, 
3077OU0OOOOOOOOO0009O77000000000000000000  
.. IF(N.GT13.OR.N,..LT1..R..1..LJ..,.1.OR.M,.i..2)RETUNN 
DO 	110 	I1N 	

. 

.............110.NwORO(I)=NTEMP.(I) .---..--.--- 	................... 
JMN+1 

... .00 	111 	JJM915 . 
111 NW0RO(J)=MAsK1 	 . 

00 	.100 	J1,15 	.... ............_._.___*___ii_ 	. 	 . 	.. 	. 	 . 
•100  NHOLI)(J)=r.IASK1 	.. 	. 	. 	. 	 . 	. 	. 

NCO(JNT= 0  
DO 	10 	I1N 	 . 	 .. 	.-. 	.

--..-, .... 
LJF.N.WQRo(I.NE.MSK1 GO TO a° 	 . 

10 NCOUNT=NCOUNT.10 
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20 00 30 J1910 

NcoMp=NwopD(I).AND.MAsK(1l-.J) 

30 NCOIJNTNCOUNT+1 
35 NSTORENCOUNT  

00 40 1),N 
N.iI 	 00 	 ----------------------- -0... 

JNWOkL)(J).N,MAS?\1) (J JO 4 
L40.. NC0UNrNCOUNT+10  

45 DO 46 1')910 
NCOMPNOpD(J).&NDMASK(I)  
IF(NCOMPLNE.NMASK(I)) GO TO 50 	- 

46 NCOOJNTNCOUNT+ 1 
50 NCH1R10N-NCOUNT 

IFNCHAP.GT,112.OR.NCHAR.GTM)RTtJRN  
NbL=(M-NCHAP)/2 

0! 	 IMNCHAR/10  
- 	IF(MOO(NCHAR,10).NE0)IM=IM+1 	0 

IK=NST0RE+10*IM  
IF(NSIORE.EQ,0)GO TO 210 	 . 	. 

0 	
ENCO0E(10,70,NFMT(2))NSTORE 

70 FORMAT(I10) 	
0 	 . 

GO TO 220  
210 NFMT(:3)=1OH 	 00 

220 ENCOU)E(10970 9NFMT(4))IM 	 000 

DECODF:(IK,NFMT,NwoRD) (NHOLO(I),I1,IM) 
00 229 J115  

229 NWO0(J)MASK1. 
NFMT(2)=1,H)  
--(N13L.E0.0)GC) T054 
IF(N!L.LT010)G0 TO 55 	 0 

F.NCOf)(10,3,NFMT)NL 
3 FORr1AT(1H(,12,7HX,15A10) 
G0T0231 	 - 

54NFMr(1)=10H(15A10 	. 	 . 	.. 
GO TO 231  

55 ENCOtDE(1095NFMT)NBL 	 0 	 . 

5FOc-iAT(1H(,I197HX915A10) 
231 IMIM+2 	 . 0 

IKNL+10*IM.iMOD(NBL,10)+10 . 	
• 0 

...IF(MOI(NL,iO).0)IKIK+10 
ENCODE(IK,NFMT,NWORD) (NHOLD(I),I1,IM) 
JMM/i0  
IF(110D(M,10).NE9o)JMJM.1 	 0 

.. DO 240 11,JM  
240 NSAV(I)WORD(I) 	 0 

NFMr(1)=1H( 
NFMT(2)10H 	 •0 	 - 	

0 

NFMT(3)2HX9 
NFMT(4)jQH  
NFMT(5)=4H410)  
RETURN 	 0 

H 	END  
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MATRIX INVERSION WITH ACCOMPANYIN( SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
C 

FORTRAN IV SUBROUTINE MATINV(A,N,B,M,DETERM) 

DIMENSION IPIVOT(20),A(20,20),B(20,1), INDEx(O,2), PIVO.T(20) 
COMMON /LSP/ PIVOT,IPIVOTcINDEX 
EQUIVALENCE (LROW,JROW), (1COLUM,JCOLUM)c (AMAX T, SWAP) 

C 	INITIALIZATION 

• 	10 DETERM1a0 
• 	15 DO 20 J19N 

20 IPIVOT(J)0 
30 DO 550 119N 	 - 

c: 
C 	SEARCH FOR PIVOT ELEMENT 

40 AMAXO.0 
45 t)O 105 J19N 

H50 IF (IPIVQT(J)j)6O,1O5,6Q  
60 ho 100 K1,N 

• 	 70 IF (IPI.VOT(K)-1) 809 100, 740 
80 IF (4BS(AMAX)—ABS(A(J,K))) 859 1009 100 
85IRUJ 
90 ICOLUMI< 
95 AMAXAJ,K) 	• 

• 	100'C0JTINUE 
105 CONTINUE 	 * 

IF(AMAX) 11098009110 
110 IPIVOT(ICOLUM)IPIVOT(ICQLUM)+1  

C 
C 	INTERCHANGE Rows TO_PUT PIVOT ELEMENT ON DIAGONAL  
C 

130 IF XR0WICOLUM) 1409 260, 140  
140 DETERMDETF-RM . 

L_.150D 200 Ll,N  
160 SWAPA(IROW.L) 
1,70A(IR0I,L)A(ICOLUM,L) 	 -. 
200 A(ICOLUM,L)SWAP 
205 IF(M) 2609 260, 210  

• 	•• 21000 250 L19 M 
220 SWAPB(IROW,L)  
230 6(1.R0 W9 L)B(IC0LIJ,L) 
250 F(ICOLUM,L)=SWAP  
260 IN1iEX(I,1)IROW 
270 INDEX(92)IC0LUM  
310PIV0T(I)A(IC0LUMIC0LUM) 
320 DETERMDETERM*PIVOT (I) 

C 	DIVIDE PIVOT ROW BY PIVOT ELEMENT 	• 	-• 
C 

	

	 - - 
330 A(ICOLUM9IC0LUM)=1.0 
340 00 350 L1,N 

• 	350 A(ICOLUM,L)A(ICOLUM,L)/PIVOT(I) 	• 	• 
.355 IF(t 	3809 3809 360  
360 DO 370 L19M  
3708(IC0L0M,LBTIC0LUM,0/PIVOT(I 

C 
. 
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380 00 550 L11N 
390 IF(LiICOLUM) 4009 5509 400 	 -..-.--- 

• 	400 T4(L1)ICOLUM) 
420 A ( Ll , IcoL 01A' =0 . 0 ___.._____._ 	........................................................ 
430 00 4S0 L=19N 	 . 	 . 
450 A(L1,L)=A(L1,L)A(ICOLUM,L)*T 	. 
455 IFCM) 5509 5501,  460 	 . 
460 00500 L=l,M 	 .,,. 
500 A(Ll,L)=B(Ll,L).B(1COLUM,L)*T 	. 
550.CONTINUE 	........... -----..,--•----.•--• 

C 
C 	INTERCHANGE COLUMNS 	 . 
C 
600 00 710 119N 	 . - 
610 LN+1-I 

___.620. IF 	(INDEX(L,1)-INDEXft,2)) 	630 ,  7lO 	630......................................................... 
630 JROW=INOEX(L,1) 	 . 
640 JCQLtJM=JNflEX(L92) .__._L 	 .............. -. ... 	.- ........... 
650 1)0 705 K19N 	. 	 . 	. 
660 SWAP=A(K,JRO) 	 . 
670 A(K,JOw)=A(K,JC0LUM). 	

..- ......... 	- .. -. 	-...•. 	..- 

____ 700 A(K,JCOLUM)SWAP  
705 CONTINUE 
710 CONTINUE 	 . 	. 	. 	. 
740 RETURN 	 . 
800 DEIERM 	0  

RETURN 	. 
END  ................... ..-.---•••1---- 	 0 

- 	SUBROUTINE YGRAPH(M,X,Y,YFIT) 
DIMENSION X(10,1),y(1),YFIT(1) 	 . 

IFFF, IBBB 9 I 00 0,JPPP.LE1 JtQ,1 
YMIN=Y(1) 
YMAX=Y(1)  
00 3 I1M, 	. 	 •. 	. 

.IF(Y1IN .GT. 	Y(I)) 	YMIN=Y(I) 	....... . 	.. 
IF(YMAX .LT Y(I)) 	YMAX=Y(I) 
IF (YMIN .GT. YFIT(fl)I.NY.FI.T 
IF (YMAX .LT0 YFIT(I)) YMAXYFIT(I) 

3 	CONTINUF 	.............................- ........----••..------ ....... 	.... 	. 
WRITE (391005) YMIN,YMAx 
FORMAT (1,H1,15X'E1.5987X9E13.5/19X,101HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111III1I 

• 	1 IIrIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIxIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIxIixIIIiItiijIIiI 
uIiIII,IIr 	..) •. 	 ___ .....................................:. 
00 110. 0 119M 	 . 	. 	. 	.. 	. 
. IO10+1000*(Y(I)YMIN/YMAXyMIN) 	... •• 
I0MAX0(MIN0(IO,l00),1) 	 0 	 - 

1P=1.0+100.0*(yFIT(I)-yMIN),(yM4XyMIN) 	 . 	 0 

IPMAX0 (MINO C 1P1O0) 1) 	
0 

.IF ••  (.10.NE..IP)GO TO 10 3 0. 	 . 
1008 IF (10 	NE. 1) GO TO 1020 	• 	-. 	0 	 , . 
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W,TEC3101fl)X(I),IFFF 	 ..,. 	 .. 

1010 FORMAT 	(1XeE13596H 	9100A1) 
H 	) 

1020 
WRITE 	(31010) 	X(I), 	(I8B69J19<),IFFF 
GO 	10 	1100 

30 IPP=iPPP  
. 100=1000 	 . 

IF 	(1P 	,GT0 	10) 	GO 	TO 	1040 	. 

XPP= 1000 
I00=IppP  
JUtJMMY=I0 
10=TP  

IPIDUMMY 
L 1040 IF 	(10  

K=IP — IO - 1 
IF 	(K 	.GT 	0) 	GO 	10 	1050  
WRiTE 	(391010) 	x(I), 	IOO,IPP 
GO 	TO 	1100  

• 	1050 CONTINUE 	 . . 

WRITE 	(391010) 	X(I)9 	Io0,(IBBB,J=1,K)9IPP 	 . 

1100 ----•- 
1060 K110-1  

K2IPIO1 
• IF 	K2 	.Te 	0) 	GO 	TO 	1070 	. 
wRITE (39 1010)X (I) 	

. ... . 

GO .10 	1100 ------------------- 

1070  CONTINUE 	
.--.---.-..- ............- .............................. 

	
.. 

WRITE 	(391010) 	X(I)9 	(18E35,.ilvKl),IOO9(I8BB,J19K2)9IPP 	. 
1100 CONTINUE 	. 	 . 

WRITE 	(31110) 	YMIN,YMAX 	. 	 . 

1• 110 FORMAT 	(19X,iO1HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
1IIIIIIIIIXIIIIIIII.IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII,IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 	/16X9E135987 
2XE13.5) 	 . 	. 	• 	

-..............--..- .............. . 	
. 	 ., 	

., 

• 
E1120FORHAT 

WRITE 	(391120) 
(33H0PREPRESNTSTHEPREICTEDPOINT/28H0O REPRESENTS THE 

1DATA POINT/73H0F REPRESENTS 50TH THE DATA AND THE PREDICTED POINTS 
fl ~ IFTHEVLIE TOGETHER) 	.

--------- ................... . ............ .. 

RETURN 	 . 	. 	 . 	 . 



This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States,nor the Com-
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 

or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa-

ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor-

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 

this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee 	tctoTofthe Com- 

mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor, 






